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iRe´sume´
Notre fac¸on de vivre au quotidien transmet des indices sur notre vie a` notre environ-
nement. Des personnes, mais aussi des appareils e´lectroniques nous entourent en permanence
et peuvent percevoir des e´le´ments de notre vie quotidienne. Nos te´le´phones portables, par
exemple, de´tectent de fac¸on continue nos mouvements et interactions. De telles donne´es so-
cioge´ographiques pourraient ainsi eˆtre enregistre´es en continu par des centaines de millions de
personnes a` travers le monde et leur exploitation s’ave`re prometteuse pour re´ve´ler des e´le´ments
du comportement humain de manie`re ine´dite. L’impact socie´tal de l’analyse de donne´es com-
portementales a` grande e´chelle a` partir de donne´es d’appareils mobiles est potentiellement
important. Comprendre les mouvements et interactions d’une communaute´ pourrait par ex-
emple permettre d’adopter des mesures approprie´es pour pre´venir la menace d’une e´pide´mie.
L’e´tude de bases de donne´es de grande envergure centre´es sur l’eˆtre humain requiert des
mode`les et outils mathe´matiques de pointe. Dans cette the`se, nous explorons des mode`les
probabilistes appele´s  topic models  et des me´thodes d’apprentissage automatique pour
l’analyse d’activite´s socioge´ographiques a` grande e´chelle.
Nous commenc¸ons par nous inte´resser a` deux types de  topic models  pour l’exploitation
de donne´es de localisation obtenues a` partir de te´le´phones portables. Nous proposons une
me´thode base´e sur le principe de LDA ( Latent Dirichlet Allocation ), puis sur un mode`le
appele´  Author Topic Model  afin de de´couvrir des routines dominantes de localisation, en
utilisant la base de donne´es  MIT Reality Mining  qui re´pertorie les activite´s de 97 individus
sur une pe´riode de 16 mois. Nous pre´sentons les nombreuses possibilite´s qu’offre notre approche
pour mode´liser les activite´s. Graˆce a` notre approche, il est par exemple possible de diffe´rencier
les utilisateurs ayant des styles de vie tre`s ou peu varie´s, respectivement, ou de de´terminer
quand les activite´s d’un utilisateur fluctuent en fonction du temps par rapport a` son activite´
normale.
Nous conside´rons ensuite a` la fois la localisation et les interactions en ayant recours a` des
informations mono- et multimodales provenant de connexions Bluetooth ou a` des antennes
relais afin de de´couvrir des activite´s de routine comprenant des informations sur les interac-
tions journalie`res et les lieux visite´s. Nous proposons e´galement une me´thode de pre´diction
de donne´es multimodales manquantes base´e sur le principe de LDA. Nous conside´rons par la
suite une approche supervise´e pour de´terminer le type de jour ou d’e´tudiant en utilisant des
donne´es socioge´ographiques similaires.
Dans la suite du manuscrit, nous introduisons deux nouvelles approches probabilistes pour
corriger certaines limitations de l’approche LDA pour la mode´lisation d’activite´. L’approche
pre´ce´dente souffre de la croissance exponentielle des donne´es et de l’espace des parame`tres
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lorsqu’on l’applique a` des activite´s de dure´es importantes ou variables. Nous proposons tout
d’abord un  Multi-Level Topic Model  qui permet de mode´liser les activite´s de dure´e
variable. Le  Pairwise-Distance Topic Model  que nous introduisons par la suite permet de
capturer des topics repre´sentant des activite´s de longues dure´es.
Finalement, nous pre´sentons l’application de notre approche pour l’e´tude des facteurs
influenc¸ant les changements d’opinion politique chez les individus. Nous utilisons la base
de donne´es  Social Evolution Project Reality Mining  et e´tudions aussi l’utilite´ d’autres
donne´es comme le journal d’appel des personnes. Nous nous inte´ressons aux diffe´rences de
comportement entre les personnes qui changent d’avis et celles qui ne changent pas. Nous
combinons diffe´rents types de donne´es provenant de diffe´rentes modalite´s pour former une
caracte´ristique  d’exposition  repre´sentant le degre´ d’exposition d’une personne aux opin-
ions politiques des autres. Nous utilisons les me´thodes introduites dans le manuscrit pour
e´tudier le comportement des personnes et des groupes face a` l’exposition aux opinions des
autres. De cette e´tude nous de´rivons un ensemble de caracte´ristiques qui permettent de dis-
tinguer, de manie`re statistiquement significative, les personnes qui changent d’opinions et celle
qui ne changent pas. Nous e´tudions aussi dans quelle mesure la diffe´rence  d’exposition  a`
l’opinion des autres influe sur l’inte´reˆt qu’a une personne pour la politique.
En conclusion, cette the`se aborde plusieurs questions importantes du domaine re´cent de
l’informatique pour les sciences sociales ( Computational Social Science ). Nous utilisons
de me´thodes rigoureuses, fonde´es sur des principes mathe´matiques et traitons de donne´es
varie´es provenant de te´le´phones mobiles. Ceci permet l’extraction d’activite´s humaines dans
des sce´narios re´els a` grande e´chelle.
Mots Cle´s : mode´lisation d’activite´, donne´e provenant de te´le´phones mobiles, informa-
tique pour les sciences sociales, apprentissage automatique
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Abstract
As we live our daily lives, our surroundings know about it. Our surroundings consist of peo-
ple, but also our electronic devices. Our mobile phones, for example, continuously sense our
movements and interactions. This socio-geographic data could be continuously captured by
hundreds of millions of people around the world and promises to reveal important behavioral
clues about humans in a manner never before possible. Mining patterns of human behavior
from large-scale mobile phone data has deep potential impact on society. For example, by un-
derstanding a community’s movements and interactions, appropriate measures may be put in
place to prevent the threat of an epidemic. The study of such human-centric massive datasets
requires advanced mathematical models and tools. In this thesis, we investigate probabilistic
topic models as unsupervised machine learning tools for large-scale socio-geographic activity
mining.
We first investigate two types of probabilistic topic models for large-scale location-driven
phone data mining. We propose a methodology based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation, followed
by the Author Topic Model, for the discovery of dominant location routines mined from the
MIT Reality Mining data set containing the activities of 97 individuals over the course of a
16 month period. We investigate the many possibilities of our proposed approach in terms
of activity modeling, including differentiating users with high and low varying lifestyles and
determining when a user’s activities fluctuate from the norm over time.
We then consider both location and interaction features from cell tower connections and
Bluetooth, in single and multimodal forms for routine discovery, where the daily routines
discovered contain information about the interactions of the day in addition to the locations
visited. We also propose a method for the prediction of missing multimodal data based on
Latent Dirichlet Allocation. We further consider a supervised approach for day type and
student type classification using similar socio-geographic features.
We then propose two new probabilistic approaches to alleviate some of the limitations of
Latent Dirichlet Allocation for activity modeling. Large duration activities and varying time
duration activities can not be modeled with the initially proposed methods due to problems
with input and model parameter size explosion. We first propose a Multi-Level Topic Model
as a method to incorporate multiple time duration sequences into a probabilistic generative
topic model. We then propose the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model as an approach to address
the problem of modeling long duration activities with topics.
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Finally, we consider an application of our work to the study of influencing factors in human
opinion change with mobile sensor data. We consider the Social Evolution Project Reality
Mining dataset, and investigate other mobile phone sensor features including communication
logs. We consider the difference in behaviors of individuals who change political opinion and
those who do not. We combine several types of data to form multimodal exposure features,
which express the exposure of individuals to others’ political opinions. We use the previously
defined methodology based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation to define each group’s behaviors
in terms of their exposure to opinions, and determine statistically significant features which
differentiate those who change opinions and those who do not. We also consider the difference
in exposure features of individuals that increases their interest in politics versus those who do
not.
Overall, this thesis addresses several important issues in the recent body of work called
Computational Social Science. Investigations principled on mathematical models and multiple
types of mobile phone sensor data are performed to mine real life human activities in large-
scale scenarios.
Keywords: probabilistic topic models, latent dirichlet allocation, Reality Mining, activity
modeling, mobile phone data, computational social science, machine learning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sensors are everywhere, continuously gathering information as we live our daily lives. We live in a
technology driven society where, Lazer et al [57] stated it best, each one of us continuously leaves digital
traces behind. Whether using email, the telephone, a bank machine, or even simpler activities such as
driving, using a photocopy machine, and a camera, all of these activities leave traces of our behavior.
Recently, these devices have been viewed from an engineering perspective as sensors, capturing data
which scientists in many disciplines are very excited about. This data potentially impacts everyone of us
as researchers begin to study the possibilities of their use. Applications to society as a whole are being
investigated in terms of epidemiology and psychology [64], urban planning [37], security, and even in the
analysis of poverty [95].
Reality Mining, pioneered by Nathan Eagle and Alex Pentland, is the study of human social behavior
based on wireless mobile phone sensed data. Mobile phones are particularly promising as sensors due to
their vast usage over the world on a daily continuous basis, and also due to the numerous types of sensors
embedded in the device. Not only do people carry them around as they live their daily lives sensing their
location, and motion (via the accelerometer), their interactions can also be captured by Bluetooth, not
only with other individuals carrying phones, but also with computers in proximity. There are many other
forms of human behaviors that can be sensed with mobile phones, one of which is the reason they were
invented in the first place, for communication. The mobile phone has developed, due to its paramount
nature, from a simple communication device to include many other tools such as a cameras, browsers,
games, calendars, alarm clocks, and will surely continue to develop in the future. All of these forms of
data can be analyzed to reveal details about human behavior.
The focus in this thesis is on large-scale socio-geographic data obtained by mobile phone sensors
capturing real-life location and proximity data. Our goal is to mine human activities and routines from
this socio-geographic data. We define routines to be temporal regularities in peoples’ lives. Activity
modeling is a relatively recent domain in computer science, and of great interest in a new discipline
named Computational Social Science [57].
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1.1 Current Challenges
As large scale data collections on human behavior become more readily available, the need for effective
methods and mathematical models for analysis becomes crucial in order to make good use of the sources.
In machine learning, algorithms have been developed to recognize complex patterns and make intelligent
decisions based on data. Traditional machine learning models are recognized as useful tools for large-
scale data analysis [5, 22]. They have been used in the domain of human behavior analysis, though their
limitations with new types of data and human-centric questions become apparent. For example, many of
the traditional machine learning models are supervised, requiring training data which is often impossible
or illegal to collect on human subjects. Other specifications related to human-centric data include the
multimodal aspect, the noise, the massive quantity, and the complex questions of interest.
More specifically, data collected by mobile phone sensors include many types, ranging from GPS,
Bluetooth, accelerometer, to voice features. Each of these sensors may be sampled with varying frequen-
cies, each has varying timescales and differing characteristics, and each has its own sources of noise. For
example, a person can interact with more than one other person at a given time; some potential features
to model include the group size, identity, and relationship with those in proximity. Noise is inherent in
human behavior in relation to sensors. People forget their phones, lend them to friends, set the time
incorrectly, forget to turn on Bluetooth, and most importantly the phone is not always attached to the
individual [76]. Each sensor has its particular problem. For example GPS does not work indoors and
Bluetooth detects devices through thin walls. Continuous data on large populations pose many compu-
tational challenges. For example traditional techniques using linear algebra are not easily applicable due
to large matrix operations. Finally, and most importantly, traditional machine learning techniques have
not been designed to target the questions of interest. For example, a typical question of interest would be
“what are the differences in the daily routines between two populations (e.g., of students)?”. We do not
know what machine learning learning tools would best solve this problem. There are several state-of-the
art classification tools to divide the groups with lowest error, however, we are interested in finding the
similar and differentiating features within these groups and understanding how significant they are.
We believe machine learning methods can provide useful algorithms for large-scale activity modeling,
as we show in this thesis. However they do present their limitations in face of human-centric data and
can be built upon. Though machine learning techniques are very useful techniques for large-scale human
behavior analysis, we believe they pose limitations and can be used as a basis for new methods targeting
the field of Computational Social Science.
In this thesis we choose to investigate probabilistic topic models as the basic tool. Topic models are
chosen first and foremost for their unsupervised nature. They have several other advantages making
them an attractive choice for the goals of this thesis. Their probabilistic, generative nature make them
attractive over discriminative approaches since we are interested in modeling the nature of the data.
Further, the basic statistical structure of the model is intuitive and provides opportunity for extensions
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods for inference. The input feature structure in topic
models, called bag of words, is critical in removing redundant time information and is key in handling
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the large amounts of noise in the data. Very importantly, topic models can be applied to very large data
collections. They also can be manipulated in various ways to integrate multiple data types.
1.2 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below.
(1) Activity modeling with topic models, an unsupervised approach. We propose a fully unsu-
pervised approach for human activity discovery based on two existing probabilistic topic models,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10] and the Author Topic Model [82], which we published in [31]. We
also present an approach to both individually and jointly model a user’s locations and interactions
in a manner suitable for robust human activity mining and present a method to predict missing
socio-geographic data, essentially validating our topic model approach to jointly model the multi-
modal data. These ideas were published in [30, 32]. We thoroughly analyze the activity recognition
tasks that can be achieved with our proposed method. The tasks include determining dominant
routines on certain days, finding a user’s dominant routines, differentiating between users that live
high entropy versus low entropy lives, determining when a large change occurs in a user’s typical
routine over time, and discovering groups of users that follow certain trends. All of these activity
modeling experiments were performed on the Reality Mining data [26] and detailed journal versions
are published in [34, 35].
(2) Supervised approach to evaluate feature selection validity. We use a supervised approach,
namely Support Vector Machines, to validate the feature selection in terms of both location and
interaction data addressing two tasks with prior knowledge of labels: day types (weekend versus
weekday) and student types (engineering versus business). This was published in [29].
(3) Proposal of the Multi-level Topic Model. We address a limitation of probabilistic topic mod-
els, namely incorporating varying time durations without vocabulary size explosion, by proposing
a new extension to Latent Dirichlet Allocation. We call the new technique the Multi-Level Topic
Model. It is formally defined, implemented, and analyzed experimentally. Some of these ideas were
published in [33].
(4) Proposal of the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model. We address a similar problem, this time fo-
cusing on the modeling of very large length sequences (or large n-grams), with a new graphical
model inspired by Latent Dirichlet Allocation which we call the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model.
We present the inference procedure details, as well as the results of the implementation. This work
is new and has not yet been published.
(5) Political Opinion Change Modeling. Finally, we address an important question in the Social
Sciences, that of influencing behavior in opinion change. Using our proposed methods for activity
mining with Latent Dirichlet Allocation, we address a very multimodal data collection to incorporate
interaction, communication, relationship, as well as opinion features to determine the difference in
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the routines of people who change their political opinion over a three month period versus those
who do not. This was published in [66].
1.3 Thesis Outline and Problems Addressed
We begin the thesis by discussing the related work in Chapter 2. The previous works in activity
recognition are presented, grouped by the various possible types of sensors. We begin with indoor
sensors, including computer vision problems, followed by wearable devices. We present a separate section
on related works using mobile phone sensors in the section titled Reality Mining, also a wearable device.
Lastly we present topic models and their development as well as related papers in people-centric networks
(social networks) as well as n-gram models.
In Chapter 3 we present an overview of our methodology based on topic models for activity modeling.
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the role of the topic model as a tool for location-driven activity
modeling and to present the possibilities of use. We describe the components in detail, beginning with
the bag representation, followed by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation and the Author Topic Model. The
experimental results are presented for large-scale location data in Section 3.4, as well as the details
of various types of tasks that can be performed with the methodology. Perplexity is used for model
parameter selection, as detailed in Section 3.4.2. Resulting topics for location activities are differentiated
from the traditional clustering k-means model in Section 3.4.6.
A multimodal data representation for the joint modeling of socio-geographic data is presented in
Chapter 4. This chapter addresses the problems of handling multimodal data in terms of both discovery,
prediction, and classification with supervision. The framework for modeling this multimodal data is
presented, in addition to a framework for the prediction of missing data. Experiments and results follow
including analysis for predicting missing socio-geographic data in Section 4.3.4. In Section 4.4 we evaluate
the individual location and proximity features as well as multimodal representations of these features with
the supervised discriminative technique of support vector machines. We show classification results on two
differing tasks, the day type and the student type to show the features in question are discriminative.
We present a limitation of the topic modeling technique for activity recognition and propose two new
models to overcome these limitations in Chapter 5. In Section 5.2 we present the Multi-Level Topic
Model as a way to overcome the problem of modeling varying time duration activities simultaneously
without vocabulary size explosion. This model is formalized, then experiments are presented including
comparisons of sequences discovered with the most frequently occurring sequences in the data. In Sec-
tion 5.3 we present the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model, a probabilistic generative approach inspired by
Latent Dirichlet Allocation to handle the problem of large duration activity discovery. The details of the
inference procedure are presented followed by the experimental results and analysis.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we apply the general activity modeling techniques proposed in this thesis to ad-
dress an important question in the social sciences, that of opinion change. We investigate, in collaboration
with Anmol Madan and Alex Pentland at the MIT Human Dynamics Lab, the differences in activities of
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individuals who change their political opinions versus those who do not. We use multimodal features con-
taining communication, interaction, relationships, as well as opinions with an approach based on Latent
Dirichlet Allocation to study the differences and similarities between these two groups of individuals.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Overview
This chapter reviews the most relevant previous work related to this thesis. First in Section 2.2 we
present the prior art in the field of activity recognition. Activity recognition, also referred to as activity
modeling, is a relatively new domain applicable to various types of data including indoor sensors and
wearable devices. In Section 2.3, we focus on previous works conducted on large-scale mobile phone
sensed data, termed Reality Mining. This prior work generally aims at understanding human and social
behavior on a large-scale which was previously not possible with other sensor data types due to scale
and availability. The machine learning methodology we apply and build upon in this thesis for activity
discovery (what we refer to as socio-geographic Reality Mining data), is the family of probabilistic models
known as topic models. In Section 2.4 we review the key works in this domain and provide a brief history
of their development. We also discuss extensions of these models which were motivating ideas for this
thesis.
2.2 Activity Recognition
Even if a system cannot fully model a user’s beliefs, desires, and intentions, it can still be useful if it
can recognize some of his/her activities [17]. Choudhury et al. summarize the techniques and challenges
of activity modeling in [17], which serve as a good introduction to this area of research. An activity
recognition system has three main sub-components also shown in Figure 2.1:
1. A low-level sensing module that gathers relevant information about activities, e.g., camera, micro-
phone, or motion sensors. In Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we discuss the types of activity recognition
tasks that can be addressed with the various categories of sensing devices, not including mobile
phones. In Section 2.3 we focus on previous works addressed with mobile phones as sensors.
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Figure 2.1. Overview of an activity recognition system. The three main sub-components are the low-level sensing module, the
feature processing and selection module, and the computational model that infers user activities. Reality Mining systems use the
multiple sensors on the mobile phones to capture data. The rest of the processing is partly done on a computer and partly on
the device.
2. A feature processing and feature selection module that processes the raw sensor data into features
that can help discriminate between activities.
3. A computational model that uses these various features to infer the activity that an individual or
group is engaged in.
In the following sections, we discuss some of the computational models that combine steps 2 and 3,
or only step 3, to transform the rich and complex set of raw sensor data into higher-level descriptions
of people and/or group activities and interactions. Section 2.4 focuses particularly on one generation of
promising computational models in machine learning, topic models.
A critical component of an activity modeling system is the sensing module that gathers relevant
information about activities. There are various categories of sensors other than mobile phones (which is
the focus of the next section) including indoor fixed sensors such as cameras, microphones, motion sensors,
and wearable computing devices. Each category of sensing devices has advantages and disadvantages and
can be employed for specific activity recognition and discovery tasks. Multi-modal data can be collected to
obtain a wider range of information (e.g., audio + video), sometimes complicating the activity recognition
task, however, enriching the information available for computation.
2.2.1 Indoor Sensors
Indoor sensors include cameras, microphones and proximity or motion sensors. These are the most
commonly used sensors, with many mature processing techniques related to feature extraction for activity
characterization. The restrictions with these types of sensors are that they are often fixed and only those
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activities that occur in the local physical space covered by the sensors can be recognized. In the next
paragraphs, we give examples of existing work using fixed indoor sensor data.
There is a great deal of research on human activity recognition and modeling in the area of computer
vision. We mention a few works for the sake of completion. Topic models have been used in vision
research for activity recognition from video data [72, 94]. In [72], human action categories such as
“walking”, “jogging”, or “boxing” are discovered with Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [45] in
which topics correspond to action categories. In [94], activities, are discovered in complex video scenes,
such as crowded traffic scenes, with many activities occurring simultaneously. The methodology built
from topic models is also used to discover unusual activities and interactions, an example of which is “a
pedestrian crossing the road outside of the sidewalk”. Another unsupervised methodology for activity
discovery is [41], where suffix trees are used for activity discovery.
The indoor spaces in the daily life of an individual typically begin with their household. Household
activities have been automatically discovered on a large scale using event-streams and an undirected
graph approach, considering all the rooms in a house [40], as well as on a small scale using a switching
Hidden Semi-Markov Model, recognizing kitchen activities (such as making coffee, eating breakfast) [24].
PlaceLab [55] is an example of a “living lab”, where hundreds of sensors are built into objects and the
home environment for various research purposes including activity recognition [49, 61, 86].
The second most common indoor space an individual frequents is the office. The literature reviewed
for activity recognition in office spaces mostly used a Markov model approach to recognize activities, for
instance, on a multi-room scale [96], or in a smaller meeting room scale [68]. The work by Wren et al
[97], models office activity as a Markov process, to detect deviations of short-term behavior patterns from
long-term patterns. The method finds time periods where the dynamics of the group behavior deviate
significantly from ”usual” behavior, successfully identifying holidays, periods of vacation, and periods of
organizational disruption to the group (e.g., senior manager change). The time period of the dataset is
comparable to the one we are investigating, covering the course of a year. There is also on the order of
one hundred people in the study, though their identity is completely unknown due to the sensing strategy.
2.2.2 Wearable Devices
There is an increasing body of work on activity recognition using various types of wearable sensors. A
pioneering work in wearable sensing was done by Choudhury and Pentland [14] using wearable database
acquisition boards called the Sociometer. In [14], the audio information was stored from a microphone for
twenty three people and about 66 hours each over a two week period. The data was recorded both indoors
and outdoors. The sociometer is used to capture face-to-face interactions and the data is measured in
order to learn the structure and dynamics of human communication networks. The device contains an
accelerometer, a microphone, and an IR sensor. In [15] Choudhury and Basu use data collected by the
sociometer to quantitatively investigate the ways in which a given person influences the joint turn-taking
in a conversation using a Mixed-Memory Markov Model. In [16], methods to automatically learn social
network structures are developed using sociometer data. A larger data campaign capturing spontaneous
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face-to-face conversation was done by Wyatt et al in [98]. Twenty four subjects were given personal digital
assistants (PDAs) containing 8 sensors to capture unconstrained and natural conversational features over
a 9 month period, resulting in 4,400 hours of data.
Olguin et al [73, 74] also developed wearable electronic badges to measure the amount of face-to-
face interaction, conversational time, physical proximity to other people, and physical activity levels.
Their sociometric badges have many capabilities, including recognizing human activities such as sitting,
standing, and walking, in real-time. In [73], the badges are deployed in a real organization with 22
employees participating over a one month period. The goal is to be able to understand how patterns
of behavior shape the individual and the organization. The developed methods are able to reasonably
predict employees’ self-assessments of job satisfaction with the data sensed, in combination with survey
and email information. In [74], the sociometric badges are deployed in a medical facility for health
management. In this study, 67 nurses working in the Post-anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) in the Boston
area were given badges over a 27 day period, resulting in 3906 hours of data. The authors show that it
is possible to identify individual personality traits and measure group performance in this hospital unit
with good accuracy.
Wearable sensors have to potential of providing more detailed information and insight to human health
related applications. Acceleration and heart rate information have been gathered in [87] for the automatic
recognition of physical activities as well as their intensities. Munguia et al [87] use five accelerometers and
a wireless heart rate monitor and evaluate their algorithm on 30 physical gymnasium activities collected
from 21 subjects. A real-time algorithm has been presented for automatic human activity recognition and
in some cases, for detection of the activity intensities. In [54] wearable sensors are used for sleep posture
detection, which may be valuable for people with sleep apnea disorders. The experiment concludes that
sufficiently accurate estimation of basic sleep postures can be done by a single power-efficient wrist-worn
sensor. Work by Madan el al [64] addresses a larger-scale concern in health care, termed behavioral
epidemiology, with the goal of monitoring how individual behavior is affected by illness and stress. The
wearable sensors used for this study are mobile phones, involving daily surveys. The method successfully
predicts the health status of subjects with mobile phone features.
A closely related work published simultaneously to ours [30, 31], is described in [48] and uses topic
models for human activity discovery using wearable sensor data. The method identifies activity patterns
in one single person’s daily life over sixteen days, using two wearable sensors, one placed on the right hip
and the other on the right wrist. For activity recognition, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
model is used where activity words are manually labeled or automatically recognized low-level activities,
and the topic model is used to discover patterns in these activities, which are essentially co-occurring
low-level activities. In contrast, our work investigates the human routine discovery task from mobile
phone data, on a true large scale, and we further use this data to discover group routines in addition to
individual routines. Further, our methodology has proven successful on lower level input data which can
be obtained more directly from sensor data, such as the locations of an individual and their proximate
interactions [30]. The methodology proposed in [48] requires higher level information regarding a person’s
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activities through the use of multiple devices attached to various body parts, unlike our work which only
relies on one single device (a phone) which is worn and used naturally.
2.3 Reality Mining
The mobile phone is a very unique sensing device continuously capturing our location, interaction,
communication, and motion traces left behind in our daily lives [57]. Mobile phone technology allows us
to capture data related to the daily routines of large numbers of people over very long periods. More
specifically, their locations, such as being at work or home, can be learned and recognized from location
sensors [26, 52, 44]. Interactions can be captured by Bluetooth, which detects other Bluetooth devices
within a small radius [26, 52, 63, 66]. Phone call and SMS activities can further be recorded [26, 69,
52, 63, 66, 95]. Phone application usage can be saved including the camera, calendar, games, and web
browser usage [69, 52]. Finally, content, including photos and video, can also be collected [20, 69].
Researchers are just beginning to understand the implications of such data collections for fields ranging
from epidemiology [91] and dynamical network analysis [43] to understanding the dynamics of slums [95].
Research using mobile phone data has mostly focused on location-driven data analysis, more specif-
ically, using Global Positioning System (GPS) data to predict transportation modes [77, 80], to predict
user destinations [53] or paths [1], and to predict daily step count [84]. Other location-driven tasks have
made use of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) data for indoor localization [75] or WiFi
for large-scale localization [58]. There are several works related to activity modeling from location-driven
phone sensor data. CitySense [60] is a mobile application which uses GPS and WiFi data to summarize
“hotspots” of activity a city, which can then be used to make recommendations to people regarding, for
example, preferred restaurants and nightclubs [50]. Liao et al [59] use GPS data traces to label and ex-
tract a person’s activities and significant places. Their method is based on Relational Markov Networks.
The BeaconPrint algorithm [44] uses both WiFi and GSM to learn the places a user goes and detect if
the user returns to these places.
Recently, mobile phones have been programmed to capture non-linguistic speech attributes [62, 63].
These non verbal speech features have been used for sound classification (for example music versus
voice) and for the discovery of sound events [62]. The VibeFone application[63], uses location, proximity,
and tone of voice features to infer specific aspects of peoples’ social lives. The mobile application has
two special modes, the Jerk-o-Meter and the Wingman3G, in which VibeFone evaluates the subject’s
speech and provides feedback to subjects. Experiments have been conducted on several small scale data
collections to measure and predict interest in conversation, and to measure attraction in a speed-dating
scenario.
In [91], a study of how mobile phone viruses spread investigated joint location and proximity mobile
phone data. Wang at al [91] model the mobility of mobile phone users to study the spreading patterns
characterizing a mobile virus outbreak. They find that Bluetooth viruses spread slowly due to human
mobility; however, viruses utilizing multimedia messaging services could infect all users in hours. Other
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related works include [27], CenceMe [69], and [95]. In [27] individual calling diversity is used to explain
the economic development of cities. Eagle et al find that the diversity of individuals relationships is
strongly correlated with the economic development of communities [27]. CenceMe [69] is a personal
sensing system that enables activity sharing sensed automatically by mobile phones in a user’s online
social network. The sensed activities, referred to as “sensing presence”, captures a users’ status in terms
of activities (e.g., sitting, walking), disposition (e.g., happy, sad), habits (e.g., at the gym, at work), and
surroundings (e.g., noisy). These features can then be shared in popular social networking sites such
as Facebook, Myspace, as well as instant messaging tools such as Skype and Pidgin. Wesolowski and
Eagle [95] use mobile call logs collected over a one year period to better understand one of the largest
slums, Kibera located in Nairobi, Kenya.
Eagle and Pentland [25], the pioneers in the Reality Mining research domain, used Principle Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) to identify the main components structuring daily human behavior. The main
components of human activities, which are the top eigenvectors of the PCA decomposition are termed
eigenbehaviors. To define the daily life of an individual in terms of eigenbehaviors, the top eigenbehaviors
will show the main routines in the life of a group of users, for example, being at home overnight. The
role of the remaining eigenbehaviors is to describe the more precise, non-typical behaviors in individuals’
or the group’s lives. Eigenbehaviors are described over what we consider to be fine-grain locations (30-
minute time intervals) and are representative of the entire day’s activities as opposed to morning only or
evening only. Results are presented for location data only where Bluetooth and raw location data is used
in an HMM structure to infer a user’s location for a given time. In Chapter 3, we present a methodology
based on a bag of location sequences structure. This method is advantageous over [25] in that it contains
multiple time considerations, can discover activities over parts of the day, can be used in describing user’s
and groups of user’s behaviors, and can be easily applied to very large datasets.
Another closely related work from mobile sensor data is by Gonzalez et al [37]. Recently, they
used mobile phone data to study the trajectories of human mobility patterns, and found that human
trajectories show a high degree of temporal and spatial regularity, more specifically, that individual
travel patterns can “collapse” into a single spatial probability distribution showing that humans follow
simple, reproducible patterns. This study was performed on a large-scale mobile phone dataset from a
phone operator of over 100 000 users over a period of six months. In [13], phone call data has been used
to study the mean collective behavior of humans at large scale, focusing on the occurrence of anomalous
events. The authors also investigate patterns of calling activity at the individual level and model the
individual calling patterns (time between phone calls) as heavy tailed.
In Table 2.1, we present a summary of several data collections already mentioned in previous para-
graphs. The data collection used (and not collected) by Gonzalez et al [37], which is not publicly available,
is on the largest scale as it comes from a phone operator, with the drawback of containing location in-
formation only when phone communication is present. CenceMe [69] is unique in focusing on the social
networking aspect but this work was not intended to record large-scale data. VibeFones [63] and [52] col-
lect audio features from the mobile microphone enabling more personal human studies. The Nokia-Idiap
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location via cell tower X X
location via GPS X X
location via call data X
location via WLAN X X X
interaction via Bluetooth X X X X X
communication via call, SMS logs X X X X X
microphone audio features X X X
accelerometer X X
number of users 100 70 170 100 000 n/a several
time period of data collection 16 months 3 months 1 year 6 months n/a small scale
daily survey capabilities No Yes No No n/a user feedback
capabilities
data collection campaign [52] is very recent and targets richer data collection on large-scale and hetero-
geneous participants consisting of family and friends, involving over 170 participants over a year of time,
providing new opportunities for future works. The two data collections by Madan et al [66, 64] occur
over a three month period, though these are differing periods, each with on the order of 70 participants.
2.4 Probabilistic Topic Models
Topic models were initially developed to manage large collections of text documents. They were
developed as methods for the automatic organization, management, and retrieval of large modern digital
library databases [8]. They have been used more recently for other sources of data such as image [70, 79],
video [72], genetics [78], wearable sensor data [48], location [31] and multimodal [66, 34] phone data.
Before probabilistic topic models were developed, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [21] (also called
Latent Semantic Indexing) was used for large corpus analysis. LSA uses linear algebra techniques to
produce a set of concepts from document/term frequency counts. It suffers from a set of limitations,
including the matrix dimensions not always being interpretable, which led to the development of Prob-
abilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [45] proposed by Hofmann (also known as PLSI). PLSA is a
more principled approach than LSA, based on a statistical foundation and incorporating a hidden layer
called topics. A shortcoming of PLSA is that it is not a proper generative model for new documents.
This shortcoming was overcome by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] proposed by Blei et al, which
we define in detail in Chapter 3. Basically, LDA defines a Dirichlet prior on the document/topic and
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term/topic distributions. There have been many recent extensions of LDA, several of which we intro-
duce in the following paragraphs. However, LDA has been used as a basis for a vast range of research
addressing many types of questions, which we will also introduce in the following paragraphs.
Computation of the true values of the LDA model parameters is intractable. There have been several
techniques proposed over the years to approximate them. In the original LDA method, variational
Bayesian inference is used to approximate the model parameters [10]. A more popular approach based
on Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods, which we also use in this thesis, is based on collapsed Gibbs
Sampling [38], where the term collapsed simply refers to integrating out the model parameters in deriving
the sampling equation. Another approach is based on collapsed variational Bayesian inference [89]. A
very interesting paper by Asuncion et al [2] compares all the inference approaches proposed to solve LDA.
The various learning algorithms are empirically compared and shown to be very close in performance,
differing mainly in the amount of smoothing applied to the estimated parameters.
Topic models for social networks
On the modeling front, Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGMs) and its extensions [81, 99, 39,
47] have been often used to understand interaction networks. Topic models have also been explored for
social network analysis. Steyvers et al [85] extended LDA to explicitly model the authorship of documents
in the Author-Topic model and apply this to a large corpus of academic papers from CiteSeer. We also use
the Author-Topic model in this thesis for individual activity recognition in a large mobile phone network
and describe the model in detail in Chapter 3. Erosheva et al [28] define a generative process not only
for words, but also for citations to other documents in a corpus, capturing relations between document
entities in the corpus. The model is called the mixed membership model and sometimes referred to
as LinkLDA. The Link-PLSA-LDA model [71] models the text content of the citing document and the
influences on the document. Yano et al [100] develop a probabilistic generative model based on LDA for
the generation of blog posts and comments jointly on a blog site. LinkLDA [28] is applied for political
blog post and comment modeling by generating a bag of users who respond to a blog post in addition
to generating the words in the blog post from its topic mixture. The authors additionally propose the
CommentLDA generative model to generate the content of blog post comments.
Another set of related papers developed for social network analysis is the Group-Topic model [92],
the Author-Recipient Topic model (ART) [67], and the Role-Author-Recipient Topic model (RART) [67].
The ART model builds on the Author-Topic model for social network analysis, adding the key attribute
that the distribution over topics depends on both the sender and recipient, steering the discovery of topics
according to the relationships between people. The RART model also includes peoples’ roles. Finally, the
Group-Topic model clusters entities with relations between them, as well as attributes of these relations.
Other Topic Models
There have been many other extensions of LDA. Among models of great interest in this domain,
we can list the Nested Chinese Restaurant Process [11], Dynamic Topic models [6], Supervised Topic
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models [9], Correlated Topic models [7], and Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes [88]. Each of these models
explores one or more improvements to the basic methodology, to explicitly take into account dynamics,
hierarchies, and correlations in data.
Topic models and n-grams
In this thesis we are particularly interested in related works on the topic of n-gram models since we
propose two approaches of our own in Chapter 5. In text modeling, term collocation has been tackled
extensively, though usually trigrams (a word level trigram contains three consecutive words) are the
maximal n-gram considered [4]. The simplest method is based on counting. In [51], word frequency is
combined with linguistic knowledge to discover meaningful phrases. In [83], collocation discovery of words
is based on variance. Other authors [19, 23] use hypothesis testing to assess whether or not two words
occur together more often than by chance. These methods are of particular interest in text analysis,
however, none of these methods would be relevant for large n-gram discovery.
Probabilistic topic models have been used for n-gram discovery. The bigram topic model [90], the
LDA collocation model [93], and the topical n-gram model [93] are all extensions of LDA to tackle this
problem. The bigram topic model [90] generates bigrams where the generative process first draws a
topic then words are generated from a distribution dependent on the topic and previous word. The LDA
collocation model [93] introduces a new set of random variables into the model that denote if a bigram
can be formed with the previous word or not. The topical n-gram model [93] is an extension to the LDA
collocation model, and is more general than the bigram model. This approach retains counts of bigram
occurrences and thus could not easily be extended for very large n due to matrix size explosion. The
main advantage of the topical n-gram model over the LDA collocation model is that it takes context into
account when determining whether or not to form a bigram. However, in the LDA collocation model,
once a pair of words is considered to form a bigram, it is always a bigram without topic dependency.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we summarized the papers most relevant to this thesis, starting with related works in
activity recognition from various types of sensors. We then present probabilistic topic models, including
their development and state-of-the-art models on this subject in machine learning.
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Chapter 3
Location-Based Activity Recognition
In this chapter, our goal is the discovery and analysis of human routines which characterize both
individual and group behaviors in terms of location patterns. We develop an unsupervised methodology
based on two probabilistic topic models and apply them to the daily life of 97 mobile phone users over
a 16-month period to achieve these goals. As described in Chapter 2, topic models are probabilistic
generative models for documents that identify the latent structure that underlies a corpus of words. We
define routines to be temporal regularities in people’s lives. A routine often involves patterns of location
transitions over time (e.g., being at work or going from work to home), possibly over different time
scales and for varying time intervals. Routines dominating the entire group’s activities, identified with a
methodology based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic model, include “going to work late”, “going
home early”, “working non-stop” and “having no reception (phone off)” at different times over varying
time intervals. We also detect routines which are characteristic of specific users, with a methodology based
on the Author-Topic model. With the routines discovered, and the two methods of characterizing days
and users, we can then perform various tasks. We use the routines discovered to determine behavioral
patterns of users and groups of users. For example, we can find individuals that display specific daily
routines, such as “going to work early” or “turning off the mobile (or having no reception) in the evenings”.
We are also able to characterize daily patterns by determining the topic structure of days in addition
to determining whether certain routines occur dominantly on weekends or weekdays. Furthermore, the
routines discovered can be used to rank users or find groups of users who display certain routines. We
can also characterize users based on their entropy. We compare our method to one based on clustering
using k-means. Finally, we analyze an individual’s routines over time to determine regions with high
variations, which may correspond to specific events.
Our focus is the automatic discovery of human activities and routines from mobile phone location
data collected by one hundred individuals over the course of a year. Automatic routine classification
and discovery are in general challenging tasks as people’s locations often vary from day to day and from
individual to individual, and data from sensors can frequently be incomplete as well as noisy. A supervised
learning approach to activity recognition would require prior knowledge in the form of predefined activity
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categories and labeled data [59]. In contrast, an unsupervised learning approach has the potential of
automatic discovery of emerging routines of people not requiring training data. Through discovery,
sifting through large amounts of noisy data becomes possible. Further, one can cluster data (i.e., people
or days) corresponding to the most common routines (those of several people) and discover the dataset
structure with minimal prior knowledge. We show that topic models prove to be effective in making sense
of behavioral patterns at large-scale while filtering out the immense amount of noise in real-life data.
In this chapter we present an overview of our approach to large scale human activity mining from
location data. We present details of each component, beginning with the bag construction in Section 3.2.
We then present the topic models used with our approach, first focusing on Latent Dirichlet Allocation,
followed by the Author Topic Model. Finally we present the experiments and results in Section 3.4.
The work presented here was originally published in modified form in [31] and a longer journal version
was published in [35].
3.1 Overview of Our Work
We use the Reality Mining dataset [26], which contains the mobile phone sensor data recordings of 97
subjects studying or working at MIT over the 2004-2005 academic year. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
dataset contains the location (cell tower connections), proximity (Bluetooth connections), communication
as well as phone application usage of the subjects, though much of this data is noisy and missing. Here
we focus on the location dataset, which is given by cell tower connections. Throughout the study over
32 000 towers were recorded, to which we assign semantic labels. We assign ’location labels’ of home
(H), work (W), or other (or out) (O) to the towers using labels provided by the collectors of the dataset.
More precise details regarding location labeling and the dataset can be found in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.4.1,
respectively. At this point, we simply assume that we can represent a day in the life of a mobile phone
user in terms of location labels for visualization and description purposes. Assuming we can express the
day in the life of a person’s locations in terms of these labels, with the addition of a fourth no reception
(N) label in case the phone was off or no data was recorded, we can then visualize the users’ location
patterns as a function of time of day, as in Figure 3.1 (a) and (b). Each row in the figures is a day of a
person’s life in terms of his/her location, where the x-axis is the time of day, and the four colors represent
the four location labels. Figure 3.1 (a) shows our entire dataset for the 97 users and their 491 days of
activities, many of which contain no reception the entire day. Figure 3.1 (b) shows the input dataset used
in which we remove days containing entirely no reception labels. Looking at Figure 3.1 (b), the immense
quantity of noise and missing data becomes apparent as well as the amount of data and complex mixture
of activities which potentially exist. In addition, it is not apparent how to determine dominating group
routines and how to characterize individuals in terms of the groups’ routines. These are a few of the
points we address with our proposed methodology, illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Our overall goal is to determine what human routines are contained in mobile tower connection data
and how to discover them in an unsupervised manner. As described earlier, we represent a day in the life
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Figure 3.1. Visualizations of the location data for (a) all the users and the entire set of days and (b) all the users and days
excluding days which contain entirely no data. The x axis corresponds to the time of day (in hours). The y axis corresponds to
days.
Figure 3.2. Block diagram of our methodology. User locations, given by cell tower connections, are transformed into bag of
location sequences by first representing a user location as a fine grain location representation. This bag of location sequences is
passed to Latent Dirichlet Allocation, in the first set of experiments, resulting in the discovery of routines. In the second set of
experiments, the bag of location sequences and the user IDs are input to the Author-Topic Model, resulting in the discovery of
routines and user patterns.
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of an individual in terms of their locations obtained by cell tower connections and use this information
to form a bag of location sequences. This bag representation was carefully designed to capture dynamics
(i.e., location transitions) as well as both fine-grain (30 minute) and coarse-grain (several hour) time
descriptions. Details of the method for bag construction are in Section 3.2. Overall, we make an analogy
between the bag of location sequences for mobile data and a bag of words for text documents, where a
location sequence is analogous to a text word, a day in the life of a person is analogous to a document,
and a person is analogous to the author of a document. We use two models to discover routines. The first
is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), illustrated in Figure 3.2, in which the input is the bag of location
sequences. The second is based on the Author Topic Model (ATM), also visualized in Figure 3.2, in
which user identity is input to the model in addition to the location sequences. The output of the models
is a set of probability distributions over words and latent topics, capturing the dominating underlying
routines in the dataset. We can then rank location sequences and days per topic, as well as users per
topic in the case of ATM, and observe the routines discovered as topics.
Our proposed methodology based on a bag of location sequences structure is advantageous over [25] in
that it contains both fine-grain and coarse-grain time considerations, which keeps into account transitions
in location and is robust to variations in the data which may be due to noise or due to variations
in the dataset, such as eating lunch at 11:30 am as opposed to 11:55 am. Further, due to our location
sequence structure, we can discover routines characteristic of various intervals in the day. Our topic model
methodology clearly defines a mechanism to rank users and days (with probabilities always greater than
zero unlike Eagle’s methodology), and with easily identifiable routines with semantic meanings which
can be visualized comprehensibly over many of the discovered topics. Ranking allows us to see the raw
data in a particular order (given by probabilities), giving structure to the data. This is true for both
users and days and is useful for visualizing and structuring the data. We can perform several tasks with
the discovered data, such as find users that go to work early, find groups of users that are at home
during the day, or find users that turn their phones off in the morning. We also discover a varying
sort of routines based on the ATM, a differing methodology which incorporates individual user identities
into the model. With this, we can rank users and days, characterize users and day structures based
on the number of topics composing most of the probability mass, and analyze an individual’s daily life
patterns over time. Finally, PCA is a traditional technique in pattern recognition [22] which cannot be
easily extended for very large databases due to numerical linear algebra constraints (matrix inverse and
determinant computation for large matrices becomes infeasible). The more modern techniques we are
considering are state-of-the-art models and an active research domain in machine learning.
3.2 Bag Representations
We describe our bag representation design for location sequences. By constructing a bag representation
to capture fine- and coarse-grain location, both can be encoded and can be viewed as analogous to words
for text mining.
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Fine-grain location representation Create coarse-grain timeslots Form bags of location sequences
Figure 3.3. The construction of the bag of location sequences explained illustratively in a 3 step process. Step 1 is the division
of a day into fine-grain 30-minute time intervals, which we call the fine-grain location representation. This first step includes
associating a single location label of H, W, O, or N to each 30-minute time interval. Step 2 is division of a day into 8 unevenly
distributed coarse-grain time intervals. Step 3 demonstrates the word construction. Three consecutive fine-grain location labels
and the coarse-grain time interval are combined to form location sequences. The set of location sequences for a day forms the
bag of location sequences.
3.2.1 Fine-Grain Location Representation
For a given individual in the dataset, there are entries for the set of cell towers users connect to, the
start and end connection times. Over 32 000 towers are seen by all the users phones over the course of
the year. Since we are interested to discover routines existing in the location data, we classify the cell
towers into 3 semantic categories, removing the noise of the actual tower ID. As stated in Section 3.1,
the categories were home (H), work (W), and other (O), representing towers which were the self-declared
homes of users, work towers at MIT campus, and other towers, respectively. An initial set of labels was
obtained from Nathan Eagle, one of the creators of Reality Mining. The list of W towers obtained from
MIT was incomplete as several students never connected to any of those towers and thus were never
considered to be at work. To resolve this issue, additional W labels were inferred from being in proximity
to each person’s computer; we did not consider being in proximity to one’s laptop as being at work due
to the mobile nature of the device. There was a fourth no reception (N) label, applied when there was
no tower connection recorded for a user at a given time.
Following the labeling of cell towers into location categories, the day in the life of a user can then be
expressed as a sequence of these location labels. The first step in forming our bag of location sequences
is the construction of a fine-grain location representation, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, Step 1. We chose
to a divide a day into fine-grain, 30-minute time intervals, resulting in 48 time blocks per day. We use
30-minute slots as many events of daily life are synchronized with half-hourly schedules and this does
not result in vocabulary size explosion as discussed in the following section. For each block of time, we
choose the location label which occurred for the longest duration, resulting in a single location label per
timeslot. This is an important step as tower connections can be noisy and fluctuative. The result is a
day of a user represented as a sequence of 48 location labels, visualized for the entire input dataset in
Figure 3.1 (b).
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3.2.2 Bag of Location Sequences
The bag of location sequences is built from the fine-grain location representation considering 8 coarse-
grain timeslots in a day, as shown in Figure 3.3, Step 2. We divide a day as follows: 0-7 am (1), 7-9 am
(2), 9-11 am (3), 11 am-2 pm (4), 2-5 pm (5), 5-7 pm (6), 7-9 pm (7), and 9-12 pm (8). The goal of these
coarse-grain timeslots is to remove some of the potential noise due to minor time differences between daily
routines. For example, if a user leaves the house at 7:30 am as opposed to 8 am, we want to capture the
important feature of “leaving the house early in the morning” and not the minor time difference of this
routine between days. The choice of the timeslots is also guided by common sense about daily activities
(e.g., typical lunch times, working times, sleeping times).
The last step in building the bag of location sequences is the word construction, visualized in Fig-
ure 3.3, Step 3. A location sequence contains 3 consecutive location labels in the fine-grain representation,
corresponding to 1.5 hour intervals, followed by one of the 8 timeslots in which it occurred. Thus a loca-
tion sequence has 4 components, 3 location labels followed by a timeslot. We take overlapping 1.5 hour
sets of labels to make a location sequence, so that if we had a pattern HHHOW in the interval 7 am-9:30
am, we would have for 7:30 am, 8 am, and 8:30 am, the following location sequences: HHH1, HHO1,
and HOW1, where 1 indicates timeslot 1. Finally, the bag of location sequences is the histogram of the
location sequences present in the day. In the analogy with text, a document is a day of a user and an
author is a user.
3.3 Topic Models for Routine Discovery
As discussed in Chapter 2, topic models are powerful tools initially developed to characterize text
documents, but can be extended to other collections of discrete data. They are probabilistic generative
models that can be used to explain multinomial observations by unsupervised learning. Formally, the
entity termed word is the basic unit of discrete data defined to be an item from a vocabulary of size V . A
document is a sequence of N words. A corpus is a collection of M documents. There are K latent topics
in the model, where K is a hyperparameter in the simpler topic models.
3.3.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Figure 3.4 (a)) is a generative model, introduced by [10], in
which each document is modeled as a multinomial distribution of topics and each topic is modeled as a
multinomial distribution of words. The generative process begins by choosing a distribution over topics
z = (z1:K) for a given document. Given a distribution of topics for a document, words are generated by
sampling topics from this distribution. The result is a vector of N words w = (w1:N ) for a document.
LDA assumes a Dirichlet prior distribution on the topic mixture parameters θ and φ, to provide a
complete generative model for documents. θ is an M x K matrix of document-specific mixture weights
for the K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(α) prior, with hyperparameter α. φ is an V x K matrix of
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(a) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (b) The Author-Topic Model (ATM)
Figure 3.4. Graphical models of two probabilistic topic models (a) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and (b) the Author Topic
Model (ATM).
word-specific mixture weights over V vocabulary items for the K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(β)
prior, with hyperparameter β.
The main objectives of LDA inference are to
1. find the probability of a word given each topic k, p(w = t|z = k) , φtk, and
2. find the probability of a topic given each document m, p(z = k|d = m) , θkm.
Several approximation techniques have been developed for inference and learning in the LDA
model [10, 38]. In this work we adopt the Gibbs sampling approach [38].
For the LDA model visualized in Figure 3.4 (a), the following distributions hold:
p(θ|α) = p(θ) ∼ Dirichlet(α) (3.1)
p(φ|β) = p(φ) ∼ Dirichlet(β) (3.2)
p(z|θ(d)) ∼ Multinomial(θ(d)) (3.3)
p(w|z, φ) ∼ Multinomial(φ(z)) (3.4)
where φ represents the word distribution for topic z, and θ(d) represents the topic distribution for docu-
ment d.
From the assumptions in equations 3.1-3.4, we obtain p(w|z, φ) = ∏Kk=1∏Vt=1(φtk)ntk where ntk is the
number of times word t is assigned to topic k. ntk is also called the word-topic count and nk =
∑V
t=1 n
t
k
is called the word-topic sum. We also obtain p(z|θ) = ∏Mm=1∏Kk=1(θkm)nkm where nkm is the number of
times topic k occurs in document m. nkm is also called the topic-document count, and nm =
∑K
k=1 n
k
m is
called the topic-document sum.
Further details of the Gibbs sampling for LDA model parameter estimation can be found in [38]. In
practice, we can use the procedure summarized in Figure 3.5 to estimate the model parameters.
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// GOAL: Given a training corpus, α, β, and K, estimate the parameters nkm
and ntk from which we can determine the model parameters φˆ
t
k and θˆ
k
m.
// Initialization
1) Initialize the count parameters, nkm = 0, n
t
k = 0.
2) Iterate over each word w in the corpus:
3) Sample a topic k from k ∼Mult( 1K ).
4) Update the count parameters nkm, n
t
k as follows n
k
m = n
k
m + 1,
ntk = n
t
k + 1.
// Run the chain
5) Iterate over a large number of iterations (e.g. 1000):
6) Iterate over each word w in the corpus:
7) Decrement the current word w and current word’s topic assignment
t counts as follows nkm = n
k
m − 1, ntk = ntk − 1.
8) Sample a topic k from p(z = k|z¬i,w) ∝ n
t
k+β∑V
t=1 n
t
k+β
· nkm+α∑K
k=1 n
k
m+α
.
9) Increment the new word/topic and topic/document counts as
follows nkm = n
k
m + 1, n
t
k = n
t
k + 1.
// Compute model parameters
10) Estimate the unknown parameters as follows
φˆtk =
ntk + β
nk + V β
, and θˆkm =
nkm + α
nm +Kα
, where φˆ and θˆ are the model parameter
estimates,
nk =
∑V
t=1 n
t
k, and nm =
∑K
k=1 n
k
m.
Figure 3.5. Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for LDA.
3.3.2 Author-Topic Model
The Author-Topic model (ATM), introduced by [82] is also a generative model for documents that
extends LDA to include authorship information. In ATM, each author is associated with a multinomial
distribution over topics and each topic, like LDA, is associated with a multinomial distribution over
words. By modeling the interests of authors, it becomes possible to establish what topics an author
writes about, which authors are likely to have written documents similar to an observed document, and
which authors produce similar work.
For ATM, each word in a document is associated with two latent variables, an author, x, and a topic,
z. The graphical model in Figure 3.4 (b) illustrates the process. The set of authors of document m is
defined as am, where A = |am| is the number of authors who generated the documents in the corpus.
Furthermore, x indicates the author responsible for a given word, chosen from am. In this model, φ
denotes the V x K matrix of word-topic distributions, with a multinomial distribution over V vocabulary
items for each of K topics drawn independently from a Dirichlet(β) prior. θ is the A x K matrix of
author specific mixture weights for these K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(α) prior.
The main objectives of ATM inference are to
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1. find the probability of generating word t from topic k, φtk and
2. find the probability of assigning topic k to a word generated by author a, θka .
For the ATM model visualized in Figure 3.4 (b), the following distributions hold:
p(θ|α) = p(θ) ∼ Dirichlet(α) (3.5)
p(φ|β) = p(φ) ∼ Dirichlet(β) (3.6)
p(z|x, θ(x)) ∼ Multinomial(θ(x)) (3.7)
p(w|z, φ(z)) ∼ Multinomial(φ(z)) (3.8)
p(x|am) ∼ Uniform(am) (3.9)
where θ(x) represents the topic distribution for authors x.
Parameter estimation in ATM with Gibbs sampling is based on the procedure in Figure 3.6. For
Gibbs sampling, the joint conditional probability distribution defined in Step 9 of Figure 3.6 is used [82],
where the word-topic count, ntk is the number of times word t is assigned to topic k and nk = {ntk}Vt=1 is
the word-topic sum. The topic-author count, nka, is the number of times author a is assigned to topic k,
and na = {nka}Kk=1 is the topic-author sum.
3.3.3 Perplexity and Model Selection
Perplexity is a common measure in text modeling of the ability of a model to generalize to unseen
data [42]. We use perplexity as a measure to determine how well the topic model generalizes to a set
of unseen documents given topics trained on a training corpus. It is defined as the reciprocal geometric
mean of the likelihood of a test corpus given a model,
Perplexity = exp[−
∑M
m=1 log p(wm|M)∑M
m=1Nm
], (3.10)
where Nm is the length of document m,M is the model, wm are the set of unseen words in document
m, and M are the number of documents in the test set.
In order to compute perplexity from a set of previously unseen documents, we:
1. Divide the entire corpus into two groups, training and test sets. We randomly chose proportions of
90% training and 10% test documents.
2. Run the inference algorithm on the training corpus.
3. Run the inference algorithm on the test corpus, but “shift” the topic weights according to those
obtained in Step 2 (training phase). More specifically, sample the topic/word and topic/document
counts of the test corpus, but add the topic/word count of the training corpus to β before sampling.
In step 8 of Figure 3.5, β can be replaced by ntktrain + β, where n
t
ktrain
are the topic/word counts
from the training phase.
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// GOAL: Given a training corpus, α, β, and K, estimate the parameters nka
and ntk from which we can determine the model parameters φˆ
t
k and θˆ
k
a .
// Initialization
1) Initialize the count parameters, nka = 0, n
t
k = 0.
2) Iterate over each word w in the corpus:
3) Sample a topic k from k ∼Mult( 1K ).
4) Sample an author a from a ∼ Mult( 1Am ) where Am is the list of
authors of document m.
5) Update the count parameters nka, n
t
k as follows n
k
a = n
k
a+1, n
t
k = n
t
k+1.
// Run the chain
6) Iterate over a large number of iterations (e.g. 1000):
7) Iterate over each word w in the corpus:
8) Decrement the current word t’s topic k and author a assignment
counts as follows nka = n
k
a − 1, ntk = ntk − 1.
9) Sample a topic k and author a assignment for the word from
p(x = a, z = k|w, z−i,x−i, A, α, β) ∝ n
t
k+β
nk+V β
· nka+αna+Kα .
10) Increment the new word/topic and topic/author counts as follows
nka = n
k
a + 1, n
t
k = n
t
k + 1.
// Compute model parameters
11) Estimate the model parameters as follows
φˆtk =
ntk + β
nk + V β
, and θˆka =
nka + α
na +Kα
, where nk =
∑V
t=1 n
t
k, and na =
∑K
k=1 n
k
a.
Figure 3.6. Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for ATM.
3.3.4 Topic Models for Routine Modeling
As stated before, to model human activities, we make an analogy between text documents and human
location patterns. We replace words with location sequences, documents with days, topics with routines,
and authors with users. The LDA model produces φkt and θ
m
k , which represent the probability of lo-
cation sequence t for each topic k, and the probability of topics k for each day m, respectively. Given
these probability distributions, we can rank location sequences and days for each topic discovered, and
determine routines which are discovered as topics.
The ATM model extends this interpretation, this time with the emphasis of determining distributions
of topics over authors, or routines followed by users. The ATM model produces φkt and θ
a
k , which
represent the probability of location sequence t for each topic k, and the probability of topics k for each
user a, respectively. Given these probability distributions, we can again rank location sequences for each
topic discovered. Furthermore, with this methodology we can also rank topics for users, resulting in the
discovery of routines followed by users.
Based on our method, we set out to answer the following questions:
– What type of topics do LDA and ATM discover?
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– Are there specific activity patterns occurring on weekends versus weekdays?
– How do the topics discovered characterize the set of days and users in the dataset?
– Does the entropy of a user’s location-routines have a meaning?
– How does the proposed method compare to classic clustering methods?
– Can the topic model methodology find changes in a user’s daily location routines or discover mean-
ingful groups?
We provide answers to these questions in the following section.
3.4 Experiments and Results
In this section, we present our results to the questions mentioned above. First we present the data used
and describe the experiments used for model selection. We present the results of human location-driven
activities from LDA and ATM. We then investigate daily patterns, compare our method to clustering,
investigate users in terms of their location-entropy, and use the topic model method to discover groups
of users’ routines.
3.4.1 Data
As summarized in previous sections, in the Reality Mining dataset [26], the activities of 97 subjects
were recorded by mobile phones over 491 consecutive days of data recording (01.01.2004 to 05.05.2005).
More precisely, 25 of the students in the dataset are labeled as Sloan business and the remaining 72
individuals are students and staff from the Media Lab. For the experiments, we removed days which
were entirely N (no reception), since they contained no useful information. The resulting dataset is still
massive, amounting to 10 118 days, and over 242 800 hours of data.
3.4.2 Model Selection for LDA
We use perplexity as a measure to determine the optimal number of latent topics, K. We computed
perplexity for LDA using K values from 20 to 500 with increments of 20. For all values of K, initialization
was followed by 1000 iterations of the Gibbs sampling algorithm. The perplexity is plot over the number
of latent topics in Figure 3.7. A drop in perplexity occurs at approximately K = 200 topics, after
which the perplexity stabilizes. We choose K = 200 as the number of latent topics for the remaining
experiments.
3.4.3 Routines Discovered with LDA
The LDA model successfully finds latent topics over all users and days, and contains the dominating
location routines. The unsupervised discovery of location-driven routines revealed different types of
patterns, assigning intervals of days with different patterns to various topics with a probability measure.
To illustrate the routines discovered, for each topic we rank the 4 most probable location sequences,
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Figure 3.7. Perplexity plot as a function of the number of latent topics, K. At K = 200, the perplexity mostly stabilizes to a
low value.
ranked by p(w|z), and show them in tables. We also rank the 50 most probable days, ranked by p(z|d),
and visualize them in plots.
In Table 3.1, we illustrate various types of work routines exhibited by listing the top location sequences
with the corresponding topics’ visualization of top days, ranked by p(z|d).
Some interesting results are the following:
– Topics 2 and 3 in Table 3.1 capture “going from work to out in the evening” routines, at different
time intervals. The most probable words for topic 2 are WWW6, which is being at work in timeslot
6 (5-7 pm) followed by going from work to out in timeslot 7 (7-9 pm) WOO7, WWO7. Topic 3
contains very similar top words, but in one timeslot sooner: it is characterized by being at work in
timeslot 5 (2-5 pm) followed by going from work to out in timeslot 6 (5-7 pm). Beneath the table,
we visualize the top days for those topics, and can see that the days in topic 3 contain a work - out
transition at an earlier interval than in topic 2.
– Topic 23 captures a “going from home to work” routine between 9-11 am. The most probable
words are “at home before 9 am”, followed by HWW3, HHW3, which represent “going from home
to work” transitions in timeslot 3 (9-11 am).
– Topic 183 captured “at work early in the morning”, with the most probable words being WWW1
and WWW2 followed by transitions around 7-9 am.
– Topic 171 illustrates a “work to out fluctuation in the early afternoon” with top words containing
work to out fluctuations in timeslots 3 and 4 (9 am-2 pm).
Note that in all these topics, the top few words account for over 90% of the probability mass, which
suggests that the topics are discriminant of very characteristic patterns despite the inherent noise present
in most days’ data. This is possible due to the relatively large number of topics we use.
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Table 3.1. Work Routines: The table lists the 4 most probable location sequences ranked by p(w|z) for topics 2, 3, 13, 23, 183,
and 171. The visualizations beneath illustrate the corresponding 50 most probable days ranked by p(z|d), entitled with the topic
number and the semantic work routine (given by manual inspection).
Topic 2 - LDA Topic 3 - LDA Topic 23 - LDA Topic 183 - LDA Topic 171 - LDA
Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z)
W W W 6 0.548 W W W 5 0.462 H H H 2 0.528 W W W 1 0.920 W W O 4 0.300
W O O 7 0.212 W W O 6 0.255 H W W 3 0.212 W W W 2 0.020 O W W 4 0.290
W W O 7 0.196 W O O 6 0.231 H H W 3 0.201 W W O 2 0.013 W O W 4 0.273
O O W 3 0.003 O W W 4 0.003 H H H 3 0.022 W O O 2 0.008 O O W 3 0.046
Work-Out 7-9 pm Work-Out 5-7 pm Home-Work 9-11 am Work in morning Work-Out 9 am-2 pm
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Figure 3.8. A small subset of the routines discovered visualized for the top 50 days for each topic. The corresponding routine
name is displayed above the discovered topics.
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Table 3.2. A selection of discovered ATM routines. Top location sequences are listed for selected topics, ranked by p(w|z), as
well as top users for these topics, ranked by p(z|a). Beneath are plots for the top users’ days for given topics illustrating the
routines discovered.
Topic 70 - ATM Topic 97 - ATM Topic 118 - ATM Topic 151 - ATM Topic 195 - ATM
Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z)
H H H 1 0.346 H H H 1 0.289 H H H 1 0.221 N N N 1 0.193 W W W 1 0.332
H H H 8 0.151 H H H 4 0.159 W W W 5 0.16 W W W 5 0.175 W W W 5 0.121
H H H 7 0.128 H H H 3 0.14 W W W 6 0.14 W W W 4 0.125 W W W 4 0.12
H H H 6 0.064 H H H 2 0.113 W W W 4 0.113 N N N 2 0.116 W W W 2 0.099
User p(z|a) User p(z|a) User p(z|a) User p(z|a) User p(z|a)
95 0.286 62 0.348 54 0.234 14 0.320 26 0.639
11 0.226 57 0.209 29 0.219 43 0.100 27 0.618
15 0.213 63 0.163 10 0.160 78 0.089 58 0.578
39 0.205 75 0.156 85 0.153 8 0.081 24 0.526
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Other routines discovered are visualized in Figure 3.8 with their corresponding manually assigned
labels as the title. Note that these selected routines are just a few of the many meaningful topics
discovered.
– Topics 15 captures a work - out - work routine which could correspond to a lunch break.
– Topic 172 captures being out most of the day with very short work fluctuations occurring between
10 am-3 pm.
– Topic 153 captures working non-stop for at least 4 hours, then going home at approximately 10 pm.
– Topic 88 captures home roughly 10 am-3 pm.
– Topic 99 captures out for a few hours at roughly 8 pm, then arriving home at around 9 pm and
staying home for the entire evening.
– Topic 179 captures an out-home-out-home routine, with each location occurring for a few hours in
the evening.
3.4.4 Routines Discovered with ATM
For the ATM we use the same model parameters as those for LDA. Specifically, K = 200, β = 0.1,
α = 50/K, and we run 1000 iterations of the Gibbs sampling algorithm. The results obtained by the ATM
differ from those obtained by LDA. With the ATM, the routines capture users’ routines, simultaneously
taking into account users’ identities and daily location routines. In contrast, the LDA model captures
routines from the days in the dataset, disregarding users’ identities.
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In Table 3.2, selected ATM results are listed. We include the top 4 location sequences for selected
topics, ranked by the probability of a word given the topic, p(w|z). We also include the top 4 users for
the selected topics, ranked by the probability of the topic given a user, p(z|a). Beneath the table, the
plots entitled “Topic x”, display all the days of users for which p(z|a) > Ta, where Ta = 0.1, ranked by
users. We pick a selection of 5 out of 200 topics to demonstrate the routines obtained. Note that each
user has a different number of recorded days in the dataset, and each topic has differing number of users
with p(z|a) > Ta, which explains the varying number of days plot for each topic.
– In Topic 70, the top words are “being at home in the early morning (HHH1) and evening from 5 pm
onwards” (HHH6, HHH7, HHH8). Users whose daily lives most often evolve around this routine
are users 95, 11, 15 and 39 who characterize this topic with similar probabilities.
– Topic 97 discovered a “being at home early in the day” (HHH in timeslots 1-4). Users 62, 57, 63
and 75 display this routine most frequently, though not everyday, as seen by the lower p(z|a) for
users 63 and 75. In the corresponding plot, we can see a general “being at home in the mornings
and afternoons” routine, though not everyday.
– Topic 118 found a “being at home” in the morning routine (HHH1) co-occurring with “being at
work 11 am-7 pm” (WWW4, WWW5, WWW6). Users 54, 29, 10, and 85 most frequently follow
this daily life pattern.
– Topic 151 captures “no reception in the morning” (NNN1 and NNN2) co-occurring with “being at
work in the afternoon” (WWW4, WWW5). Users 14 and 43 most strongly follow this routine.
– Topic 195 discovered a “being at work throughout the day” routine (WWW in timeslots 1,2,4,5),
which is very frequently followed by users 26, 27, 58, and 24, seen by their high p(z|a) and their
daily lives visualized in the figure. This could potentially be the discovery of “users who live on
campus”.
Comparing the routines obtained with LDA and ATM, we note that the ATM produces topics with
top words that do not account for the probability mass as strongly as they do in LDA. Furthermore, note
that none of the top users shown for the topics are the same. This suggests that the ATM is preferring
certain users versus others for these topics. Also, note that for some topics, users are very characteristic
(high p(z|a)), while for other topics this is not the case. Overall, the ATM learned topics are more
“general” than the ones with LDA, with the advantage of learning the user-topic distributions. We lose
discrimination in the topics (routines discovered) with ATM but this is traded off for learning users’
distributions.
3.4.5 Daily Patterns
Our methods allow to extract daily patterns that are meaningful according to the day type, and also
seen as a mixture. We now discuss these two aspects.
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Figure 3.9. Weekend-dominant versus weekday-dominant routines discovered by LDA. The visualizations entitled “Topic x” show
the top 50 days, ranked by p(z|d), for topic x. The plots entitled “Hist:Topic x” are counts of whether the most probable days
in topic x correspond to Weekends or Weekdays. It can be seen that the top 50 days for topics 182 and 122 almost entirely
correspond to weekdays. The majority of the most probable days of topics 21 and 37 correspond to weekends.
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Figure 3.10. (a) Days which are described by many topics in LDA. (b) p(z|d) plot for a given day which is described with low
probability by many topics. (c) Days which are well described by a single topic. (d) p(z|d) plot for a given day which is well
described by a single topic.
Weekend and Weekday-Like Routines
On a weekly level, some trends characteristic of weekends versus weekdays appeared with the routines
discovered by LDA. For example, topics 182 and 122, plot in Figure 3.9, demonstrate routines which
dominated on weekdays and topics 21 and 37 demonstrate routines which tend to dominate on weekends.
Each visualization of the most probable days per topic, entitled “Topic x” is followed by a histogram,
entitled “Hist: Topic x”, which counts whether the topic’s 50 top days correspond to weekends or
weekdays. We can see a “being at work” routine in topics 182 and 122 corresponds to weekday trends,
and “being at home” during the day corresponds mostly to weekend behavior, though some weekdays
also demonstrate this routine, perhaps corresponding to holidays or days off.
Days as Mixture of Topics
One fundamental question that arises is: how evident is the “mixture of topic” assumption in our
data? Are days about one topic or more? Our LDA methodology allows us to find days which vary
over many topics, and days which are best represented by a few topics. On one hand, by looking at
days for which p(zi|d) <= TL,∀i = 1 : K where TL is a small value (set here to 0.05 based on heuristic
experiments), we can find days which are not highly probable for any topic and thus are distributed with
low probabilities over many topics. These days are visualized in Figure 3.10 (a), and the topic distribution
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Figure 3.11. Histogram of number of ‘dominating’ topics per day for the LDA model.
given a particular day which is not highly probable for any topic is shown in Figure 3.10 (b). On the
other hand, we also find days which are best represented by a few topics by collecting days for which
p(zi|d) > TH , for a given i, where TH = 0.15. These days are visualized in Figure 3.10 (c). In Figure 3.10
(d) we plot the topic distribution given a day which is well represented by a single topic. The thresholds
TL and TH were picked in order to depict data on the order of 500 days. Comparing Figures 3.10 (a)
and (c) we can differentiate between days following a rich set of routines and days lacking in variety in
terms of location patterns. Those with highly varying routines, generally require more topics to capture
their structure. The results here are highly dependent on the chosen value for K, the number of topics
in LDA and ATM.
In Figure 3.11, we show a histogram of the number of “dominating” topics per day. We compute the
number of topics composing at least 50% of the probability mass of each day in the study, and plot a
histogram of the results. In general, all days are well described by fewer than 30 topics. Thus, at most
15% (30/200) of the topics can describe the probability mass of any day in the dataset. On the lower
end of the histogram, very few days are described by less than 10 topics (35 days, or 0.3% of the days
in the dataset). The same can be observed for high number of topics, very few days require 25 or more
topics to be well defined (180 days, or 1.8% of the days in the dataset). The average number of topics
in the study is 18 topics. Therefore, even though people typically follow very routine daily lifestyles, as
found in [37], their daily location routines are true mixtures, involving a mixture of around 20 topics on
average to define over 50% of the probability mass of the day.
3.4.6 Topics versus Clusters
One basic question is whether the topic model discovers groups of days different than classical cluster-
ing algorithms would. To investigate this, we compare the results of routine discovery from the k-means
clustering algorithm [22] to those obtained by LDA. For this task we run k-means with 50 clusters and
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Figure 3.12. K-means clustering versus LDA topic discovery. (a) and (b) illustrate two typical clusters obtained by k-means.
(c)-(e) illustrate three topics obtained by LDA. K-means clustering discovers very general routine discovery, occurring over the
entire day. Topic discovery results in the probabilistic ranking of discriminative words. These discriminative words result in
the determination of routines occurring dominantly over parts of the day. Further, transitional patterns, such as the home-out
fluctuations in (e), can be found with LDA, but not with k-means.
compare the results to LDA with K = 50 topics. The input to k-means is the fine-grain location repre-
sentation (in binary). Both algorithms are initialized randomly. The results are illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Results are presented for a small number of topics for simplicity of visualization and analysis. We observe
that k-means finds very general routines occurring ’broadly’ over the entire day. In contrast, LDA finds
topics with patterns occurring over parts of the day, as well as days with specific transition patterns
occurring at a given time, such as those shown in Figure 3.12 (c) and (d). Furthermore, LDA discov-
ers several routines such as the one visualized in Figure 3.12 (e), where alternating locations occur for
varying time durations, which are not found by k-means. They are discovered with LDA due to the
exchangeability of words assumption [10], which cannot likely be found using basic clustering techniques
which take the exact occurrence of labels (here location) into account for comparison between data vec-
tors (here days). More generally, two advantages of topic models over traditional clustering methods are:
soft clustering of days, and meaningful word distributions as the representation of topics. Concretely in
our work, the LDA model results in probabilistic distributions of days given all topics whereas k-means
assigns only one cluster per day, and discriminative location sequences per topic characterizing human
routines. This information is very useful as we know the precise location transitions which characterize
the human routine as well as the timestamp, giving the routine’s time details.
3.4.7 Modeling Individual Users with Topics
LDA-Based User Analysis
We can also examine the topic distributions over users with LDA. For each user x’s day dx, we
count the topics for which the ranked probability of the topics given the day, p(z|dx) is greater than TL,
aggregate them for all the user’s days, and illustrate them in the histogram entitled “User x Dominant
Topics” in Figure 3.13. Some users’ days are expressed well by a few topics, other users have a rich set of
varying routines which are expressed as a mixture of many topics. For example, noting the varying y-axis
scales, user 14 has a very high probability of a few topics for most days, whereas users 29, 95, and 97’s
days are expressed as a mixture over many topics. We plot the users’ location data in the plots entitled
“User x Data”. Each user has a different number of days (y−axis), since they have varying number of
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Figure 3.13. Individual user analysis. The histograms “User x Dominant Topics” demonstrate dominant topics for users x. Plots
“User x Data” corresponds to the raw input location data of user x. The four topics below are the four dominating routines for
user x.
days after removing fully no reception days. Beneath the users’ days are the four topics which dominate
the given users’ daily activities. For instance, the four topics dominating user 29’s daily routines are
topics 153, 196, 20, and 178. User 29’s dominating routines are “being at work” routines, as well as
“being at work late in the evening”. Looking at ‘User 29 Data’, we can confirm that user 29 does work a
lot, especially late in the evening. User 29’s daily activities are thus a mixture over several topics, as can
be seen by the histogram “User 29 Dominant Topics”. User 95’s most common routines are “arriving to
work before 10 am from an O location”, and “being at home in the afternoons and evenings”. Looking
at user 95’s location data, we can see this user is at home in the morning then goes to an O location,
perhaps for breakfast or the gym, then goes to work and home in the evenings. User 14 mostly has no
reception in the mornings, followed by being at work during the day, as seen by the dominant topic 38
dominating most of his/her daily activities. The user is often out in the evenings. It appears that this
user’s home label is missing, and she/he either turns the phone off while sleeping, or loses reception early
in the morning. Overall, user 97’s routines are predominantly “at home in the morning and evenings”.
User 14’s dominant topics are less of a mixture over several topics than users 29, 97 and 95.
ATM-Based Analysis
We can also analyze individual user’s daily structure with the topics discovered by ATM. The plots in
Figure 3.14 illustrate how well users’ daily routines are described by the topics discovered by the ATM.
In Figure 3.14 (a) we plot the number of dominating topics composing 70% of the probability mass for
each user. Most users’ daily routines are described well by less than 17 topics. Users with no data are not
considered. Like with LDA, some users are well characterized by a few topics, others require more. In
Figure 3.14 (b) we plot 2 individual users that vary in their daily routine distributions over topics. User
14 (also discussed for the LDA case) is well characterized by 2 topics, whereas user 65 is characterized
by a mixture of many topics. In Figure 3.14 (c) and (d) we plot the days of 4 users whose daily life
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Figure 3.14. ATM Results. (a) Plot of the number of dominating topics for each user. Most users’ daily routines are described
well by less than 20 topics. (b) Topic distribution for users 14 and 65. User 14 is well characterized by 2 topics, whereas user
65 is characterized by a mixture of topics. (c) The days of 4 users whose daily life patterns are described well by a mixture of 2
topics. (d) The days of 4 users who are characterized by a mixture of many topics. (e) A histogram of the number of users as a
function of the number of topics. (f) Number of topics plot as a function of entropy for each user.
patterns are described well by a mixture of 2 topics, and 4 users whose daily routines are described by
a mixture over many topics. Visible differences between these users’ lifestyles are that users 14, 26, 59,
and 60 follow very regular, non-varying lifestyles, which are captured well by a few topics, whereas users
83, 89, 9, and 65 have varying daily routines. We also plot a histogram of the number of users whose
lives are characterized by various number of topics in Figure 3.14 (e). According to the ATM analysis,
many users can actually be well characterized by few topics. 10 users can be well characterized by fewer
than 4 topics, and 18 users by fewer than 5 topics, demonstrating that a significant portion of users have
very repetitive non-varying lives. Fewer users have more highly varying lifestyles, as seen by the higher
end of the histogram. 11 users can be well described by more than 12 topics. In Figure 3.14 (f) we plot
the entropy for each user, computed on the topic distribution, as a function of the number of dominating
topics. Each data point represents an individual user. We can see that the number of topics as a function
of entropy is about linear, suggesting that the number of dominating topics is indeed a good measure of
user variation in daily activities.
3.4.8 Finding Variations in Individual Lives Over Time
In order to find variations in a user’s daily routines over time, we compute the Bhattacharya dis-
tance between consecutive days of a user, BD =
√
1−∑z∈K√p(z)q(z), where p(z) = p(zk|di) and
q(z) = p(zk|di+1), where di and di+1 indicate consecutive days. The Bhattacharya distance measures the
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(a) User 2 (b) User 24
Figure 3.15. The difference between routines over consecutive days plot for (a) User 2 and (b) User 24. The top plots visualize
several days with the time of day in hours (y−axis) vs. consecutive days (x−axis). The bottom plots correspond to Bhattacharya
distance between pairs of consecutive days.
similarity of two discrete probability distributions. The more similar two probability distributions are,
the closer the sum of products term in BD will be to 1. The smaller the overall BD term, the more
similar two probability distributions, with a minimum value of 0. If two probability distributions differ
significantly, the sum of product terms will be smaller, and the resulting BD expression will approach
its maximum value of 1.
This measure proves to be useful in finding changes in a user’s routines over time, as illustrated for
users 2 and 24 in Figure 3.15. The bottom figures are the Bhattacharya distance plot as a function of
day. The top figures are the set of days for both users, corresponding to the days in the Bhattacharya
distance plots above. Note that here days are on the x−axis and time of day on the y−axis. Figure 3.15
(a) shows that at days 13-14, there is a change in the user’s activities where they go from “N in the
morning and evening” to “being out”. This change is captured in the Bhattacharya distance, where the
first peak to 1 occurs. The second peak occurs at day 23, where there is again a large variation in the
user’s routines, this time consisting of ’W’ routines for a few days followed by ’H’ routines for some days.
User 24’s changes in daily routines are also captured by the Bhattacharya distance, where the measure
peaks to 1 at day 17, 19, 37, and 42.
After closer inspection, we noted that this measure is sometimes sensitive to days for which large
variations do not occur. This is due to several topics accounting for similar routines, more likely to occur
given the relatively large number of topics. For example, there are more than one topic displaying “being
at work in the morning” or “being out during the day”. Given the stochastic nature of Gibbs’ sampling,
two very similar days could have differing topic distributions. Thus, there are certain days which are
very similar in structure but have larger than expected Bhattacharya distance measures. This could be a
result of the potential inadequacy of the perplexity measure in model selection, which is discussed further
in Section 3.5.1.
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Table 3.3. Users that follow the specific routines of “going to work early”, “working late then going home”, and “turning off
their phones (or no reception) in the evening. We list users that follow these routines more than usual.
Topic 196 - LDA Topic 122 - LDA Topic 153 - LDA Topic 104 - LDA
W early from H W early from O Work late then H Phone off or N in evening
User Word p(w|z) User Word p(w|z) User Word p(w|z) User Word p(w|z)
29 WWW3 0.61 95 WWW3 0.59 29 WWW7 0.44 90 NNN8 0.65
4 HHW2 0.17 41 WWW4 0.15 10 WWW6 0.32 94 NNN7 0.09
69 HWW2 0.12 13 OWW2 0.11 78 WHH8 0.10 42 ONN7 0.05
10 HWW3 0.04 OOW2 0.09 WWH8 0.10 37 OON7 0.04
WWW2 0.01 HOW2 0.02 WHO8 0.01 HNN7 0.04
3.4.9 Extracting Group-Level Routines
LDA-Based Analysis
Using the LDA methodology, we can determine users that exhibit certain routines such as ‘working
early’. We use LDA to rank top days for these routines, and then count the number of times these days
are highly ranked for each user. The individuals displaying these routines the most are listed as Users in
Table 3.3.
As three examples, we can first find users that “go to work early”. There are two topics that display
this routine, one of them displaying “going to work from home” (Topic 196) and the other one “going to
work from other location” (Topic 122). In both cases the user is at work by timeslot 3 (9 am-11 am).
Users 29, 4, 69, and 10 arrive to work early from home, as seen in Topic 196 in Table 3.3. Users 95, 41,
and 13 arrive to work early from O. We can also find users that work very late before going home. Topic
153 dominates for users 29, 10, and 78 who often stay at work late (5-9 pm) and arrive home after 9 pm.
Finally, we discover users that possibly turn off their phones (have no reception) in the evenings. Users
90, 94, 42, and 37 often have no reception after 7 pm.
ATM-Based Analysis
While groups of users that share a routine can be discovered by LDA, ATM is in general better suited
for this task. With the ATM methodology, certain topics exhibit routines that dominate for mostly
business students. In Table 3.4, we display 4 of the routines that were discovered for business students.
We list the top users along with their student types. We also display the top location sequences for these
topics.
– Topic 104 dominates for users 38, 50, 96, and 82, three of which are Sloan students. These students
tend to go out from home late in the evenings in timeslot 8 (9-12 pm).
– Topic 139 is dominant for users 12, 82, 66, and 69, three of which are Sloan students. These users
go from home to work in timeslot 7 (7-9 pm) or from work to home in timeslot 6 (5-7 pm).
– Topic 145 occurs mostly for users 1, 84, 50, and 42, three of which are Sloan students. These users
are often at O locations throughout the day.
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Table 3.4. Routines discovered by ATM showing business student activities. Displayed topics are discovered to be dominating
for business (Sloan) students.
Topic 104 - ATM Topic 139 - ATM Topic 145 - ATM Topic 146 - ATM
User & Type P (z|a) User & Type P (z|a) User & Type p(z|a) User & Type p(z|a)
38 Sloan 0.040 12 Sloan 0.022 1 No label 0.187 4 Sloan 0.130
50 Sloan 0.036 82 Sloan 0.011 84 Sloan 0.125 73 Sloan 0.100
96 student 0.033 66 Sloan 0.011 50 Sloan 0.111 36 Sloan 0.091
82 Sloan 0.027 69 newgrad 0.009 42 Sloan 0.088 79 Sloan 0.085
Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z) Word p(w|z)
H H H 8 0.115 H H W 7 0.164 O O O 5 0.258 H H H 5 0.158
H H O 8 0.099 H W W 7 0.135 O O O 4 0.241 H H H 1 0.130
H H H 7 0.097 W H H 6 0.119 O O O 3 0.149 H H H 4 0.127
H O O 8 0.079 O W W 3 0.052 O O O 6 0.084 N N N 4 0.100
– Topic 146 occurs dominantly for four business students. They are often at home in timeslots 4 and
5 (11 am-5 pm).
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel framework for location-driven routine discovery using probabilistic topic
models. Using a dataset collected by 97 users’ mobile phones over a period of 16 months from the Reality
Mining project, we successfully discover routines characteristic of days and individuals in the study in
an unsupervised manner. We have proposed a method to represent location sequences, and incorporated
this into the LDA and ATM topic models. The resulting distributions of words for latent topics, as well
as topics given days, and topics given users, reveal hidden structure of routines which we use to perform
varying tasks, including finding users or groups of users that display given routines, and determining
times when certain events or changes in events occur. In the next chapter, we extend this work by
investigating the proximity dataset obtained by Bluetooth in addition to location data and use both
single and multi-modal cues to predict missing data and to classify day types and user types.
3.5.1 Limitations
While we have shown that many insights about routines can be obtained with our approaches, our
work has some limitations. The first one is the scope of users for which data was collected. The users
considered are MIT students and staff, and their daily routines are clearly not representative of the whole
society. However, their daily routines are expected to be similar, for the most part, to other university
students and staff as well as working professionals. Another limitation is the way we select the number
of topics. For LDA, perplexity is used as a measure to determine performance on unseen data. However,
perplexity is not a “perfect” measure for model selection, since similar resulting topics is not considered
in the perplexity computation. Overall, perplexity is not perfect for model selection, though other ways
of choosing model parameters are not much better, and the issue of model selection for topic models is
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an active problem [11]. Finally, there is no objective evaluation of the task conducted here, but this can
be addressed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Multimodal Framework for Routine
Discovery and Prediction
There is relatively little work on the investigation of large-scale human data in terms of multimodality
for human activity discovery. In this chapter we suggest that human proximity, obtained by mobile
phone Bluetooth sensor data, can be integrated with human location data, obtained by mobile cell tower
connections, to mine meaningful details about human activities. We propose an extension to the method
of the previous chapter which integrates location with interaction obtained from proximity data. Some
of the human activities discovered with our multimodal data representation include “going out from 7
pm-midnight alone” and “working from 11 am-5 pm with 3-5 other people”, further finding that this
activity dominantly occurs on specific days of the week. We also find dominant work patterns occurring
on other days of the week. We further demonstrate the feasibility of the topic modeling framework to
discover human routines to predict missing multimodal phone data on specific times of the day.
Two fundamental problems in this domain are how to discover recurrent patterns in a person’s life
from multimodal data like proximity, location, and motion, and how to predict, based on the knowledge
of a person’s routines, her most likely routines at any given time. On the one hand, pattern discovery via
unsupervised learning is often a necessity, given the potentially large number of relevant routine patterns
of an entire population and the huge amount of unlabeled data that can be recorded with a phone over
time [25, 31]. On the other hand, predictions from aggregated user observations are, arguably, some of
the most useful outcomes of routine modeling, by inferring both where and with whom a user would most
likely be in the future (for anticipation) or would most likely have been in the past (for cases of missing
data).
While recent works have started to analyze both problems from location or proximity data - discovery
and prediction in [25], discovery in [31] - one aspect that has not been investigated in depth is the role
of multimodal integration in large-scale routine analysis. More specifically, how does the joint use of
multiple modalities enhance the understanding of a person’s routines, and how can this be efficiently
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represented and automatically inferred? Proximity to known people (as a coarse approximation of face-
to-face interaction) adds a rich element of social context that is very useful to complement or disambiguate
many situations in daily life. For instance, being at home alone or with a large group having a party
represent entirely different social situations, that would be nevertheless identical from the sole perspective
of location. Such finer descriptions of routines based on multiple cues are clearly important to characterize
users and their habits.
This chapter is organized as follows. First we present the overall framework and the joint location-
proximity representation. We then describe the modeling details including the proposed method for
missing data prediction. The experiments and results are the presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we
present a supervised approach for day type and student type classification.
Various parts of the work presented here was originally published in modified form in [29, 30, 32, 34].
Note the supervised task is presented in [29] and the prediction framework in [32], with an extended
journal version in [34].
4.1 Multimodal Framework
We use the same data described in Chapter 3.1. Given a day in the life of a person in terms of where
they go and the number of people within the group they are in proximity with, our goal is to discover
the most commonly occurring routines. Further, we use the combined location and proximity routines
discovered to predict missing location and proximity data. An overview of the method is visualized
in Figure 4.1. We represent a day in the life of a user in terms of where they are over a 90-minute
time interval as well as the number of people they are with during this time interval within the Reality
Mining population, forming a joint location-proximity data representation, described next. This joint
data representation is input to the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, from which human routines
are discovered, representing common forms of social interactions which occur at varying locations.
4.1.1 Joint Location-Proximity Representation
The joint location-proximity data representation is based on the concatenation of data corresponding
to users’ location, proximity, and a timeslot indicating a coarse-grain measure of the time of day for which
this data is measured. The details follow.
Location Representation: The location representation is the same as that described in Chapter 3.2.
The 1.5-hour interval location sequences are overlapping, resulting in 48 x 1.5-hour 3-label location
sequences in a day.
Proximity Representation: For proximity data, we use the Bluetooth readings to consider prox-
imity with people in the Reality Mining group. Bluetooth can detect other similar devices located within
a 10-meter radius, and so Bluetooth is a reasonable (although clearly imperfect) proxy for social inter-
actions, though there are various sources of noise making it challenging to work with. On the one hand,
we could expect that people actually interacting will often be sensed by Bluetooth but many cases of
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Figure 4.1. Overview diagram. The data captured by mobile phones (where a user is as well as with whom) is combined to
form a joint location-proximity representation. After the multimodal data representation is transformed to a bag of words, Latent
Dirichlet Allocation inference is applied to reveal latent topics (or discovered routines), corresponding to common user places and
interactions. Each routine is characterized by its top multimodal words ranked by their probability.
nearby people who do not interact will be detected too. This is a limitation of the Bluetooth modality.
Proximity in general could be considered as proximity to laptops, computers, and other people, but it
is difficult to distinguish them from mobile phones. We quantize the number of proximate people into 4
prototypical groups: user is alone, dyad (1 person in proximity), small group (2-4 people in proximity),
large group (5 or more people in proximity). The group sizes are motivated by research in social science
that has traditionally analyzed dyads, small groups, and large groups as separate categories, as they
present distinct dynamics [36].
Timeslot Division: As done in Chapter 3, each day is divided into 8 coarse-grain timeslots as
follows: 0-7 am (1), 7-9 am (2), 9-11 am (3), 11 am-2 pm (4), 2-5 pm (5), 5-7 pm (6), 7-9 pm (7), 9-12
pm (8). These timeslots were chosen to capture common events in daily life, such as lunch time, dinner
time, or morning and afternoon work times. Other time intervals could equally be used to capture events
occurring over finer or coarser daily periods.
A day in a user’s life is finally represented as a multimodal bag of words, where a word is a location
sequence, concatenated with the corresponding proximity group and a timeslot, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The bag of word model is amenable for probabilistic topic modeling which is introduced in the next
subsection.
4.2 Modeling
In this chapter, we use LDA for two tasks:
Routine Discovery: We propose to extend the use of LDA to handle multimodal data, expecting
that topics will capture joint patterns of location and proximity that help disambiguate relevant cases
(e.g., discriminating between a person at work alone and in a group). Routines can be identified by
observing the top words for a given topic (ranked by their probability) and also by the top days for a
given topic.
Predicting Behavior: LDA is also used for the prediction of missing labels in a day (i.e., the
prediction of users’ joint patterns of location and proximity for certain timeslots). To achieve prediction,
LDA inference is run on the test days containing missing bits. The algorithm details are presented in
Figure 4.2. sm is defined as the timeslot of a document (a day), where m = 1...8 are the 8 coarse-grain
possibilities in a day. After finding topics within the training corpus via LDA, a distribution of topics for
each test day, d˜, is inferred resulting in θˆ
(t)
d˜
. The resulting topics for days d˜ are ranked according to θˆ
(t)
d˜
and the best matching topic for day d˜ is denoted by ztop
d˜
, which is found according to Step 4 in Figure 4.2.
The result is a single topic which is used for replacement of the missing data over the timeslot. To fill in
the missing location and proximity words, we replace the missing labels with those of the top day for the
mostly likely topic selected; d˜(sm) = dztop
d˜
(sm), where dztop
d˜
is the most probable day given ztop
d˜
. For the
predicting behavior task (whose results are given in Section 4.3.4), experiments are performed over 10
chains. Note that the procedure used for behavior prediction described here is simple and more elaborate
methods to predict missing labels could be derived from the output generated by LDA.
4.3 Experiments and Results
4.3.1 Data and Model Parameters
These experiments are performed on all of the 97 individuals in the RM dataset and with days ranging
from 18.07.2004 to 05.05.2005, encompassing 291 consecutive days. This subset of days was chosen since
these are the days for which proximity data is mostly available. Days with entirely no reception for
location were not considered since they contain no useful information for proximity either. The LDA
model for joint location-proximity routine discovery used T = 100 topics. Heuristic methods were used
to obtain T in this case, but generally speaking, a small value of T will produce coarse routines, whereas
a large T will be much more specialized but can also produce redundant topics. The hyperparameters
were set to β = 0.01 and α = 50/T . These hyperparameters are chosen based on standard values used
for text analysis [38].
4.3.2 Exploratory Analysis
We performed an analysis of the proximity data to study the interactions of business students com-
pared to engineering students and staff, considering interactions for different days of the week as well as
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// GOAL: Given a test day d˜ with missing location and proximity labels for timeslot sm, predict
a label.
// Topic discovery from the training corpus.
1) The Gibbs sampling algorithm in Figure 3.5 is performed on the training corpus to discover
topics.
// LDA querying is performed to retrieve days relevant to test days.
2) Follow the Gibbs sampling procedure in Figure 3.5, replacing the topic sampling in Step 5 by
the following equation, from which topic t is sampled:
p(zi = t|z¬i,w) ∝
n
(w)
t + n˜
(w)
t,¬i + β∑V
w=1 n
(w)
t + n˜
(w)
t,¬i + β
· n
(t)
d˜¬i + α∑T
t=1 n
(t)
d˜
+ α
, (4.1)
where d˜ represents the test day, and n˜
(w)
t,¬i counts the observations of term w and topic t in the
test days, excluding the ith index [42].
3) The day/topic distribution for the test day d˜ is θˆ
(t)
d˜
=
n
(t)
d˜
+ α
nd˜ + Tα
.
// Find the best matching topic for test day d˜.
4) The topic zi for which i = argmin
j
|sj − sm| and θˆ(zi)d˜ > Th, where si is the timeslot of the most
probable word of topic zi, sm is the timeslot of the missing data, si, sm = {0, ..8}, and Th is a
threshold, is chosen as ztop
d˜
.
//Replace the missing data.
5) d˜(sm) = dztop
d˜
(sm), where dztop
d˜
is the most probable day given ztop
d˜
.
Figure 4.2. Algorithm for predicting proximity and location timeslots.
interactions with others in the same group compared to other Bluetooth devices (not including people in
the group), which could include family members, friends, strangers, laptops, or computers. The results
are illustrated in Figure 4.3. The entire Reality Mining dataset was considered for these results, including
16 months of 97 users’ data.
Figure 4.3 (a) and (b) illustrates the quantity of interactions between users of the Reality Mining
study. Users 1-27 are the Sloan business students, and users 28-97 are the Media lab students and staff.
There are two boxes marking the separation between those groups in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b). We plot
the quantity of interactions between individuals in terms of (a) the number of interactions during the
course of the study (without taking into account the duration of interaction) as well as (b) the total
duration of interaction between these users in hours. In both plots, the amount of interaction (either
considering number of interactions or total duration) was much higher between several Media Lab users,
in comparison to business students. The figures have been adjusted to visualize the interaction between
business students as well by assigning any interactions occurring over a threshold to the last bin of the
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colorbar (200+ interactions or 150+ hours). More specifically, in Figure 4.3 (a), if there are 200 or more
interactions between a pair of users, this is labeled by 200+. The threshold is chosen by rounding up the
maximum number of interactions between business students. The same procedure is applied in Figure 4.3
(b) for hours of interaction. The maximum number of interactions throughout the study occurred between
a pair of Media Lab users, and was approximately 585. The maximum duration of interactions occurred
between a differing pair of Media Lab users, and was on the order of 690 hours over the course of 16
months. Note that these plots are not symmetric due to the inconsistencies in Bluetooth. Often times, two
people will be sensed as being proximate only by one of the phones. Furthermore, there are several users
without any data recordings. There are many interactions which occur frequently between individuals
though not for long durations. This is especially visible between several of the Media Lab users. Also
note that interactions between business students and engineering students are quite sparse. There are
many Media Lab users that never interact, though most business students (with data recorded) interact,
resulting in a much less sparse matrix. There was a pair of users with negative duration values, likely
due to incorrect clock settings, which was removed.
Figure 4.3 (c) and (d) plots the overall means of the number of interactions and the duration of
interactions in hours respectively, for Media Lab and business users over the week where ’S M T W
T F S’ on the x-axis corresponds to ’Sunday through Saturday’. These average values varied greatly
across users. We can see in both groups of people, the interactions are very low on the weekends. The
mean number of interactions is always on average higher for Media Lab students on every day of the
week, though it is especially higher on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Note however that the Media
Lab population is larger and the results here are not normalized by population size. The duration of
interactions for Sloan students is on average higher than Media Lab students on Thursdays, perhaps due
to a course or business school event on this day.
In Figures 4.3 (e) and (f), we plot the total duration of user interactions with users in the study
compared to ’non-user’ Bluetooth devices (or other devices), which could include family, friends, strangers,
laptops, and computers. Figure 4.3 (e) illustrates the total interaction times of Sloan users whereas 4.3
(f) is for the Media Lab users. In 4.3 (e) and 4.3 (f) we can see there are a few people in both groups who
have heavy interactions within the group. Also, many of the users have more interaction with people in
the group than with ’other devices’. Many of the Media Lab users have heavy interactions with ’other
devices’, likely due to the fact that they spend hours in front of their laptops and computers daily.
4.3.3 Joint Location-Proximity Routines
The fusion of proximity and location data enables the discovery of more detailed patterns regarding
this group of MIT users’ daily lives compared to single modalities. After LDA learning, there is a chance
that two topics could be similar to each other, as LDA does not guarantee that topics be distinct from
each other. The fact that LDA-learned topics are often similar to each other has also been observed in
the text domain. A short summary of the learned routines on the entire corpus is presented below, and
a summary is visualized in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3. Interaction patterns of MIT business students compared to engineering students and staff. Figures (a) and (b)
visualize the pairwise user interactions in terms of (a) the number of interactions and (b) the total duration of interactions
(hours). Business students (1-27) and Media Lab users (28-97) are highlighted by boxes. There are many interactions between
engineering students which do not occur over long durations. The average quantity of interactions over all Sloan business students
versus all Media lab students and staff is computed over the days of the week ’S M T W T F S’ in terms of (c) the number
of interactions and (d) the total duration of interactions (hours). On average, Media Lab users have more interactions, though
on Thursdays business students interact for longer durations, perhaps due to a course on this day. They also interact less on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. On average, there is little interaction on weekends in all cases. The total interaction times
(hours) of users with other Reality Mining users in comparison to all other Bluetooth devices are shown in (e) for Sloan students
and (f) for Media Lab users.
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Figure 4.4. Selected LDA results. The first row of tables correspond to the most probable words given a topic. Ranked days (i.e.,
documents) for selected topics by p(d|zi), showing (second row) the top 50 days’ location data and (third row) the corresponding
proximity data for a given topic. (fourth row) Histograms of the users whose days ranked in the top 50 for topic zi. (last row)
Histograms of the days of the week (M T W T F S S = Monday to Sunday) that ranked in the top 50 for topic zi. Note the
colorbars for the location figures indicating the W, H, O, and N locations, and for the proximity figures indicating a large group,
small group, pair, or alone.
-Home routines and proximity: Most of the home routines discovered occurred for users alone (i.e.,
not in proximity with anyone from the group). Only 2 out of the 20 topics related to discovered home
routines dominated for a pair of users in proximity. No home routines occurred for small or large groups
in proximity, which suggests that people did not socialize within the population at home.
-Work routines and proximity: Most of the routines discovered with proximity interactions occurred at
work locations. There are 17 topics corresponding to work routines, and 13 of them occur with proximity
patterns. Routines at work were discovered for all four proximity groups (users alone, in dyads, small,
and large groups), which indicates that all these types of interactions occur frequently.
-Morning routines and proximity: Only 3 out of 100 topics had a proximity interaction in the morning
(before 10 am), and all 3 of these routines occur for pairs of users and never for groups. People interacting
in the morning seem to be relatively sparse for this population.
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-Day time routines and proximity: Approximately 20 topics characterize user interactions throughout the
day (10 am-7 pm). The interactions include pairs of users, as well as small and large groups.
-Evening routines and proximity: 7 topics characterize group interactions in the evenings (7 pm-midnight).
These occur for pairs of users, and small as well as large groups.
A selection of topics illustrating the types of joint routines discovered are visualized in Figure 4.4.
We have illustrated results for selected topics, zi = 11, 28, 41, 46, 53, for the 50 most probable days given
those topics. The three most probable words given the topics are shown in the tables in the first row. We
plot the results in terms of users’ locations (second row), proximity (third row), user statistics (fourth
row), and day of week statistics (fifth row). The figures illustrating the users’ locations and proximity
data show the time of the day as the x-axis, and each row is a day of the life of a user plot in terms
of their location (H is home, W is work, O is out, and N is no reception) as well as in terms of their
interactions where (’large’ corresponds to a large group, and ’small’ to a small group). Furthermore, a
histogram for the users whose days ranked in the top 50 days is shown in the fourth row, the x-axis
indicating anonymous user id and the y-axis the number of days. The fifth row illustrates a histogram of
the days of the week (M T W T F S S = Monday to Sunday) of the 50 most probable days given each
topic. A summary of the routines discovered plotted in Figure 4.4 is:
-Topic 11: The user is at work during the day (dominantly 11 am-5 pm as seen from the 3 top words
given topic 11) while in proximity with a small group of 3-5 people. Several users have days with high
probability of topic 11. This work routine dominates on Mondays.
-Topic 28: The user is out in the evenings (7 pm-12 pm) alone. This routine occurs most frequently on
Fridays for several users in the study.
-Topic 41: The user is at work from 2 pm-7 pm in a large group. This occurs dominantly for a handful
of users, predominantly on Thursdays. Note that most of these users correspond to Sloan business school
students, displaying their common Thursday afternoon work routine.
-Topic 46: The user is at work in the evening (from 5 pm-midnight) in a small group. This work routine
dominates on Sundays and occurs often for a few users.
-Topic 53: The user is at home alone in the mornings (from midnight until 11 am). This topic rarely
occurs on Fridays.
Overall, we find topics expressing the dominant socio-geographic routines in the data. We now
investigate predicting missing multimodal data in order to objectively evaluate the methodology.
4.3.4 Behavior Prediction
We now show how it is possible to use LDA in order to predict unobserved location and proximity
data for a timeslot of a user’s day. For experiments, we decided to distinguish between people based
on the entropy of their routines under the hypothesis that prediction of location and proximity will be
more or less difficult depending on the variability of each person’s habits. User entropy is computed on
the distribution of topics given users, p(z|u) = ∑d p(z|d, u)p(d|u), where u is the user variable, and we
assume p(d|u) = 1|Du| , Du is the set of users recorded for user u, and |Du| is the set cardinality. The
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topics z correspond to the joint location-proximity routines found in Section 4.3.3. All of the users in the
dataset are ranked according to their entropy. After this, we set two thresholds for high and low entropy
which gave 10 users in each case. We randomly picked 5 people for each class (high and low entropy).
For each of the 10 selected users, 20 days of their life were randomly selected from days with at least
one proximity interaction (i.e. days that contained at least one non-empty word over the entire day).
This set of days was used to form the test set, from which we systematically remove words to generate
data with missing sequences to predict. For each day, the words of a given coarse-grain timeslot were
removed to form a day for which the method has to predict the missing sequence, thus generating 8 days,
each with one timeslot’s words missing. The resulting dataset for which we predict missing sequences
contains 10 users, each with 160 days = 1600 days for testing. Thus, for each user there are 160 days for
testing, and each coarse-grain timeslot contains 200 days for testing.
For each day, there is one timeslot with missing location and proximity labels. For evaluation, we
compute two types of error.
– The location error is the number of incorrectly predicted location labels divided by the total number
of labels to be predicted in the given coarse-grain timeslot. For instance, days with timeslot 1 missing
have 14 location labels to be predicted since it occurs from 0-7 am.
– The proximity error is the average number of people wrongly predicted for each word in a given
timeslot. More specifically, if the predicted group (alone, dyad, small group, large group) is correct
then there is no error. If the predicted group is incorrect, then we predict the minimum number
of possible people in the group (alone=1, dyad=2, small group=3, large group=5) and compute
the difference with the actual number of people in proximity. For example, if there are 10 people
in proximity and we predict a small group, then we assume 3 people are in proximity. If this
incorrect prediction occurs over the 14 half-hour words in timeslot 1 (midnight-7 am), then the
average proximity error is 7.
– Finally, the results for location and proximity error are averaged over 10 randomly initialized chains
of the Gibbs sampling procedure described in Figure 3.5.
The location and proximity errors are computed over users and timeslots and displayed in Figures 4.5
and 4.6. We present the average errors as a function of the user for location in Figure 4.5 (a) and for
proximity in Figure 4.5 (b). Users 1-5 (in blue) have low entropy and 6-10 (in red) have high entropy.
Interestingly, low-entropy users have lower error in the prediction of location labels than high-entropy
users. For low entropy users, the error can be as low as 0.32 which nevertheless indicates that the task
is difficult. We also include errorbars corresponding to the standard deviation over the 10 randomly
initialized chains. High entropy users are significantly more difficult to predict. In Figure 4.5 (b) we
plot the proximity error. In the best (resp. worst) case, the predicted number of people in proximity is
incorrect by, on average, 0.16 (resp. 1.2) people. In this case, low entropy users do not necessarily have
lower prediction errors in proximity than high entropy users.
In Figures 4.6 (a) and (b), we plot the average errors as a function of coarse-grain timeslot for both
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5. (a) Average location prediction error as a function of users, where low entropy users are labeled ‘Low E’ and high
entropy users ‘High E’. (b) Average proximity prediction error as a function of users. Location label for prediction is consistently
lower for low entropy users. However, for proximity errors are not necessarily lower for low entropy users.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6. Average error in (a) location prediction, and (b) proximity prediction, as a function of timeslot for low and high
entropy users. High entropy users consistently have higher location label errors for prediction over all times of the day, though
the error is highest between 5-7 pm (timeslot 6) which corresponds to typical commuting times. The highest errors in proximity
label prediction occur from 9 am-7 pm, corresponding to work times where most interactions occur.
high and low entropy users for location (Figure 4.6 (a)) and proximity (Figure 4.6 (b)). We can see in
Figure 4.6 (a) that for almost every timeslot (with the exception of timeslot 6), high entropy users are
harder to predict (have higher errors) than low entropy users. Timeslot 6 (5-7 pm, which corresponds to
typical commuting times) is overall the most difficult to predict. Also, for timeslots 1 and 2 (midnight
to 9 am), low entropy users correspond to much better performance than high entropy users. Regarding
Figure 4.6 (b), the error in proximity prediction as a function of timeslot is again not highly correlated
with the entropy of a user. The prediction in proximity has the highest error in timeslot 5, corresponding
to 2-5 pm, and the lowest error in the mornings and late evenings, which is not surprising. In the worst
case, the proximity error in any given timeslot is less than 1.25 people on average.
In Figure 4.7, we compare the performance of our topic model (TM) method to several methods.
Figure 4.7 (a) illustrates the overall average location error for the TM approach in comparison to a
nearest neighbor approach called previous day (PD), which uses knowledge about the specific date of the
test day, and replaces the missing data with that of the previous day. Note that the date is a very strong
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Figure 4.7. A comparison of our topic model (TM) approach to various other methods for overall location and proximity errors.
PD is the nearest neighbor approach of replacing data with the previous days’. (a) For the overall average location error W
represents the error obtained if all missing data is replaced by work, O by other, N by no reception, and H by home. (b) For the
overall average proximity error A represents the error obtained if the missing data is replaced by alone, D by dyad, S by small
group, and L by large group. The TM approach predicts missing location data as well as the PD approach, however, our approach
outperforms the PD method for predicting missing proximity data. The TM also outperforms all the other methods (both in
terms of location and proximity missing data prediction) significantly.
contextual cue about human routines that is not currently used in our method TM. The approach labeled
W is the case where all missing data is replaced by the ‘work’ location. Similarly O is the case where
all missing data is replaced by ‘out’, N by ‘no reception’, and H by ‘home’. Figure 4.7 (b) illustrates
the overall average proximity error for the TM approach in comparison to the PD approach, in addition
to the approaches labeled A, D, S, and L, corresponding to replacing the missing proximity data with
the labels ‘alone’, ‘dyad’, ‘small group’, and ‘large group’, respectively. We can see the TM and PD
approaches perform similarly in terms of location data prediction, however, TM outperforms PD for
missing proximity data prediction. The TM approach also outperforms all the other methods.
Given the simplicity of the PD method, we look deeper into the TM and PD performance for various
types of users. Figure 4.8 (a) illustrates the average location prediction error for high and low entropy
users. We see that for location prediction, the PD method performs better for low entropy users. This
is understandable since low entropy users have very ’routine’ lifestyles and simply replacing the missing
data with that of the previous day results in good performance. However, for high entropy users, our
TM method, which captures specific patterns of transitions (e.g., H to W) works better. Given these
complementary features, for future work, we plan to investigate a method that integrates both concepts.
Figure 4.8 (b) illustrates the average proximity prediction error for high and low entropy users. The
results show that our TM approach outperforms the PD approach both for low and high entropy users.
4.4 Classifying Daily Routines
In this section we move from an unsupervised approach to a supervised one, based on support vector
machines. Supervised machine learning models require training data with labels and are thus only suitable
for tasks in which some prior known knowledge of the features is available.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8. Comparison of our topic model (TM) approach with the previous day (PD) approach in terms of user types. (a)
Average location error for low entropy users and high entropy users for the TM vs. PD approach. The PD approach performs
better for location data prediction for low entropy users, however, our TM approach performs better for high entropy users. (b)
Average proximity error for low and high entropy users for the TM vs. PD approach. In both cases our TM approach outperforms
the PD approach for proximity data prediction.
We classify people’s daily routines defined by day type, and by group affiliation type. We propose and
compare single- and multi-modal routine representations at multiple time scales, each capable of high-
lighting different features from the data, to determine which best characterized the underlying structure
of the daily routines. We show that the integration of location and social context and the use of multiple
time-scales is effective, producing accuracies of over 80% for the two daily routine classification tasks
investigated, with significant performance differences with respect to the single-modal cues. We address
two classification tasks for daily routines: weekday vs. weekend routines, and engineering student-like
vs. business student-like routines. In both cases, the input data is one day of location and/or proximity
information.
4.4.1 Data Representation
The goal is to represent a day using location and proximity information that is discriminant to
daily pattern classification. A day can be represented at multiple time scales, and people’s routines
usually follow block-type schedules. As done in the previous sections we quantify location and proximity
information at two levels (one fine-grain at 30 minutes and one coarse-grain at 3-4 hours). These two
time scales provide a simple model of time management that is appropriate to characterize many people’s
lives. We use various location-driven and proximity-driven representations presented next.
Location Representation
La Fine-Grain Location. For the fine-grain location representation previously described in Section 3.2.1,
a day is divided into 30 minute non-overlapping time intervals, resulting in 48 location labels (W,
H, O, or N) per day. For classification purposes, this 48 element vector was transformed to binary
format.
Lb Bag of Location Transitions. This representation, previously described in Section 3.2.2, was built
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Figure 4.9. (a) Visualization of location patterns using the fine-grain location representation, La, for 2 users over 121 days. Each
row in the graph represents a day in the life of the user. The user on the left has a rich set of routines visible in the location
patterns, whereas the user on the right is mostly incomplete due to lack of celltower labels. (b) The proximity representation,
Pb, is visualized for a user. Only proximity with users in the group are considered. For this user, most proximity activity occurs
later in the day for most days.
from the fine-grain location representation considering 8 coarse-grain timeslots in a day. The bag
of location transitions is the histogram of the 4 component location sequences in the day.
Lc Coarse-Grain Location. For this representation, visualized in Figure 4.10 (a), a day is also divided
into 8 coarse timeslots. For each timeslot, there is a binary element representing the four location
labels (H, W, O, N). If one of these labels was present within the given timeslot, it is counted as one,
if this location was not present, it is counted as zero. This is a simplification of the bag of location
transitions, in which the dimensionality was reduced to be comparable to some of the proximity
representations described in the next subsection.
Ld Two-Feature Location. This representation is the simplest, in which the number of 30-minute H and
W labels are counted, without taking into account when exactly they occur in a day.
Proximity Representation
Pa UserID Proximity. The userID proximity representation is illustrated in Figure 4.10 (b). There are
31 binary components for a given day, reflecting the 30 people considered for classification (see
Section 4.4.3), and the last component for the case when no one is in proximity. If the person was
in proximity with one of the 30 individuals, the value for that component will be one; for days when
the person is not in proximity with anyone, the last component will be one. Thus, we only consider
proximity within the set of 30 people. Obviously, we do not consider a person to be in proximity
with oneself.
Pb Coarse-Grain Proximity. The coarse-grain proximity representation, visualized in Figure 4.9 (b),
contains again the same 8 timeslots in a day. In this description of proximity, the identities of
people are disregarded and only the quantity of proximate people for a timeslot is considered. In
the first timeslot, the first bin element is one if 1 to 2 people are in proximity, the second bin if
3 to 4 people are, and the last if 5 or more people are in proximity. The resulting representation
contains 8 timeslots, each with 3 elements. This idea of binary quantization is repeated over the
8 timeslots, resulting in a quantification of interaction within the total set of people over different
times in the day.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10. (a) Coarse-grain location representation, Lc, visualized over all days and users. (b) UserID proximity, Pa, displayed
over all users and days.
Pc One-Feature Proximity. This is the simplest representation for proximity. We count the number of
proximate people for a person within a day, and use this value.
Combined Representation
For the combined representation, we concatenate one of the location representations with one of the
proximity representations. We only consider cases with comparable location and proximity dimensionality.
Feature extraction techniques (e.g., PCA) could have been applied on the joint representations but were
not explored here.
4.4.2 Classifier
The classification was performed using a support vector machine (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel. For
both daily routine classification tasks (days as weekends or weekdays, or days as belonging to business
students or engineering students), the training strategy was leave-one-user-out, specifically testing on all
the days for one unseen person while training on the data for all other people (note: proximity features
are by definition relational, involving pairs of people); we tested on each of the people and averaged the
results. We optimized the kernel parameter on one data split for a randomly chosen person.
4.4.3 Dataset
From the RM dataset, we considered 30 people and 121 consecutive days, resulting in approximately
3600 data points. Our choice was guided by the goal of analyzing people and days for which data was
reasonably available. The exact dates in the experiment were 26.09.2004 to 24.12.2004. The people
selected had the most number of days with at least one W or H label. We removed days which were
entirely N (no reception) labels, which resulted in approximately 2800 data points. To select the interval
of 121 days, we found the time interval with the most number of useful days (i.e., days with W, H, or O
labels) over all 30 people. The resulting subset amounts to over 87000 hours.
For the student-type daily routine classification task, a subset of 23 of these 30 people were considered
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based on their student type labels. There were 6 business school students, and 17 engineering students.
The engineering students covered a broader scope, including both undergraduate and graduate levels.
4.4.4 Weekday/Weekend Routine Classification
The weekend/weekday classification results are presented in Table 4.1 and reveal the difficulty of the
task solely based on location or proximity information. In each table, the classification accuracy averaged
over all people is presented first, and the average accuracy for each class is presented later. Generally,
weekdays are more easily identified with location as input, and weekends are characterized better by
proximity data. We can understand this by identifying weekdays with WORK cell towers, and weekends
by not being in proximity with colleagues. However, in this dataset, students appearing to be in W
locations on weekends complicate the classification task, resulting in at best 44.1% weekend classification
accuracy by the bag of location transitions (Lb), which performs overall better than the others, also
having the highest dimensionality. The coarse-grain approach Lc (fused bag of location words) performs
slightly worse for weekends with a significantly smaller dimension. The fine-grain location representation,
La, performs the worst for WE, the best for WD, and slightly better than the two-feature location case.
All methods perform better than a ‘naive’ guess that assumes all days are weekdays, which results in
5/7 = 71.4% accuracy.
Proximity information alone is useful in characterizing weekends, but does not perform as well as
location data for identifying weekdays. There are many weekdays with little group interaction, resulting
in higher confusion with weekdays. The userID proximity and one-feature cases (Pa and Pc) reveal
about 2% difference between their weekend and weekday performances, overall resulting in the highest
performance of approximately 74%.
The lower panel in Table 4.1 shows the improvement in classification with the combination of proximity
and location data. Note that in all cases the overall performance of the joint representations improved
over that of the singleton case. We achieved over 80% accuracy with the combined representation (Lc, Pa)
trading-off 2-3% weekday accuracy for improved weekend classification. In Figure 4.11, we visualize the
days for which the proximity-alone data (columns 33-56) was misclassified, however when we added
the location data (columns 1-32), the resulting 56-component vectors were correctly classified. In both
figures, the first 32 columns visualize the location representation Lc and the last 24 columns illustrate
the proximity representation Pb, so each row displays a day of the combination (Lc, Pb). Figure 4.11 (a)
are weekends which performed incorrectly for proximity-alone data due to the abundance of proximity
interactions, which are not typical of weekends. In contrast, Figure 4.11 (b) shows weekdays which were
mistaken for weekends due to the sparsity in interactions, not typical of weekdays. The addition of the
location information in both cases resulted in correct classification, thus illustrating cases for which the
combination of information improved classification performance.
The performance difference between the best location only method (Lb) and the best combined method
(Lc, Pa) is statistically significant at the 1% level. The same is true for the performance difference between
the best proximity only method (Pc) and the best combined method (Lc, Pa).
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Table 4.1. Weekend (WE) and Weekday (WD) daily routine classification accuracy. The top table shows the difficulty in
determining weekends based on location information alone. Proximity data is more deterministic of weekend routines. Classification
obtained by combining location and proximity results in the best performance.
Location Accuracy (%) Proximity Accuracy (%)
Method Overall WE WD Method Overall WE WD
La 74.2 19.3 95.3 Pa 74.3 70.7 75.8
Lb 76.8 44.1 89.1 Pb 72 54.2 78.7
Lc 76 36.6 90.8 Pc 74.6 67.9 77.1
Ld 75.7 30 93.1
Combined Accuracy (%)
Method Overall WE WD
(Ld,Pc) 76.9 47.35 88.1
(Lc,Pa) 80.3 65.8 85.8
(Lc,Pb) 79 53.4 89.3
(La,Pa) 76.5 60.2 82.8
Figure 4.11. Advantages of the joint location-proximity representation (Lc, Pb). Visualization of (a) weekends and (b) weekdays
for which the proximity-only data was misclassified, but for which the location-only data and the combined proximity-location data
were correctly classified. The sparsity of the weekday proximity-only data (columns 33-56 in (b)), resulted in incorrect classification
since sparsity in interaction is typical weekend behavior. However, when we added the location information, the resulting combined
representation was correctly classified. The opposite phenomena can be observed in plot (a), for which weekends have abundant
proximity data, typical of weekday behavior.
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Table 4.2. Engineering (Eng) vs. Business (Bus) student daily routine classification results. Proximity within the specific group is
most representative of student type, especially when student identity is retained. The joint location and proximity data improves
classification performance for the (Lc, Pa) combination. However, the other combinations generally perform as well as the
singleton cases.
Location Accuracy (%) Proximity Accuracy (%)
Method Overall Eng Bus Method Overall Eng Bus
La 66.8 90.4 0 Pa 89.1 98.9 61.2
Lb 74.54 94.3 19 Pb 78.1 96 28.1
Lc 74.5 94.8 17.1 Pc 50.2 95.3 0
Ld 74.8 99.6 4.5
Combined Accuracy (%)
Method Overall Eng Bus
(Ld,Pc) 73.3 97.6 4.5
(Lc,Pa) 89.6 99 62.9
(Lc,Pb) 78.76 93.4 37.4
(La,Pa) 84.5 95 54.7
4.4.5 Business/Engineering Student Routine Classification
Effectively classifying daily routines as belonging to business students or engineering students based
on proximity-only observations was representation-dependent. The results are presented in Table 4.2.
Proximity representation Pc, the one-feature case, was inadequate in differentiating between student
types, suggesting that the overall quantity of proximity within each group is on average the same. If the
business students had much more proximity within the total set of people, or vice versa, we could expect
the one-feature case to produce higher accuracy. The coarse-grain proximity representation Pb improved
the accuracy of business student classification, however, the userID proximity representation proved to be
the best, with almost 99% accuracy in engineering student classification and 61% for business students.
The knowledge of identity from proximity is the key for discriminating student disciplines.
Location knowledge was inadequate in student type determination for the most part. This is likely
due to the simplified representation used where the 32 000 cell tower IDs have been reduced to four
location classes. It is expected that a representation more precisely identifying the geographic location of
a student would perform better. However, the representation used here is useful in understanding whether
student types differ in the amount of time spent at school, home, or out and about. The two-feature
location case, Ld, having low accuracy, indicates that the amount of time spent at school and home is not
indicative of student type. The most effective characteristics in differentiating, which can be observed
in Table 4.2 by the highest performance with the bag of location transitions representation, might be
patterns of “going to work” in a timeslot, or “coming home” in a timeslot, or other similar routines which
are captured by this representation.
The performance difference between the best location only method (Ld) and the best combined method
(Lc, Pa) is statistically significant at the 1% level. The performance difference between the best proximity
only method (Pa) and the best combined method (Lc, Pa) is not statistically significant.
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4.5 Conclusion
We have proposed a probabilistic methodology that successfully discovers recurrent patterns in peo-
ple’s lives from multimodal data, and that can use the discovered routines for data prediction, estimating
location and proximity data of users with varying entropy. Essentially, the method mines the most domi-
nantly occurring human routines (topics) from a huge corpus of real-life human mobile data to determine
recurring human patterns involving time of the day, semantic location and proximity based interaction
type. Our method also uses these rich human location-interaction topics to predict missing data, which
in real life occurs very frequently with mobile phone data, and can also be seen as a method to objectively
verify the validity of the routines discovered. By computing the entropy of individuals based on their
jointly modeled locations and interactions, we were able to observe that our method predicts missing
multimodal data over several hours for users with both low and highly varying lifestyles.
Finally, we also investigated a supervised approach to classify the daily life routines of approximately
87 000 hours of data. We achieve over 80% accuracy in identifying whether a given day more closely
resembles a weekend or weekday. This is not an easy task as students spend many weekends in work
locations and have many weekdays with few group interactions. We showed that the integration of
location and proximity data performed significantly better than the single observation sources, and that
using representations that consider multiple time scales was beneficial. We further succeeded in identifying
whether a user is an engineering or business student with over 89% accuracy based on a single day pattern
of activity. The identity of individuals, measured by proximity, was key in this case, which confirms that
social context is very helpful to identify people’s routines.
4.6 Limitations
The limitations of this work include the heuristic approach to selecting the number of topics and the
model parameters. Also, the timescales used are hand-picked over several hour intervals. In future work,
the methodology for data prediction could be further optimized to use the topics in a more sophisticated
manner, and to include prediction on varying timescales, such as full days of missing data. It would
also be very useful to take advantage of the other, often available data modalities of mobile sensor data
for data prediction. For instance, one could predict a user’s location given the time of day and their
interactions, the day of the week, or even using their phone call and SMS data. The Bluetooth proximity
data is potentially a very rich source if one considers proximity to all other devices including laptops,
computers, and anonymous cell phones. This data in itself could be used to determine the semantic labels
of an individual, such as if the user is at home (in proximity with their home computer), at work (in
proximity with their work computer), or out (in proximity with strangers). In a different line of work,
we would like to enrich the location vocabulary by refining the “other” category. This in principle could
be done from the Reality Mining dataset, but handling sparse human annotation of places is in itself a
research problem.
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Chapter 5
Modeling Varying Length Routines
Our research in activity modeling has led to the need for the development of mathematical models
that discover patterns over long and varying durations. In this chapter, we address the problem of
modeling varying time duration sequences for large-scale human routine discovery from cellphone sensor
data using two differing approaches. Our objective is to handle large sequence lengths based on principled
procedures to deal with potentially large routine-vocabulary sizes, and be applied to simple, generic initial
vocabularies to discover meaningful location-routines.
There are several difficulties to modeling human activities, as discussed in previous chapters, including
various types of “noise”, lack of ground truth, complexity due to the size of the data, and the various
types of phone users. The fundamental issue we focus on here is that we often do not know (or cannot
pre-specify) the basic units of time for the activities in question. We do know that human routines have
multiple timescales, however the effective modeling of many unknown time-durations is an open problem.
Previous works always assume a fixed and predefined unit of time, limiting the timescale of the routines
discovered.
Previously for routine discovery we used a bag of words approach. This has also been used in previous
works for activity discovery on video data [72] as well as sensor data obtained by wearable devices [48].
The advantages of a bag approach are the robustness to noise, and the compact representation. The
disadvantage is that the words are often not simple and the time duration must be predefined by hand [48]
or a supervised method requiring a training phase is necessary [72]. Furthermore, previously unknown
timescales, whether single or multiple, are not considered. Here we consider two approaches to model
and discover activities over varying previously undefined durations and show discovery results in terms
of location routines. We also perform some experiments validating the effectiveness of the techniques, for
example in terms of the model parameter growth rate and the type of sequences discovered. Some of the
material presented here was originally published in [33].
The work presented in Section 5.2 was originally published in modified form in [33]. The work in
Section 5.3 has not been published yet.
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Figure 5.1. Overview of a simplified activity recognition system. We apply two approaches for the discovery of activities over
varying durations. The first is the Multi-Level Topic Model (MLTM) where the idea is to use the output for preprocessing the
data over multiple iterations, each time generating activities over longer durations. The second approach is the Pairwise-Distance
Topic Model, where we formulate a new model to address the problem.
5.1 Overview
We consider two approaches to this problem. If we consider a simplified activity recognition system
consisting of the components in Figure 5.1, raw data is preprocessed into a format which can be processed
by the model. So far in this thesis the model in question is mainly LDA. The two approaches we take
are as follows:
1. In the first approach, we manipulate the preprocessing unit based on the output of the model in
order to achieve the goal of discovering routines over varying time durations (or varying length
sequence discovery). We call this approach the Multi-Level Topic Model and present the details in
Section 5.2.
2. In the second approach, we redefine the model itself to discover sequences of arbitrary length, where
the length can be very large. This approach is called the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model and is
described in Section 5.3
We define an n-gram to be a series of n consecutive words. We define a word, in terms of location
data, to be a location label and a timestamp. More precise specifications follow, however, an n-gram in
terms of activities can be interpreted as an activity occurring over a duration of n/2 hours if we assume
words taking 30 minute intervals, as we do in this chapter. More generally, an n-gram is an activity over
n ∗ x units of time where words capture data over x units of time intervals.
5.2 The Multi-Level Topic Model
In this section we propose an approach to construct vocabularies of increasingly large n-grams, built
in a multi-level fashion. The number of consecutive words (or size n in the n-gram) increases with each
level of the topic model. Our approach is built on LDA. The maximum number of levels determines
the maximum n-gram size considered, and large n-gram sizes can easily be considered with this method.
At a given level n, the vocabulary consists of only n-grams, though this could easily be modified to
consider all n-grams of size n less than or equal to the level. The output of the topic model at level
n is used to construct the vocabulary for level n + 1. There are several advantages to this technique.
Firstly, the vocabulary growth is controlled and does not explode since we only consider a subset of
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n-grams for vocabulary construction at each level, as opposed to the naive n-gram approach which grows
exponentially with the size of the vocabulary. Secondly, not only do we consider the most frequently
occurring n-grams, but we can capture frequently co-occurring n-grams, which is critical in large n-gram
discovery. For example, if 2 words co-occur a lot, they are more likely to form a bigram than if each
occurs very frequently, but not together. In the third place, the initial vocabulary can be very simple, not
requiring much human intervention in its design. Finally, each individual level results in unique patterns
with routines found for the particular vocabulary at that level. The overall contribution is an approach
to identify varying length human location routines and the successful application of this idea to 10118
days and 242800 hours of location data.
5.2.1 Methodology
We consider the 97 subjects’ location data in the Reality Mining dataset. We form very simple location
words, capturing location and time information for a user, and use these as input to our multi-level topic
model, which finds sequences of varying lengths as topic outputs in an unsupervised way. The components
of our methodology are described in detail next.
Location Sequences as Words
We represent a day in the life of a mobile phone user’s location as a bag of location sequences. In
the simplest case (at the first level) a unigram u1 = (t, l), where t is a half-hour time interval in the day,
t ∈ T = {1, 2, 3, ..., 48}, and l is a location label, l ∈ L = {‘H ′, ‘N ′, ‘O′, ‘W ′}, as in Chapter 3 and 4. A
bag of unigrams consists of the unigrams in the day of a user, of which there are 48. The vocabulary at
level 1, V1, consists of the set of all possible unigrams in the corpus C. The vocabularies for additional
levels and n-grams for n > 1 are described in the following section. The bag representation we use is
simple and does not require much handcraft as in previous chapters (which were essentially trigrams over
coarser grain time intervals).
A Multi-level LDA
We propose a multi-level approach, as illustrated in Figure 5.2, based on LDA, where the input
vocabulary Vi is redefined at each level i. The initial corpus C is input to the LDA model, consisting
of M documents and a bag of unigrams taken from a vocabulary of unigrams u1 ∈ V1. LDA inference
at level 1 results in a ranking of unigrams given topics at level 1, Φ1, and topics given documents Θ1.
We concatenate the most probable unigrams given topics, ΦT1 , with the set of location labels L to form
bigrams as the new vocabulary to level 2, denoted V2 = Φ
T
1 L. In cases where labels do not contain
time information, the concatenation would be done with the initial vocabulary (i.e., V2 = Φ
T
1 V1) though
here we avoid redundancy in time information in the vocabulary. The novelty of the method lies in the
formulation of the n-gram vocabulary, which is guided by the topic outputs. More generally, the top
ranked n-grams given topics, ΦTi at level i, are concatenated with the possible location labels to form the
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Figure 5.2. MLTM Overview. At level 1, the corpus C of M documents and words from the vocabulary of unigrams V1 are
input to the LDA model, whose graphical model is expanded on the right. The output from LDA at level 1 results in a ranking
of unigrams given topics Φ1 and topics given documents Θ1. We concatenate the top ranked unigrams ΦT1 with the possible
location labels L to form bigrams as the new vocabulary to level 2, V2 = ΦT1 L. This process can continue for n levels, resulting
in output sequences of length n from the n-th LDA model.
new vocabulary for the next level of LDA Vi+1 = Φ
T
i L. Essentially, we are pruning and extending our
vocabulary based on topic relevance and not only on simple frequency of occurrence of individual labels.
5.2.2 Experiments and Results
Dataset
For experiments, we remove days which contain entirely N (no reception) labels since they do not
provide any useful information. The resulting dataset consists of 10118 days and over 242800 hours of
data. This amounts to just over 21% of the days containing at least a single location label. For the
multi-level LDA model, we set the number of topics Ki to 50 for all levels i. The LDA hyperparameters
are set to βi = 0.01 and αi = 50/Ki for all levels i. These hyperparameters are chosen as in earlier
chapters based on standard values used for text analysis [38] though experiments with other values of
the same order produce the same results. 14 levels are considered for experiments, resulting in routines
discovered based on vocabularies ranging from half-hour intervals (at level 1) to seven-hour intervals (at
level 14).
Multi-Level Topics
The 50 topics at each level revealed human activities in terms of their locations for varying durations.
The results are evaluated in terms of the most probable n-grams given topics and by most probable days
given topics. We select several topics at various levels, and plot the 10 most probable days. We also plot
the most probable n-grams ΦT for the topics in addition to listing the two most probable n-grams in a
separate table. In general, we observe that for most topics, as the level increases, the routines discovered
occur over longer durations (as expected) though this duration is modeled by the vocabulary but is not
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explicitly obtained as output. Further, as the level increases, the routines become more refined and
discriminant over the day. These findings are explained in more detail in the paragraphs that follow.
Figure 5.3 illustrates results seen at various levels. The plots with the y-axis labeled ’Day’ show the
10 most probable days for the topic, where the x-axis is the time of day and the possible location labels
consist of {′W ′,′H ′,′O′,′N ′} as seen by the colorbar, where red is work, yellow is home, cyan is out and
blue is no reception. The second, fourth, and sixth rows of Figure 5.3 visualize the most probable n-grams
ΦTi for level i with Φ
T
i > 0.01, where the x-axis is the time of day, the y-axis is the location label, and
the value corresponds to the probability. From these plots, the n-grams duration cannot be determined,
so we also include the corresponding n-grams in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 lists the 2 most probable n-grams
for the topics in Figure 5.3, as well as the probability of the n-grams.
The MLTM discovers sequences of being at home, work, out as well as varying transitions between
the possible locations at various times. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) are level 1 routines of “at home in the
morning”. At level 2 (Figure 5.3 (d) and (e)) we can see some ‘home-out-home’ and ‘work-out-work’
sequences of activity. At level 8 (Figure 5.3 (f) to (j)), we discover “being at work or home or out”
occurring over several hour intervals. At level 14 (Figure 5.3 (k) to (o)), the sequences discovered in the
set of days occur over a large portion of the day and overall there is less variation in activity between the
sets of top days discovered. In general, the set of n-grams discovered for higher levels (e.g. levels 8 and
14) are very discriminant sequences occurring over parts of the day. More specifically, level 8 Figure 5.3
(f) and (g) have ‘work’ followed by ‘out with the transition always occurring at the same time. Figure 5.3
(h) is ‘home’ in the morning followed by ‘out’ occurring precisely at 9:30 am. The results show that
increasing the sequence length of the input vocabulary can result in routine disambiguation as well as
more precisely “filtered” output.
Comparing the results in terms of the actual n-grams per topic (Table 5.1) gives some temporal
information about the sequences discovered. The top two words for topic 1 at level 1 Table 5.1 (a) are
“home 5:30 - 6 am” and “home 6 - 6:30 am”. Though these are unigrams, actually they often co-occur
and are sequential in time. This can also be seen by the top documents in Figure 5.3 (a). In fact the plot
of ΦT1 shows a set of roughly 18 unigrams in a sequence defining this activity. However, these unigrams
all have differing probabilities given the topic, with the last and first few unigrams in the sequence having
lower probabilities. This results in the “noise” seen at the beginning and end of the “at home” activities
mined from the data. To discriminate more between these activities over longer portions of the day,
larger n-grams are necessary. For example, at level 8 topic 24 the “at home in the morning” routine is
more specific with an ‘out’ transition occurring at 9:30 am.
Note that since topics are discovered for the most co-occurring words in a set of days and we do not
explicitly model time durations in the MLTM, the routines do not necessarily correspond to exactly n/2
hours of a routine at level n as seen by the plots of the 10 most probable days. This is because topics
capture n-grams co-occurring with other n-grams often overlapping in time. However, each level contains
a set of topics which are unique and can not be discovered at other levels, revealing varying dominant
routines.
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Figure 5.3. MLTM Results. Plots with the y-axis labeled ’Day’ show the 10 most probable days for the topic, where the x-axis is
the time of day. The second, fourth, and sixth rows visualize the most probable n-grams ΦTi , where the x-axis is the time of day,
the y-axis is the location and the value corresponds to the probability of that location label occurring at that time. In general,
the set of n-grams discovered for higher levels correspond to longer sequences of activities in terms of people’s locations and are
discriminant sequences occurring over longer intervals of the day.
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Table 5.1. The two most probable location words which are the n-grams for a topic at level n. The topics labeled by letters
correspond to those of Figure 5.3. For instance, in (a) the two most probable words for topic 1 at level 1 are “Home from 5:30 -
6 am” and “Home from 6 - 6:30 am”. The 10 most probable days for this topic are plotted in Figure 5.3 (a).
(a) Level 1 - Topic 1 (b) Level 1 - Topic 15 (c) Level 1 - Topic 22
Home 5:30 - 6 am 0.071 Home 8 - 8:30 am 0.089 Work 7 - 7:30 pm 0.149
Home 6 - 6:30 am 0.069 Home 6:30 - 7 am 0.087 Work 7:30 - 8 pm 0.137
(d) Level 2 - Topic 25 (e) Level 2 - Topic 28
Home 12 - 12:30 am followed 0.024 Out 3 - 3:30 pm followed 0.049
by Out 12:30 - 1 am by Work 3:30 - 4 pm
Out 2 - 2:30 am followed 0.021 Work 5:50 pm followed 0.048
by Home 2:30 - 3 am by Out 5:30 - 6 pm
(f) Level 8 - Topic 3 (g) Level 8 - Topic 4 (h) Level 8 - Topic 24
Work 2 - 6 pm 0.101 Out 8:30 - 12:30 pm 0.148 Home 3:30 - 7:30 am 0.102
Work 1 - 5 pm 0.096 Out 8 - 12 pm 0.132 Home 5:30 - 9:30 am 0.094
(i) Level 8 - Topic 35 (j) Level 8 - Topic 48
Home 5:30 - 9 am followed 0.046 Home 1:30 - 5:30 am 0.137
by Out 9 - 9:30 am
Home 6 - 9 am followed 0.034 Home 12 - 4 am 0.136
by Out 9 - 10 am
(k) Level 14 - Topic 4 (l) Level 14 - Topic 5 (m) Level 14 - Topic 35
Home 12 - 7 am 0.145 Work 2 - 9 am 0.096 Out 10:30 - 11 am followed 0.044
by Work 11 am - 5:30 pm
Home 12:30 - 7:30 am 0.124 Work 2:30 - 9:30 am 0.095 Work 3 - 9:30 pm followed 0.036
by Out 9:30 - 10 pm
(n) Level 14 - Topic 36 (o) Level 14 - Topic 47
Work 11 am - 6 pm 0.055 Work 1 - 7:30 pm followed 0.037
by Out 7:30 - 8 pm
Home 3 - 10 am 0.053 Home 3 - 9:30 am followed 0.032
by Work 9:30 - 1 am
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Figure 5.4. The growth in vocabulary size for the naive n-gram case (‘all’) versus our Multi-Level Topic Model (MLTM) for
ΦTi > 0.01. The naive case grows exponentially. In contrast, the MLTM vocabulary does not grow exponentially, and is very
effective in limiting the n-gram vocabulary size at large n.
Vocabulary Size
We plot the growth in vocabulary over multiple levels for the case where ΦTi > 0.01 in Figure 5.4. The
logarithm of the vocabulary size is displayed as a function of the number of sequential labels n for the
naive n-gram case (labeled ‘all’) and the Multi-Level Topic Model. In the naive n-gram case the growth
in the vocabulary size is exponential, where the vocabulary size at level n is xxn ∗ yy, where xx = 4 and
yy = 48 in this case. We take into account timeslots in constructing the time series sequences which results
in a factor of 48. For ‘MLTM’ Vi = Φ
T
i−1L. If we consider all the possible n-grams for which n <= level,
where at each level Vi = (V1,Φ
T
1 L,Φ
T
2 L, ...Φ
T
i−1L), the vocabulary growth is approximately a cumulative
sum of ‘MLTM’ in Figure 5.4 which is not exponential. This shows the advantage in constraining the
vocabulary with our proposed approach. If LDA were to be used with an exponentially large vocabulary
there would be problems due to sparsity, as well as computational constraints.
Vocabulary Analysis
We have established that the vocabulary size does not grow exponentially, now we analyze what
we are actually capturing by comparing the vocabulary constructed by MLTM and the most frequently
occurring n-grams. One question that arises is whether the T top n-grams ΦTi are not simply the most
frequent n-grams. To investigate this we compute the percentage of overlapping n-grams between the T
most frequently occurring n-grams and the n-grams formed as input to level n, ΦTn−1L. In Figure 5.5,
we plot the percentage of n-gram overlap for T = 10 and T = 50, considering n-grams for n = 1 to
n = 14. The percentage of overlap for the 10 most occurring n-grams with the MLTM vocabulary is
high, which shows we actually capture the most critical n-grams. For n = 3 to n = 9, we capture 9
out of 10 of the most frequently occurring n-grams, which is very good. When considering the 50 most
frequently occurring n-grams in the data, we capture a large percentage of them for all n, which is critical
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Figure 5.5. Percentage of overlap between the T most frequently occurring n-grams in the corpus and the vocabulary of MLTM
n-grams at level n consisting of ΦTn−1L. Results are shown for T = 10 and T = 50. The percentage of overlap for the 10
most occurring n-grams and the MLTM vocabulary is high, which shows we are capturing the most occurring n-grams with our
method. Considering the 50 most frequently occurring n-grams in the data, the MLTM vocabulary contains a large percentage
of them for all n, however, the MLTM vocabulary also captures a small percentage of other n-grams, which corresponds the
difference between finding the most frequently occurring n-grams, and the most frequently co-occurring n-grams.
in showing that the method works effectively. However, we also capture some differing n-grams which is
the difference between finding the dominating co-occurrences and not just the most frequently occurring
labels.
Limitations
Though the multi-level topic model revealed meaningful results, it also has limitations. The first
one is that at each level only a fixed number of consecutive words (or n-gram size) is considered. The
experiments discussed here could easily be modified to have the ith level vocabulary constructed as
Vi = (V1,Φ
T
1 L,Φ
T
2 L, ...Φ
T
i−1L), though this was not done since the vocabulary we chose, the results in
terms of vocabulary size, sequences discovered and most frequently occurring n-grams captured revealed
to be very good. Another limitation of this work is the pre-specification of the number of topics and
hyperparameters at each level, though this is a limitation of topic models in general.
5.3 Pairwise-Distance Topic Model
In this section, we introduce a new generative model for long sequence generation. The model is built
on Latent Dirichlet Allocation, with the extension of handling large sequences of n consecutive words (or
location labels in this case) without an explosion of number of parameters nor parameter dimension. If we
consider a sequence, q = (w1, w2, ..., wn), to be a set of consecutive words, then the Pairwise-Distance
Topic Model (PDTM) can generate a corpus of sequences. Sequences can be viewed as n-grams, and
we use both terms throughout. The maximum length of the sequence n is predefined. This model was
designed to manage large n without model parameter dimension explosion after n = 3, which is the
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case in previous models [93]. As discussed earlier in the chapter, a word in an n-gram is assumed to be
conditionally dependent on all previous words in the sequence, thus making large sequences infeasible to
manage. In contrast, we integrate latent topics and assume a word in the sequence to be conditionally
dependent on the first word as well as the topic and remove the dependence on all other words. We
apply this model to location data to discover activities over large durations considering intervals of up
to several consecutive hours. Next we define the generative process, derive the learning and inference
procedure and present the results.
5.3.1 Data Representation
The PDTM can be applied to any type of data with discrete valued elements in a sequence, for
example text, preprocessed video, or mobile sensor data. In this case we consider mobile location data
over time. We make an analogy with LDA where a document is an interval of time in a person’s daily
life, for example a week or a day. A word w = (t, l) is composed of a location l ∈ L = {′H ′,′N ′,′O′,′W ′}
and a time coordinate of the day t ∈ T = {1, 2, 3, ..., tt} where tt = 48 in this case.
5.3.2 The Probabilistic Model
The graphical model for our pairwise-distance topic model is illustrated in Figure 5.6. As before, we
use a probabilistic approach where observations are represented by random variables, highlighted in gray
in the figure. The latent variable z corresponds to a topic of activity sequences. The model parameters
are defined in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Symbol description
n The length of the sequence
q A sequence defined as n consecutive words (w1, ..., wn)
m An instance of a document
Sm The total number of sequences q in document m
M The number of documents in the corpus
T The number of latent topics
z A latent topic
V The vocabulary size
Θ The distribution of topics given documents
Φ The distribution of sequences given topics,
where Φ = {Φ1z , Φ2z,w1 , ..., Φnz,w1}
Φ1z The distribution of w1 given topics
Φjz,w1 The distribution of wj given w1 and topics for 1 < j 5 n
The generative process is defined as follows:
1. Initialization:
(a) For each document m in the corpus draw a distribution over topics θm ∼ Dirichlet(α).
(b) For each document m in the corpus:
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Figure 5.6. Graphical model of the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model (PDTM). A sequence q is defined to be n consecutive words
q = (w1, w2, ..., wn). This generative model is used for sequence generation based on an extension of LDA.
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(c) For each sequence q of the Sm sequences in document m:
(d) Draw a distribution over words φ1z ∼ Dirichlet(β1) for each first word in the
n-gram.
(e) For each consecutive word in the n-gram, wj where 1 < j 5 n, draw a distribution
over words φjz,w1 ∼ Dirichlet(βj). Here φjz,w1 captures the dependency with z as
well as with w1. Note n is defined by the user and is fixed.
2. Sequence generation procedure.
(a) For each document m in the corpus:
(b) For each sequence q of the Sm sequences in document m:
(c) Draw a topic z|m ∼ Multinomial(θm).
(d) Draw the first word in the sequence w1|z ∼ Multinomial(φ1z ).
(e) For j = 2 to n:
(f) Draw the j-th word in the sequence wj |w1, z ∼Multinomial(φjz,w1 ) for 1 < j 5 n.
In summary, in the generative process for each sequence, the model first picks the topic z of the
sequence and then generates all the words in the sequence. The first word in the sequence is generated
according to a multinomial distribution φ1z , specific to the topic z. The remaining words in the sequence,
wj for 1 < j 5 n, are generated according to a multinomial φjz,w1 specific to the topic z as well as the
first word of the sequence w1. Note j is the j-th word in the sequence, but it can also be viewed as the
distance between the word j and word 1.
We assume a Dirichlet prior distribution for Θ and Φ = {Φ1z ,Φ2z,w1 , ..., Φnz,w1 } with hyperpa-
rameters α and β = {β1, β2, ..., βn}, respectively. We assume symmetric Dirichlet distributions with
scalar parameters α and β such that α =
∑T
k=1
αk
T , β1 =
∑V
v=1
β1,v
V , and βj =
∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
β(t1,t2)j
V 2 for
1 < j 5 n. Note the parameters αk, β1,v, and β(t1,t2)j are the components of the hyperparameters α,
β1, and βj , respectively in the case of non-symmetric Dirichlet distributions. The joint probability of
observations and latent topics can be obtained by marginalizing over the hidden parameters Θ and Φ.
These relations are then used for inference and parameter estimation:
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p(z,q|α, β) = p(z,w1, ...,wn|α, β) (5.1)
= p(w1, ...,wn|z, α, β) · p(z|α, β) (5.2)
= p(w2, ...,wn|w1, z, α, β) · p(w1|z, α, β) · p(z|α, β) (5.3)
= p(z|α)p(w1|z, β1)
n∏
j=2
p(wj |z,w1, βj) (5.4)
=
∫
Θ
p(z|Θ)p(Θ|α)dΘ ·
∫
Φ1
p(w1|z,Φ1)p(Φ1|β1)dΦ1 ·
n∏
j=2
∫
Φj
p(wj |w1, z,Φj)p(Φj |βj)dΦj (5.5)
=
M∏
m=1
(
1
B(α)
∫ T∏
k=1
θ
nkm+α−1
m,k dθ) ·
T∏
k=1
(
1
B(β1)
∫ V∏
t=1
φ
ntk+β1−1
1k,t
dφ1) ·
n∏
j=2
T∏
k=1
1
B(βj)
(
∫ V∏
t1=1
V∏
t2=1
φ
n
(t1,t2)j
k‘
i
+βj−1
jk,t1,t2
dφj) (5.6)
=
M∏
m=1
B(nm + α)
B(α)
·
T∏
k=1
(
B(nk + β1)
B(β1)
·
n∏
j=2
B(nk‘j + βj)
B(βj)
) (5.7)
where p(z|α), p(w1|z, β1), and p(wj |w1, βj) are derived in Appendix B resulting in the following.
p(z|α) =
M∏
m=1
B(nm + α)
B(α)
where nm = {nkm}Tk=1 (5.8)
p(w1|z, β1) =
T∏
k=1
B(nk + β1)
B(β1)
where nk = {ntk}Vt=1 (5.9)
and for 1 < j <= n
p(wj |w1, z, βj) =
T∏
k=1
B(nk‘j + βj)
B(βj)
where nk‘j = {n
(t1,t2)j
k‘j
}V,Vt1=1,t2=1 (5.10)
We define the following notation; nkm is the number of occurrences of topic k in document m; nm =
{nkm}Tk=1; ntk is the number of occurrences of term t in topic k, nk = {ntk}Vt=1; finally n(t1,t2)jk‘j is the number
of occurrences of terms t2 occurring j words after term t1 in topic k and nk‘j = {n
(t1,t2)j
k‘j
}V,Vt1=1,t2=1.
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5.3.3 Inference and Parameter Estimation
Like LDA, the optimal estimation of model parameters is intractable. However, there are several
techniques for inference including variational methods [10], Laplace approximation, and Markov Chain
Monte Carlo methods (MCMC) [38]. Here we derive the model parameters based on the MCMC approach
of Gibbs sampling [38]. We sample from the posterior distribution p(z|q) given the training data q. In
order to sample from p(z|q) using the Gibbs sampling method, we need to obtain the full conditional
posterior distribution p(zi|z−i,q) where z−i denotes all zj ’s with j 6= i. The main steps in the formulation
follow Equations 5.11-5.13, and a fully derived version is in Appendix B.
p(zi = k|z−i,q, α, β) = p(z,q|α, β)
p(z−i,q|α, β) (5.11)
=
p(z|α)
p(z−i|α) ·
p(w1|z, β1)
p(w1−i|z−i, β1) · p(w1i)
·
n∏
j=2
p(wj |w1, z, βj)
p(wj−i|z−i,w1−i, βj) · p(wj i)
using Equations 5.8-5.10, and the knowledge that
z−i, or wx−i indicate that token i is excluded from the topic or word wx
∝ B(nm + α)
B(nm−i + α)
· B(nk + β1)
B(nk−i + β1)
·
n∏
j=2
B(nk′j
+ βj)
B(nk′j,−i
+ βj)
(5.12)
Note the proportionality stems from the terms w1i and wji
∝ (nkm,−i + α) ·
ntk,−i + β1∑V
t=1 n
t
k,−i + β1
·
n∏
j=2
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj
(5.13)
where n(y)x = n
(y)
x,−i + 1 if x = xi and y = yi
and n(y)x = n
(y)
x,−i in other cases.
where nk = {ntk}Vt=1 and nk′j = {n
(t1,t2)j
k′
}t1=V,t2=Vt1=1,t2=1 . We use the properties B(x) =
∏dimx
k=1 Γ(xk)
Γ(
∑dimx
k=1 xk)
, and
Γ(y) = (y − 1)!.
The model parameters can then be estimated as follows:
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θkm =
nkm + α∑T
k=1(n
k
m + α)
(5.14)
φt1,k =
ntk + β1∑V
t=1(n
t
k + β1)
(5.15)
φ
(t1,t2)j
j,k =
n
(t1,t2)j
k + βj∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
(n
(t1,t2)j
k + βj)
(5.16)
// GOAL: Given a training corpus, α, β, T and n, estimate the parameters
nkm, n
t
k, and n
(t1,t2)j
k for j = 2 to n from which we can determine the model
parameters θkm, φ
t
1,k, and φ
(t1,t2)j
j,k .
// Initialization
1) Initialize the count parameters, nkm = 0, n
t
k = 0, n
(t1,t2)j
k =0 for j = 2 to n.
2) Iterate over each sequence q in the corpus:
3) Sample a topic k from k ∼Mult( 1T ).
4) Update the count parameters nkm, n
t
k, n
(t1,t2)j
k as follows
nkm = n
k
m + 1, n
t
k = n
t
k + 1, n
(t1,t2)j
k = n
(t1,t2)j
k + 1 for j = 2
to n.
// Run the chain
5) Iterate over a large number of iterations (e.g. 1000):
6) Iterate over each sequence:
7) Decrement the current sequence and sequence elements’ topic as-
signments as follows nkm = n
k
m−1, ntk = ntk−1, n(t1,t2)jk = n(t1,t2)jk −1
for j = 2 to n.
8) Sample a topic k for the sequence from p(z = k|z¬i,w) ∝
(nkm,−i + α) · n
t
k,−i+β1∑V
t=1 n
t
k,−i+β1
·∏nj=2 n(t1,t2)jk,−i +βj∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i +βj
.
9) Increment the new topic assignments as follows nkm = n
k
m + 1,
ntk = n
t
k + 1, n
(t1,t2)j
k = n
(t1,t2)j
k + 1 for j = 2 to n.
// Compute model parameters
10) Estimate the unknown parameters as follows
θkm =
nkm+α∑T
k=1(n
k
m+α)
,φt1,k =
ntk+β1∑V
t=1(n
t
k+β1)
, and
φ
(t1,t2)j
j,k =
n
(t1,t2)j
k +βj∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
(n
(t1,t2)j
k +βj)
, for j = 2 to n.
Figure 5.7. Gibbs Sampling Algorithm for the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model.
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5.3.4 Experiments and Results
Dataset
For experiments in the Reality Mining dataset, we again removed days which contain entirely no
reception (N) labels. We experimented with many values of T and plot selected results for T = 20. A range
of values of T give similar results, the difference being that when T is small, the overall most occurring
topics are discovered and when T is larger, more activities are found. We also vary hyperparameters
from βj = 1 to 0.01 and α = 1 to 0.01. As long as βj and α are smaller than the order of word/topic and
document/topic counts, the results are more or less the same. We plot results for βj = 0.1 for 1 5 j 5 n
and α = 0.1. We consider up to n = 14 due to Matlab numerical constraints. This could likely be easily
extended for larger n with relatively simple numerical optimization techniques.
Activity Sequences
We visualize a set of 15 topics corresponding to activity sequences for various n. Figure 5.8 (a) to
(o) correspond to dominant sequences discovered for 4 different values of n, n = 3 (Figure 5.8 (a)-(e)),
n = 5 (Figure 5.8 (f)-(h)), n = 9 (Figure 5.8 (i)-(j)), and n = 13 (Figure 5.8 (k)-(o)). In Figure 5.8,
we plot the results in terms of the 20 most probable days given topics, p(z|d). In general, we can see
emerging location patterns discovered within subsets of days in the corpus. For example, in Figure 5.8
(a) there is no reception in the morning. In (b) there is work after roughly 10 am, with out several hours
later, followed by work again. As n increases, we generally discover longer duration location patterns,
which are now defined in the output parameters of the model as will be explained in more detail in the
tables and figures that follow. We find in general the topics reveal activities of a similar sort as Chapter 3
based on the top documents for topics. This visualization of the most probable documents given topics
discovered reveals that our model does mine the data in a manner similar to LDA, which is reassuring.
For example, we can see a home-work-home routine in Figure 5.8 (d). However, our proposed model has
a great advantage of outputting precise details of the labels composing the sequences.
In Figure 5.9 we display the topic results using the pairwise-distance topic model in terms of the most
probable sequence components given topics. We show both visually and in terms of the actual output,
the top ranked sequence components given topics. For n = 3, the sequence is as follows q = (w1, w2, w3)
and the results w2|w1, z, w3|w1, z as well as their probabilities are given in tables in Figure 5.9. The
figures in the first column of Figure 5.9 simply serve as a visualization of the overall sequences discovered.
The first block of the figure is the first component of the sequence given the topic, w1|z, where the y-axis
corresponds to the possible words. Note, there are too many word possibilities to show clearly on the axis.
The plot simply serves as an approximate time of day display. The actual sequence components can be
seen in the accompanying tables next to the figures. The figures in the second column are illustrations of
w2|w1, z and w3|w1, z, where the y-axis is again w1 (same as the first block), and the x-axis is also possible
words, but without a time component. Note each sequence has only one time component, which we plot
with w1 in the x-axis. So w2 and w3 are on the x-axis. The tables show the actual pairwise-distance topic
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model results with the probabilities. You can see the sequence O-O-O starting at 8 pm is discovered in
(a) for Topic 3 (n = 3). Note O-*-O indicates that w1 is O, followed by O in position 3 of the sequence
(w3), with any possible location label in position 2 (w2). For the results with n > 3, shown in Tables 5.3,
and 5.4, we simplify the results presented by just listing the sequences. So for n = 3, Topic 3, we would
show this as 8 pm O-O-O and 5 am N-N-N.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the sequences that defined the topics displayed in Figure 5.8. We display
the two most probable sequences q = (w1, w2, ..., wn) for the topic, and in many cases these are split in
time. For example, in Table 5.3 (f) the outputs wi|w1, z and wi|w1′ , z do not necessarily have the same
w1, or w1 6= w1′ . In this case, the sequences are all displayed on separate lines, but they have the same
sequence number. This is one limitation of the model, which is expanded on in the Limitations section.
It can also be viewed as an advantage of the model, since we can capture varying duration sequences. For
large n, even if a sequence of exactly length n is not present in the data, the model still returns topics
with co-occurrence occurring with length n, though these do not necessarily have to be in sequence. For
example, for n = 13 and Topic 10 seen in (n), the most probable sequence consists of W-W-W-W-W-W
starting at 4 pm and O-(5*)-O-O-O-O-O-O-O starting at 4 am. Since there was no dominant 13-gram,
a 6-gram is discovered to co-occur with another large sequence. Three hours of being at work starting
from 4 pm often co-occurs with being out for 30 minutes at 4:30 am, then being out 2.5 hours later (7
am) for 3.5 consecutive hours. We observe the activities in general are similar to those in Chapter 3, but
now we obtain the sequence information as output.
The relaxation of the sequence component dependency can be viewed as an advantage of the model
which is able to handle noisy data. By only consider pairwise components in the sequence, and removing
the dependency on the other components, we can tolerate a certain amount of noise occurring within
the sequence. The model inherently allows for sequence discovery with noise, which is important for this
type of data collection.
In Figure 5.10, we plot the perplexity of the PDTM over varying number of topics computed on
20% unseen test data. The experiments are conducted for a sequence length of n = 8. We can see the
perplexity drops to a minimum at around 50 topics. We therefore use 50 topics in order to compare the
PDTM performance to LDA, plot in Figure 5.11. Also, the perplexity results illustrate that for a large
number of topics, the model does not overfit the data, since the perplexity does not increase, but remains
stable.
In order to compare our PDTM to LDA, we adapt the vocabulary used for LDA to have a comparable
format to that used in the PDTM. The vocabulary we use for LDA consists of a pair of locations, a
timeslot, as well as the distance between the locations. This results in a very similar vocabulary structure,
so that we can compare the model performance itself. The log-likelihood results on 20% unseen test data,
are plotted in Figure 5.11. We plot the log-likelihood, averaged over all the test documents. We do not
compare the results in terms of perplexity since the normalizing factors would be different, producing
a bias towards LDA. The log-likelihood results reveal that for small n, LDA performs slightly better.
However, as n increases, the PDTM consistantly has better generalization performance.
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Table 5.3. Most probable topics discovered using the pairwise-distance topic model, presented in terms of the sequences output
by the model. Results are shown for various sequence lengths n corresponding to those illustrated in Figure 5.8.
(f) n = 5 Topic 2
Sequence 1 6 am H-H-H-H-H
Sequence 2 9 am H-H
Sequence 2 10 am O-*-O-O-O
(g) n = 5 Topic 14
Sequence 1 7 am N-N
Sequence 1 3 am O-*-O-*-O
Sequence 1 1:30 am O-*-*-O
Sequence 2 1 am O-O-*-O-O
Sequence 2 7 am N-*-N
(h) n = 5 Topic 17
Sequence 1 10 pm O-O-O
Sequence 1 4:30 am H-*-*-*-H
Sequence 2 8:30 pm O-O
Sequence 2 4:30 am H-*-H-H
Sequence 2 10 pm O-*-*-*-O
(i) n = 9 Topic 5
Sequence 1 3:30 pm W-W-W-W-W-W-W-W
Sequence 2 5:30 am H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H
Sequence 2 5:30 pm O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-O
(j) n = 9 Topic 17
Sequence 1 4:30 am H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H
Sequence 2 6:30 am H-H-H-H-H
Sequence 2 3 am H-*-*-*-*-*-H-H-H
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Table 5.4. Continuation of Table 5.3. The results in this table are for n = 13.
(k) n = 13 Topic 2
Sequence 1 9 am H-H-H-H-H-H-H-W-W-W
Sequence 2 5 pm N-N-N-N-N
Sequence 2 9 am H-*-*-*-*-W-W-H-H-H
(l) n = 13 Topic 3
Sequence 1 3 pm W-W-W-W-W-W-W
Sequence 1 1:30 pm W-*-*-*-*-*-*-W-W-W-W-W
Sequence 1 4:30 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-O
Sequence 2 1:30 pm W-W-W-W-W-W-*-*-*-*-*-W
Sequence 2 3 pm W-*-*-*-*-*-W-W-W-W
Sequence 2 4:30 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-O-O
(m) n = 13 Topic 8
Sequence 1 4:30 am H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H-H
Sequence 1 10:30 am W-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-W
Sequence 1 12:30 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-O
Sequence 2 12:30 am H-H-H-H-H-*-*-*-*-*-*-H
Sequence 2 7:30 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-O
Sequence 2 10:30 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-O
Sequence 2 10:30 am W-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-W-W-*-W
(n) n = 13 Topic 10
Sequence 1 4 pm W-W-W-W-W-W
Sequence 1 4 am O-*-*-*-*-*-O-O-O-O-O-O-O
Sequence 2 4 am O-O-O-O-O-O
Sequence 2 4 pm W-*-*-*-*-*-W
Sequence 2 5 am O-*-*-*-*-*-*-O-O-O-O-O-O
(o) n = 13 Topic 12
Sequence 1 2 pm W-W-W-W-W-W-W-W-W
Sequence 1 noon W-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-W-W-W
Sequence 1 1:30 am H-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-H
Sequence 2 noon W-W-W-W-W-W-W-W-W-*-*-*-W
Sequence 2 2 pm W-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-W-W
Sequence 2 1:30 am H-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-H
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Figure 5.8. Topics discovered using the PDTM with various sequence lengths n. We plot the results in terms of the 20 most
probable days given topics, p(z|d). In general, we can see emerging location patterns discovered within subsets of days in the
corpus. As n increases, we generally discover longer duration location patterns, which are now defined in the output parameters
of the model as will be explained in more detail in the tables and figures that follow.
5.3.5 Limitations
There are two main limitations of the pairwise-distance topic model. The first limitation is that
there is no constraint forcing the output components to be in sequence. More specifically, a valid output
could be w2|w1, z and w3|w1′ , z where w1 6= w1′ . This would not result in a sequence of length 3 since
the first words differ. This is a limitation of the model in that the output can be out of sequence.
However, it can also be an advantage in that the output produces varying length sequences. To solve this
problem, we would have to add some constraints to the model. Another limitation is that output can
contain overlapping components. For example, the top sequence output for a topic may be something
like 3:30 pm H-H and 3 pm H-*-H. In that example, the components are overlapping in time. To address
this problem, again, some constraints should be imposed regarding the time component in the word
construction.
5.4 Comparison
We present an overall comparison of the two models developed. We compare them conceptually, and
in terms of limitations, advantages, and disadvantages in Table 5.5.
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(a) n = 3 Topic 3
w2|w1 p(w2|w1) w3|w1 p(w3|w1)
8 pm O-O 0.25 8 pm O-*-O 0.23
5 am N-N 0.21 5 am N-*-N 0.21
(b) n = 3 Topic 5
w2|w1 p(w2|w1) w3|w1 p(w3|w1)
3:30 pm W-W 0.15 3:30 pm W-*-W 0.14
1:30 pm W-W 0.13 1:30 pm W-*-W 0.12
(c) n = 3 Topic 11
w2|w1 p(w2|w1) w3|w1 p(w3|w1)
12:30 pm W-W 0.16 12:30 pm W-*-W 0.15
5:30 am N-N 0.14 5:30 am N-*-N 0.14
(d) n = 3 Topic 13
w2|w1 p(w2|w1) w3|w1 p(w3|w1)
4 pm W-W 0.12 4 pm W-*-W 0.11
3 pm W-W 0.11 3 pm W-*-W 0.11
(e) n = 3 Topic 20
w2|w1 p(w2|w1) w3|w1 p(w3|w1)
5 am H-H 0.17 5 am H-*-H 0.17
10:30 am O-O 0.15 10:30 am O-*-O 0.13
Figure 5.9. Topics discovered using the PDTM with various sequence lengths n, expressed in terms of the most probable sequence
components for topics. We show both visually and in terms of the actual output, the top ranked sequence components given
topics. The figures in the first column serves as a visualization of the overall sequences discovered. The first block of the figure
is w1|z, where the y-axis corresponds to the possible words. Since there are too many words to illustrate, the plot simply serves
as an approximate time of day display. The actual sequence components can be seen in the accompanying tables next to the
figures. The figures in the second column are illustrations of w2|w1, z and w3|w1, z, where the y-axis is the same as the first
block, and the x-axis is also possible words, but without a time component. The tables show the actual pairwise-distance topic
model results with the probabilities.
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Figure 5.10. Perplexity of the PDTM over the number of topics on 20% unseen days (documents).
Figure 5.11. Average loglikelihood of the PDTM versus LDA on 20% unseen days (documents).
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Table 5.5. Comparison of the pairwise-distance topic model and the multi-level topic model.
pairwise-distance topic model multi-level topic model
problem incorporating time incorporating time
addressed in the model in the model
problem long duration multiple duration
addressed sequence modeling sequence modeling
approach pairwise modeling multiple levels
of words in sequences of LDA where the input
vocabulary is changed
based on the previous level’s output
conceptual non-iterative learning iterative learning
predefined hyperparameters, number of hyperparameters, number
parameters topics, and max n of topics at each level
advantages handles noise in sequences output with many
simultaneous time durations
advantages removes the need removes the need
for a coarse-timeslot for a coarse-timeslot
limitations overlapping sequences in time number of topics at
and output sequences not each level is
constrained to have length n not optimized
possible to impose constraints that handle to introduce new techniques,
extensions overlapping sequences in the output perhaps hierarchical dirichlet processes,
and that restrict the output sequence to to learn the number of topics
have length n at each level automatically
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we devise two models to address the limitations of activity modeling in terms of
time constraints. The first model is called the multi-level topic model and it is designed to overcome
the limitation of having coarse grain timeslots in the vocabulary. The model can output activities with
multiple time durations, removing the need for previously defined timeslots in activity recognition. The
second model is the pairwise-distance topic model and it is designed to enable the modeling of long
sequences or long n-grams, which in turn also removes the need for predefined timeslots in the input
features.
There are several future directions for both models proposed. For the multi-level topic model ex-
periments could be performed with multiple n-gram sizes as vocabularies as the level increases. More
specifically, at level 2, the input vocabulary would consist of unigrams and bigrams, at level 3 the vocab-
ulary would consist of unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, etc. Further investigations should be done on
the disadvantages of iterative approaches. Perhaps there are non-iterative approaches to run inference
on the model. Finally, as mentioned before, optimizing the number of topics at each level would greatly
improve the model, especially if used with other applications.
For the pairwise-distance model, we plan to extend the work and consider dependency between a subset
of previous words in the sequence, as opposed to just the first word in the sequence. This approach would
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also be beneficial over the standard n-gram approach in considering dependency over all of the previous
words, causing parameter size explosion very quickly. The problem then becomes how to determine the
number of previous words for dependency, which we plan to approach with a hierarchical dirichlet process.
Another future work is to apply both models to other types of data, perhaps containing ground truth for
further objective evaluations.
Chapter 6
Modeling Opinion Change with
Topic Models
An important question in the social sciences, as well as the practical arts of education, sales, and
politics, is how ideas, opinions, innovations, and recommendations spread through society. Diffusion is
the phenomena of propagation of ideas or opinions within a social network. Many important attributes
of our lives are expressed primarily in real-world, face-to-face interactions. To model the adoption of
these behaviors, we need fine-grained data about face-to-face interactions between people, i.e., who talks
to whom, when, where, and how often, as well as data about exogenous variables that may affect the
adoption process. Such social sensing of face-to-face interactions that explain social diffusion phenomena
is a promising new area in pervasive computing.
Traditionally, social scientists have relied on self-report data to study social networks, but such ap-
proaches are not scalable. It is impossible to use these methods with fine resolution, over long timescales
(e.g., months or years), or for a large number of people, (e.g., hundreds or thousands). Further, while
people may be reasonably accurate in their reports of long term social interaction patterns, it is clear that
memory regarding particular relational episodes is quite poor. As an example, in a survey of informant
accuracy literature, Bernard et al. have shown that recall of social interactions in surveys used by social
scientists is typically 30-50 % inaccurate [3, 12].
A key question is ‘what influences opinion change’? Is there an underlying mechanism resulting in
the change of opinion for some people? Can we measure this mechanism, and if so, can we predict
future opinion changes from observed behavior? In this chapter as an extension to the work described in
Chapters 3-5, we propose a method for modeling opinions of subjects obtained by survey questionnaire
data and correlate this with user interaction and communication data obtained by mobile phone sensor
data. The method used is based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10] topic model, to contrast
the activities of participants that change opinions, with those who do not. The method discovers, in
an unsupervised manner, the dominating routines of people in the dataset, where routines are the most
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frequently co-occurring political opinion exposure patterns also referred to as topics in the rest of the
chapter.
In this chapter we analyze data captured by Anmol Madan and Alex Pentland at the MIT Media
Lab during the last three months of the 2008 US Presidential campaign. The dataset is from September
2008 to November 2008 during the presidential campaign of John McCain and Barack Obama and was
collected amongst the residents of an undergraduate residence hall at a North American university. This
dataset consists of 132,000 hours of social interactions data measured by mobile phones, and the political
opinions measured using monthly surveys. Using an LDA-based topic modeling approach, we study the
behavior differences between individuals who change opinions, and those who held their political opinions.
We show statistically significant differences in the activities of people who changed their preferred party
versus those who did not. People that changed preferred party often discuss face-to-face with their
democrat political discussants, and their daily routines included heavy phone and SMS activity. We also
find that people who decrease their interest in politics often interact with people that have little or no
interest in politics.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first present the data characteristics including details about
the questionnaires as well as some statistics of the sensor data. We then present the details of the
topic modeling approach for opinion change modeling. The model selection is then presented followed
by experimental results. The material presented here was done in collaboration with Anmol Madan and
Alex Pentland and is published in [66].
6.1 Dataset Characteristics
In the past, researchers have used Call Data Records provided by mobile operators to better under-
stand human behavior [37, 27]. Our approach, however, is to use pervasive sensing methods for capturing
social interactions, and this has several advantages. Firstly, it allows us to sample different sensors and
dependent training labels, and not just calling data alone. Secondly, from a privacy perspective, this
requires the user’s explicit participation in data collection. Additionally, in the future, it could be used
to provide the user immediate feedback on the mobile device itself.
6.1.1 Sensors and Data
The dataset was recorded with Windows Mobile 6.x devices. The data contains the Bluetooth devices
in proximity as well as the WLAN Access Point Identifiers (WLAN APs), which were scanned every 6
minutes. Call and SMS log details are recorded every 20 minutes, including information about missed calls
and calls not completed. Periodic scanning of Bluetooth and WLAN APs reduced operational battery
life with average usable life between 14-24 hours. More details can be found in [18].
The data was collected in a university undergraduate dormitory for an academic year, with a total of
over seventy participants. This data was collected for several behavioral studies, including an epidemiol-
ogy study [64] and an obesity study [65]. However, the data relevant for political opinions was collected
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over a three-month period, from September to November 2008. There are 78 participants in the political
opinion study, from which 36 are female and 42 are male. The participants birth year ranges from 1981
to 1991. The undergraduates are from all years, with 10 juniors, 22 freshman, 21 sophomore, 15 senior,
and 10 others. The participants represent eighty percent of the total population of the dormitory. The
remaining twenty percent of residents declined to participate in this study citing privacy concerns. The
undergraduate dormitory is known for its pro-technology orientation and tight-knit community.
The mobile phone interaction dataset consists of approximately 450,000 bluetooth proximity scans,
1.2 million WLAN access-point scans, 16,900 phone call records and 17,800 SMS text message events.
The average duration of phone calls is approximately 138 seconds, and 58 percent of phone calls were
during weekdays.
6.1.2 Political Opinion Questionnaires
The subjects’ political opinions were captured using three monthly web-based surveys, once each in
September, October, and November 2008 (immediately following the presidential election). The monthly
survey instrument was based on established political science literature, and consisted of questions shown
in Table 6.1. The questions were identical to the survey instrument used by Lazer and Rubineau [56], who
measured the monthly political opinions of students across different universities (during the same 2008
election period) and studied the co-evolution of political opinions and self-report friendship networks.
Political scientists have established that shifts in political opinions are gradual [46]. This is observed
in our dataset, as approximately 30% of the participants changed their opinions for each of the dependent
questions during the three-month observation period. Opinion changes were along 1-point or 2-points on
the respective 4/7-point Likert scales. Similar variations in our dependent variables were also reported
in the analysis of Lazer and Rubineau [56].
For each monthly survey, participants also identified other residents that were political discussants,
close friends or social acquaintances, identical to those used in [56]. Baseline information including race,
ethnicity, political opinions of the person’s parents and religious affiliations was also collected before the
start of the experiment.
We plot the survey responses for four of the survey questions, interest in politics (4-point scale), liberal
or conservative (7-point scale), preferred party (4-point scale) and preferred party details (7-point scale)
in Figure 6.1. The possible responses are as seen in the colorbars as follows
– {‘NI’, ‘SI’, ‘I’, ‘VI’, ‘NR’} = {‘not interested’, ‘slightly interested’, ‘somewhat interested’, ‘very
interested’, ‘no response’}
– {‘EC’, ‘C’, ‘SC’, ‘M’, ‘SL’, ‘L’, ‘EL’, ‘NR’} = {‘extremely conservative’, ‘conservative’, ‘slightly
conservative’, ‘moderate’, ‘slightly liberal’, ‘liberal’, ‘extremely liberal’, ‘no response’}
– {‘Ot’, ‘Ind’, ‘Rep’, ‘Dem’, ‘NR’} = {‘other party’, ‘independent’, ‘republican’, ‘democrat’, ‘no
response’}
– {‘SR’, ‘NSR’, ‘Rep’, ‘N’, ‘Dem’, ‘NSD’, ‘SD’, ‘NR’} = {‘strong republican’, ‘not strong republican’,
‘republican’, ‘neither’, ‘democrat’, ‘not strong democrat’, ‘strong democrat’, ‘no response’}.
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For the experiments that follow, we consider a change of opinion to occur if the subjects’ opinion
in November differs from their opinion in September. The statistics for number of users who changed
opinions versus those who did not are shown in Table 6.2. There are 78 subjects in the study, however
we only consider subjects that responded in both September and November. The number of participants
for each opinion is shown in the Total Responses column of Table 6.2.
Table 6.1. Political Survey Instrument used to capture different political opinions.
All responses were constructed as Likert scales.
Survey Question Possible Responses
Are you liberal or conservative? 7-point Likert scale
Extremely conservative to extremely liberal
How interested are you in politics? 4-point Likert scale
Not interested to very interested
What is your political 7-point Likert scale
party preference? Strong Democrat to strong Republican
Which candidate are you Choice between leading Republican
likely to vote for? (Sept and Oct) and Democrat nominees
Which candidate did you Choice between B. Obama
vote for? (Nov) and J. McCain
Are you going to vote in the 4-point Likert scale
upcoming election? (Sept and Oct)
Did you vote in the election? (Nov) Yes or No
Table 6.2. Statistics of numbers of users in various groups.
Opinion Changed Opinion Did not Change Opinion Total Responses
interest in politics 14 34 48
liberal/conservative 17 32 49
preferred party 5 44 49
preferred party details 13 36 49
Basic Statistics of Mobile Sensor Data
In Figure 6.2 we plot some basic statistics on the call activities and interaction data for all users that
responded to the interest in politics question in the survey. Plot (a) is a histogram of the call duration
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Figure 6.1. User opinions for 4 of the survey questions. The legends correspond to the following opinions, {‘NI’, ‘SI’, ‘I’, ‘VI’, ‘NR’}
= {‘not interested’, ‘slightly interested’, ‘somewhat interested’, ‘very interested’, ‘no response’} {‘EC’, ‘C’, ‘SC’, ‘M’, ‘SL’, ‘L’,
‘EL’, ‘NR’} = {‘extremely conservative’, ‘conservative’, ‘slightly conservative’, ‘moderate’, ‘slightly liberal’, ‘liberal’, ‘extremely
liberal’} {‘Ot’, ‘Ind’, ‘Rep’, ‘Dem’, ‘NR’} = {‘other party’, ‘independent’, ‘republican’, ‘democrat’, ‘no response’} {‘SR’, ‘NSR’,
‘Rep’, ‘N’, ‘Dem’, ‘NSD’, ‘SD’, ‘NR’} = {‘strong republican’, ‘not strong republican’, ‘republican’, ‘neither’, ‘democrat’, ‘not
strong democrat’, ‘strong democrat’, ‘no response’}.
where we consider two groups, less than or equal to 10 minutes and greater than 10 minutes. We can
see that most of the phone calls are less than or equal to 10 minutes in duration, especially those of
individuals who are very interested in politics. In (b), we also consider histograms of number of SMS sent
and received, grouped by interest in politics. Overall the group ‘somewhat interested’ sends the most
SMS and ‘not at all interested’ sends the fewest. In Figure 6.2 (c) we consider histograms of Bluetooth
(face-to-face) interactions grouped by interest. For interactions of less than or equal to 10 min, 11 − 45
min, and 46 − 120 min the counts are more of less evenly distributed. For interactions occurring over 2
hours there are more occurrences for subjects that have higher interest in politics. Next we present the
construction of the vocabulary used for modeling opinion change. Note the features include the bluetooth
and communication features plotted here in addition to survey responses on relationships and opinions.
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Figure 6.2. User communication statistics grouped according to the interest in politics opinion.
6.2 Opinion Change Modeling with Topics
In this section we introduce the multimodal exposure feature construction used for opinion modeling.
These features incorporate mobile phone sensed data as well as survey questionnaire response features.
We then present the details of model selection based on a statistical approach and results for significant
cases of opinion changing behavior.
6.2.1 Multimodal Exposure (MME) Features and Topics
Cumulative exposure [66], Ci to a particular political opinion O, represents the magnitude of a par-
ticular opinion that a person is exposed to on a daily basis, and is a function of the amount of contact
with different individuals and their self-reported opinion. contactij can be estimated from other mobile
interaction features, like counts for calling, SMS, and 802.11 WLAN co-location. contactij is the blue-
tooth proximity counts between i and j (tie-strength), and Nbr(i) is the set of neighbors for i in the
interaction network. CiO, cumulative exposure to opinion O, from both bluetooth and call features are
used for change of opinion modeling.
CiO = δj ·
∑
j∈Nbr(i)
contactij (6.1)
where δj = 1 if person j holds opinion O, and 0 otherwise.
When considering behavioral data with Latent Dirichlet Allocation, what we refer to as multimodal
exposure (MME) features can be seen as analogous to text words and all the data of a user is analogous to
a document. Further, latent topics are analogous to human routines, where Φ in LDA gives an indication
of how probable topics are for users, and Θ results in a distribution of exposure features given topics.
We formulate a multimodal vector of exposure features (MME features) encompassing four compo-
nents: (1) time (2) political opinion (3) type + amount of interaction and (4) relationship. Overall,
a MME feature captures the exposure to a particular political opinion, including details such as time
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and relationship. Given a survey question from Table 6.1, a MME feature has the following structure
(t, po, b, c, f, s, pd).
– Component (1) is the time where t ∈ {10 pm - 2 am (late night = LN), 2 - 8 am (early morning =
EM), 8 am - 5 pm (day = D), 5 - 10 pm (evening = E)}. These 4 time intervals in the day are
specific to the overall daily activities of the users in the dataset.
– Component (2) is the political opinion po ∈ o and o is the set of possible responses from Table 6.1
for the survey question chosen.
– Component (3) is the type and amount of interaction where b is a measure of the cumulative
exposure from bluetooth proximity to opinion po and c is the cumulative exposure from the mobile
phone logs to opinion po. Cumulative exposure, defined in Equation 6.1, is quantized into the
following bins: b ∈ {0, 1−2, 2−9, 9+}, c ∈ {0, 1−2, 3+} to limit the vocabulary size. b = 0 implies
no proximity interaction in the time interval t with political opinion po and c = 3+ implies 3 or
more calls and/or SMS with political opinion po during time interval t.
– Finally, the relationship metric is defined by f ∈ [friend, not friend], s ∈ [socialize, do not socialize],
and pd ∈ [political discussants, not political discussants].
With this representation for users, when LDA is applied, topics are essentially clusters of dominating
‘opinion exposures’ present over all individuals and days in the real-life data collection, described in terms
of MME features. We discuss how to determine the number of topics in the next section.
6.2.2 Model Selection
In order to choose the optimal number of topics, K, for the model, we consider statistical significance
measures over the entropy of topic distributions. We chose entropy of topic distributions as it (1) enables
the computation of statistical significance over a vector of probability distributions and (2) summarizes
the probability distributions of user behaviors. A low entropy implies a uniform distribution over topics
and a high entropy implies some topics are much more probable than others. The entropy over topic
distributions is computed as follows:
Hi =
K∑
k=1
p(zk|di)logp(zk|di) (6.2)
where di corresponds to the days of user i and zk corresponds to topic k. The limitation of measure Hi
is that it does not differentiate between dominating topics.
In Figure 6.3, statistical significance test results are displayed for various survey questions (Table 6.1)
(e.g., interest in politics (I)) as a function of the number of topics (x-axis) for (a) the case of the two
groups ’changed opinion’ versus ’did not change’; and (b) considering all possible opinions and change
of opinions as groups where for example for preferred party there are 4*4 possible groups. Note the
baseline at p = 0.05 is marked in both figures with black stars to show where we consider the results
to be statistically significant. The difference in group entropies is mostly statistically significant for the
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Figure 6.3. Significance results (a) for ’changed opinion’ versus ’did not change opinion’ for interest in politics (I), lib-
eral/conservative (L), preferred party (PP) (4-point scale) and (PPD) (7-point scale) (b) considering all possible opinions and
change of opinions as groups. The baseline in black is the level at which the p-value is considered to be statistically significant.
preferred party (PP) opinion when considering the 2 group case in (a), however not for all values of K
(number of topics). In Figure 6.3 (a), the first two points for which statistical significance occurs are at
K = 13 and K = 14, and in the case of Figure 6.3 (b) it occurs at K = 17, where p = 0.05 at this point.
For the opinion interest in politics (I) and the 2 group case in plot (a) at K = 22, the p-value reaches
its minimum of p = 0.05. We consider these points that are statistically significant in analyzing opinion
change in the results.
6.2.3 Results
For experiments, we consider documents to correspond to all of the days in the life of a user. The
vocabulary size of the multimodal exposure features varied depending on the opinion in question. For
the opinion preferred party, it was 240 (5 possible preferred party responses * 4 possible timeslots * 4
possible cumulative exposure bins * 3 possible communication categories). For interest in politics, the
vocabulary size is also 240. For both the liberal/conservative and preferred party details, the vocabulary
size is 384. Experiments were run using the collapsed Gibbs sampler presented in Chapter 3 with 1000
iterations.
Interaction Patterns of People who Change Opinion. The goal is to determine the difference
in the interaction patterns of the two groups people who change political opinion and people who do
not. We do this by comparing the most probable topics, averaged over all the users of each of the two
possible categories. By selecting the model parameters according to the points that resulted in statistical
significance in Figure 6.3, and looking deeper into the differing topics or exposure patterns at these points.
For the preferred party (PP), one point at which the difference in the entropy of topic distributions was
statistically significant occurred at K = 14 topics with p = 0.0106. We then look at the topic distributions
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of each group for K = 14 to see what are the difference in activities.
In Figure 6.4 (a), the top plot shows the mean Φ for those people who changed opinions and the
bottom plot is for those who did not. The x-axis in both plots corresponds to the topics and the values
plot are the mean p(z|d) or the mean Φ averaged over all users in the group. The most probable topics
(dominating routine) for users that changed opinion were topics 3, 9, and 10. The features of these three
topics are visualized by Figure 6.4 (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The most dominant topic for users that
did not change was topic 10, which dominated in both groups. For a given topic (Figure 6.4 (b)-(d)),
we display the 3 most probable words’ (top) face-to-face interaction features (middle) phone interaction
features and (bottom) relationship statistics. For the top plot, or the face-to-face interaction features, the
x-axis corresponds to the four time of day categories, LN=late night, EM=early morning, D=day and
E=evening. The y-axis corresponds to interaction with the opinions dem=democrat, rep=republican,
ind=independent, and other. The probability, nor the amount of interaction are displayed in the figure
for simplification. If the value is one then one of the top words contained this feature. The middle plot
contains the same characteristics as the top plot but for phone communication features (calls plus SMS).
The bottom histograms indicate the relationship feature for the top words. The possible relationships,
seen by the x-axis, are abbreviated by FR for friends, SOC for socialize and PD for political discussants.
The colorbar identifies whether the relationship holds or not (i.e., they are friends or are not friends).
Looking at Topic 3 (Figure 6.4 (b)), we can see that users who changed opinion predominantly had
face-to-face interactions with PD, who were non-friends and also not people users socialize with. The
preferred party of these political discussants was democrat and this interaction occurred predominantly
between 10 pm-5 pm. Further, people who changed opinion also had heavy phone call and SMS activity
with democrats as well as independents. As a result, our method based on LDA was useful in determining
the difference in routines between people who changed political opinion versus those that did not. Now
we explore interest in politics as the opinion, to see whether or not there was differing behavior in those
that increased and decreased their interest.
Different Exposure for Increased vs. Decreased Interest in Politics. We also considered
the difference in daily routines of users which increased their interest in politics as opposed to those who
decreased their interest. Figure 6.5 (a) shows the T-test that compares the entropy of topic distributions
of both groups. Figure 6.5 (b) is the mean probability distribution of topics given the users from the two
groups with K = 22 topics. The mean topic distribution p(z|d) is shown for all users who increased their
interest, and all users who decreased their interest. Plots (c)-(e) show the most probable words for the
dominating topics in both groups. Topic 14 (c) is highly probable for users who increased their interest.
Topic 8 and 18 are highly probable for users that decreased their interest. We disregard topics that are
highly probable for both groups. By inspection, we can see that people who displayed increased interest
communicated most often by phone during the day. In contrast, the group which decreased their interest
had only face-to-face interactions (i.e., no phone communication) dominating their daily routines, and it
included interaction with people with little and no interest as seen by topics 8 and 18. There was heavy
face-to-face interactions with friends in the early morning (EM) who had no interest in politics, for the
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Figure 6.4. (a) Mean topic distribution of users who changed opinion (top) and users who did not (bottom). The x-axis
corresponds to the topic number and the value corresponds to the mean probability of the topic over all documents. Users who
changed preferred party (PP) had a high probability of topics 3, 9, 10, whereas users who did not change had a high probability of
topic 10. We plot the features for topics 3, 9, and 10 in (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The top plots in (b)-(d), are the face-to-face
interaction features, where the x-axis corresponds to the four time of day categories (LN=late night, EM=early morning, D=day
and E=evening). The y-axis corresponds to interaction with the opinions dem=democrat, rep=republican, ind=independent,
and other. The middle plot in (b)-(d) contains the same characteristics as the top plot but for phone communication features
as opposed to bluetooth interaction. The bottom histograms indicate the relationship feature for the top words. The possible
relationships, seen by the x-axis, are abbreviated by FR for friends, SOC for socialize and PD for political discussants. By looking
at the features of the 3 most probable words for these topics, we can see that users who changed opinion displayed heavy face-
to-face interactions with political discussants shown in (b), and they also had heavy phone call activity with non-friends shown in
(c).
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group that decreased their interest. As a result we did find some statistically significant differences in
the daily routines of individuals who increased their interest in politics versus those who did not. Our
experiments based on mobile phone sensor data reveal that communicating with people with little interest
in politics tends to decrease one’s interest in politics.
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Figure 6.5. Routines of people who increased their interest in politics versus those that decreased their interest. (a) T-test results
are plot for the two groups ‘increased their interest in politics’ and ‘decreased their interest in politics’ as seen by the x-axis. The
y-axis corresponds to the T-test results which reveal that the difference in the entropy of topic distributions for these groups is
statistically significant. (b) Mean distribution of topics for users of both groups. (c)-(e) Topics which best characterized users’
daily life patterns in both groups. (c) People who increased their interest often communicated by phone. (d-e) People who
decreased interest had many face-to-face interactions with people with little/no interest in politics.
6.3 Conclusion
We presented a novel application of pervasive sensing using mobile phones– modeling the spread of
political opinions in real-world face-to-face networks. Using mobile phone sensors, we determined users’
behaviors discovered as topics using an approach based on LDA, where features include opinions, amount
of interaction, amount of phone communication as well as relationship information. We consider groups
that changed opinion versus those that did not, and observed statistically significant differences in the
entropy of topic distributions. This indicates that people who changed preferred party often discussed
face-to-face with their democrat political discussants, and their daily routines included heavy phone and
SMS activity. We also found that people who decreased their interest in politics often interacted with
people who have little or no interest in politics.
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One limitation of this methodology is that survey questionnaire results are noisy and can only be
obtained in small scales in comparison to mobile sensor data. This limits the scope of the results and
analysis. This work clearly represents a first attempt. We can anticipate several future extensions of this
work. In addition to political opinions, it would be important to understand if pervasive sensing methods
can help understand the propagation of other types of opinions and habits in face-to-face networks, e.g.,
those related to health or purchasing behavior, both in our current dataset and also in other observational
data. Furthermore, with the constant improvement in sensing technologies, future projects could use
global positioning system (GPS) or infra-red (IR) sensors for better location and proximity sensing.
Overall, our quantitative analysis has the potential of shedding more light on long-standing open questions
in political science and other social sciences, about the diffusion mechanism for opinions and behaviors,
but further studies are obviously needed to realize the actual limitations of this approach.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis we introduce methods based on probabilistic topic models to discover recurrent patterns
in people’s lives from socio-geographic mobile phone data. Essentially, the developed methods mine the
most dominantly occurring human routines from a huge real-life corpus obtained by mobile phones to
determine recurrent patterns of behavior. We investigate a number of tasks for activity modeling, mostly
in an unsupervised manner, but also in a supervised manner. We developed two topic models for long
duration activity modeling and apply our proposed techniques to a human-centric problem in sociology,
that of opinion change.
We first investigated two different probabilistic topic models in Chapter 3, and also investigated the
possible tasks in activity modeling, which can be addressed with the approach. We apply the techniques
to mine daily activities of 97 mobile phone users over a 16-month period. Routines dominating the entire
group’s activities included “going to work late”, “going home early”, “working non-stop” and “having
no reception” at different times. We used the routines discovered to determine behavioral patterns of
users and groups of users. Furthermore, the routines discovered were used to rank users or find groups
of users who display certain routines. We also characterized users based on their entropy. We compared
our method to one based on clustering using k-means. Finally, we analyzed an individual’s routines over
time to determine regions with high variations, which may correspond to specific events.
In Chapter 4, we considered multimodal representations of location and interaction for routine discov-
ery and proposed a method for missing data prediction based on topic models. We extended the work of
Chapter 3 to formulate a socio-geographic data representation. Some of the human activities discovered
with our multimodal data representation included “going out from 7 pm - midnight alone” and “working
from 11 am-5 pm with 3-5 other people”, further finding that this activity dominantly occurs on specific
days of the week. We further demonstrated the feasibility of the topic modeling framework to predict
missing multimodal phone data on specific times of the day. We also considered a supervised approach
based on Support Vector Machines for single- and multimodal- cue data classification considering day
type and student type.
In Chapter 5, we proposed two new models based on LDA to address existing limitations of topic
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models for long duration activity modeling. The first model is the Multi-Level Topic Model (MLTM)
which is essentially a multi-level LDA model, where the input of each level is formulated from the output
of the previous level. The MLTM allows for the modeling of varying time duration sequences, which is a
limitation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation for activity modeling. The second model is the Pairwise-Distance
Topic Model, and it allows for the modeling of long duration sequences.
Finally, in Chapter 6, our approach for activity modeling based on LDA was used in the study
of opinion change modeling. Specifically, we considered the differences in the daily routines of people
who changed political opinions and people who did not. For this, we considered the differences in the
interaction and communication patterns considering features of the individuals they are exposed to in
order to differentiate between two groups in two scenarios. First we consider the difference in exposure
features of individuals who changed preferred party and those who did not, as well as groups of individuals
who increased their interest in politics, versus those who decreased their interest.
7.1 Limitations
While we have shown many insights into activity modeling, our work has some limitations. The first
one relates to the scope of the data collection and features. The users considered in the two datasets
investigated were from MIT populations, and their routines are likely not representative of society as a
whole. However, the Reality Mining dataset did contain a mixture of business students as well as engi-
neering students, and their routines are likely representative of many students and working professionals.
Further, some colleagues have used our methods on the Idiap-Nokia dataset, confirming many of the
dominant activities on a Swiss data collection. Another limitation is that we consider location data from
cell tower connections, and reduce over 32 000 possible locations into four categories, home, work, out,
and no reception. The proximity data considered is also limited in that we only consider being in prox-
imity with other individuals from the data collection. We began some initial investigation in considering
proximity to known people, strangers, laptops, and computers, however it was not pursued due to lack
of ground truth. As discussed in the future work, an extension of this work would be to consider more
general locations as well as interaction types. The coarse-grain timeslots considered over several hour
intervals are another limitation of the methods used in several parts of this thesis. We did address this
problem in Chapter 5 by introducing n-gram methods which removed the coarse-grain timeslots in our
initiative to jointly model time and activity.
The second limitation of this work stems from the noise in the data. For example, what is sensed
by Bluetooth proximity is often a small subset of real face-to-face interactions since most people are not
carrying their mobiles in indoor settings. There is no way to account for this problem in the dataset
we used and it is a limitation of all current Reality Mining studies. Other sources of noise relating to
Bluetooth are the detection of other devices through thin walls where our results would reveal the two
individuals are in proximity though they are not. The only way we can think of accounting for this
problem is including surveys, which are highly disturbing to the individuals in the study, or to record
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microphone voice features. Though the analysis of voice features would introduce new problems of its
own, for example identifying the phones of the voices recorded. Other sources of noise include the noisy
home and work labels provided by MIT. We chose to use the given labels for home and work, though one
could try to learn these labels based on time features. The latter approach suffers in terms of missing
ground truth.
A third source of limitations relates to the specific methodology chosen for this dissertation. Topic
models have several limitations. There are limitations in the model parameter selection process and the
objective evaluation of the routines discovered. For model selection, we use heuristic methods in many
cases and we discover that overall the approach is not sensitive to model parameters. For the number of
topics selected we use perplexity in some cases, and we use statistical significance measures in Chapter 6
though further insights into the optimal number of topics for each task would strengthen the results.
Overall, there is a lack of ground truth for several of the tasks, many of which we have already mentioned.
Further, there is no objective evaluation in the discovery of dominating activities with topics. Given
more ground truth, supervised approaches could be explored and objective evaluations on unsupervised
approaches would be easier to perform. However, we address the problem of evaluation by performing
missing data prediction using topic models. We also compare the most probable words discovered in topics
with the most frequently occurring words in the dataset to ensure we capture the critical features in our
multi-level topic model approach. Finally, since the topics relate to human activities, by viewing what is
mined from the data, it is apparent whether or not the methods are working. Objective evaluations are
necessary however for optimal activity modeling.
7.2 Future Work
There are many directions for extending the work done in this dissertation. We discuss the possibil-
ities relating to three general directions: the incorporation of new types of sensor data as features, the
investigation of other types of machine learning models, and the development of new models for activity
modeling applied to real-life scenarios.
The techniques presented in this thesis could be extended to include several types of mobile phone
sensor data, including accelerometer data and mobile phone call features. Additionally, the location and
Bluetooth interaction features could be explored in different ways. For example, location information
can also be obtained by GPS data and WLAN information. The development of methods to encapsulate
richer location features, for example cell tower identities or GPS hot spots, would reveal more detailed
location information. Bluetooth devices include several categories. A device in proximity may be that
of a friend or a stranger. It may also be a laptop or a computer, either owned by you or a friend or
stranger. An extension of this work would be to investigate the discovery of Bluetooth devices and their
types given ground truth could be collected. Knowledge of Bluetooth devices and interacting user types
would be of great interest in activity discovery. In future work, the methodology for data prediction
could be further optimized to use the topics in a more sophisticated manner, and to include prediction
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on varying timescales, such as full days of missing data. It would also be very useful to take advantage
of the other, often available data modalities of mobile sensor data for data prediction. For instance, one
could predict a user’s location given the time of day and their interactions, the day of the week, or even
using their phone call and SMS data. The Bluetooth proximity data is potentially a very rich source if
one considers proximity to all other devices including laptops, computers, and anonymous cell phones
in predicting missing data. This data in itself could be used to determine the semantic labels of an
individual, such as if the user is at home (in proximity with their home computer), at work (in proximity
with their work computer), or out (in proximity with strangers). In a different line of work, we would
like to enrich the location vocabulary by refining the “other” category. This in principle could be done
from the Reality Mining dataset, but handling sparse human annotation of places is in itself a research
problem. Extensions to the n-gram sequence discovery problem could be to include evaluating the models
on other data types; for example, on interaction data and multimodal data. Some very promising future
work relates to the modeling aspect, which we discuss next.
An obvious extension of this work would be to investigate other types of machine learning models
for activity modeling. Classification methods like Support Vector Machines, and Neural Networks may
be of interest for feature selection given problems containing labeled data. Hidden Markov Models and
Conditional Random Fields may be good starting points for sequence modeling. Also, many of the topic
models mentioned in Chapter 2, such as the Author-Recipient-Topic Model, Dynamic Topic Models, and
Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes may be useful in activity modeling. Topic models can be used to address
the problem of modeling the sets of interacting individuals in a meeting. Extensions of the Author-
Recipient Topic Model may be of interest, where the author is the subject and the recipients are the
people in proximity. However, the model would have to be modified to incorporate time dynamics and
to account for the very frequently occurring case of having no one in proximity. For time considerations,
the dynamic topic model could be investigated. It would be useful in studying the dynamics of topics
over time. We would like to consider recent approaches like the Maximum-Margin Supervised Topic
Model which explicitly addresses the issue of maximizing the distance between topics, and may be used to
optimize the number of topics output. The hierarchical dirichlet processes (HDP) can also be investigated
to remove the need for predefining the number of topics. One extension we plan to explore is to integrate
the HDP into the pairwise-distance model. The HDP will be investigated to remove the dependency on
the number of topics. Also in the pairwise-distance topic model, the j-th word depends only on the first
word. In the Topical n-gram Model the j-th word depends on all of the previous words. We plan to
combine both ideas with the HDP which can determine the number of previous words for dependency
with the j-th word. This will likely improve the results of the Pairwise-Distance Topic Model.
Finally, new methods and mathematical tools to explore the applications of activity modeling to
human-centric questions is of importance. One set of questions is in the field of epidemiology. We have
access to the interaction and movements of a community. How can these be modeled and how can we use
this data to address questions such as the prevention of an epidemic? Another extension relates to the
analysis between communities. One research area we plan to extend is the development of a topic model
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to analyze the differences and similarities between communities. To our knowledge, there is no existing
topic model designed to perform such a task, which could be of great use in human-centric studies. We
came across this limitation in Chapter 6 when determining the differences and similarities in behaviors of
people who changed opinion versus people who did not. We overcame it by using entropy measures with
statistical significance tests. However, the development of methods to quantify the differences between
two communities is certainly of great interest in computational social science. There are many human-
centric applications which can be explored, all requiring extensions of existing tools or new mathematical
models for implementation. In terms of the political opinion modeling, there are several future extensions.
In addition to political opinions, it would be important to understand if pervasive sensing methods can
help understand the propagation of other types of opinions and habits in face-to-face networks, e.g., those
related to health and learning.
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Appendix A
Distributions and Properties
A.1 The Dirichlet Distribution
The Beta distribution is defined in Equation A.1 and the Dirichlet is defined in Equation A.2. The
Dirichlet distribution generalises the Beta distribution for any dimension.
p(x|α, β) = Beta(x|α, β) , 1
B(α, β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1 (A.1)
B(α, β) =
Γ(α)Γ(β)
Γ(α+ β)
, where Γ(x+ 1) = x!.
p(x|α) = Dirichlet(x|α) , Γ(
∑K
k=1 αk)∏K
k=1 Γ(αk)
K∏
k=1
xαk−1k
, 14(α)
K∏
k=1
xαk−1k , where 4 (α) =
∏(dimα)
k=1 Γ(αK)
Γ(
∑(dimα)
k=1 αk)
(A.2)
In this thesis, we always use a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with a scalar parameter α =
∑
αk/K
and dimension K. The Dirichlet is then defined as in Equation A.3.
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p(x|α,K) = Dirichlet(x|α,K) , Γ(Kα)
Γ(α)K
K∏
k=1
xα−1k
, 14K(α)
K∏
k=1
xα−1k , where 4K (α) =
Γ(α)K
Γ(Kα)
(A.3)
A.2 The Multinomial Distribution
The multinomial distribution is defined in Equation A.4.
p(n|x, N) = Multinomial(n|x, N) , N !∏
k n
(k)!
K∏
k=1
xn
(k)
k (A.4)
A.3 Conjugacy
A conjugate prior, p(ϑ), of a likelihood, p(x|ϑ), is a distribution that results in a posterior distribution,
p(ϑ|x), with the same functional form as the prior and a parametrisation that incorporates the observa-
tions x [42]. Conjugate prior-likelihood pairs often allow to marginalize out the likelihood parameters in
closed form and thus express the likelihood of observations directly in terms of hyperparameters [42]. We
use the property in Equation A.5 for the Gibbs Sampler inference procedure [42].
p(C|α, β) =
∫ 1
0
p(C|x)p(x|α, β)dp
=
∫ 1
0
xn
(1)
(1− x)n(0) 1
B(α, β)
xα−1(1− x)β−1dx
=
1
B(α, β)
∫ 1
0
xn
(1)+α−1(1− x)n(0)+β−1dx
=
B(n(1) + α, n(0) + β)
B(α, β)
=
Γ(n(0) + β)Γ(n(1) + α)
Γ(n(0) + n(1) + α+ β)
Γ(α+ β)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
(A.5)
Appendix B
Pairwise-Distance Topic Model
Inference Derivation Details
p(z|α) =
∫
p(z|θ)p(θ|α)dθ
p(z|θ) =
M∏
m=1
T∏
k=1
θ
nkm
m,k
p(θ|α) =
M∏
m=1
1
B(α)
T∏
k=1
θα−1m,k
Therefore,
p(z|α) =
M∏
m=1
(
1
B(α)
∫ T∏
k=1
θ
nkm+α−1
m,k dθ)
=
M∏
m=1
B(nm + α)
B(α)
where nm = {nkm}Tk=1.
(B.1)
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Similarly,
p(w1|z, β1) =
∫
p(w1|z, φ1)p(φ1|β1)dφ1
p(w1|z, φ1) =
T∏
k=1
V∏
t=1
φ
ntk
1k,t
p(φ1|β1) =
T∏
k=1
1
B(β1)
V∏
t=1
φβ1−11k,t
Therefore,
p(w1|z, β1) =
T∏
k=1
(
1
B(β1)
∫ V∏
t=1
φ
ntk+β1−1
1k,t
dφ1)
=
T∏
k=1
B(nk + β1)
B(β1)
where nk = {ntk}Vt=1.
(B.2)
Considering all j for which 1 < j 5 n,
p(wj |w1, z, βj) =
∫
p(wj |w1, z, φj)p(φj |βj)dφj
p(wj |w1, z, φj) =
T∏
k=1
V∏
t1=1
V∏
t2=1
φ
n
(t1,t2)j
k‘
j
jk,t1,t2
p(φj |βj) =
T∏
k=1
1
B(βj)
V∏
t1=1
V∏
t2=1
φ
βj−1
jk,t1,t2
Therefore,
p(wj |w1, z, βj) =
T∏
k=1
1
B(βj)
(
∫ V∏
t1=1
V∏
t2=1
φ
n
(t1,t2)j
k‘
i
+βj−1
jk,t1,t2
dφj)
=
T∏
k=1
B(nk‘j + βj)
B(βj)
where nk‘j = {n
(t1,t2)j
k‘j
}V,Vt1=1,t2=1
(B.3)
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p(zi = k|z−i,q, α, β) = p(z,q|α, β)
p(z−i,q|α, β) (B.4)
=
p(z|α)
p(z−i|α) ·
p(w1|z, β1)
p(w1−i|z−i, β1) · p(w1i)
·
n∏
j=2
p(wj |w1, z, βj)
p(wj−i|z−i,w1−i, βj) · p(wj i)
(B.5)
∝ B(nm + α)
B(nm−i + α)
· B(nk + β1)
B(nk−i + β1)
·
n∏
j=2
B(nk′j
+ βj)
B(nk′j,−i
+ βj)
(B.6)
(B.7)
=
Γ(nkm + α)Γ(
∑K
k=1 n
k
m,−i + α)
Γ(nkm,−i + α)Γ(
∑K
k=1 n
k
m + α)
· Γ(n
t
k + β1)Γ(
∑V
t=1 n
t
k,−i + β1)
Γ(ntk,−i + β1)Γ(
∑V
t=1 n
t
k + β1)
·
n∏
j=2
Γ(ntk + βj)Γ(
∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj)
Γ(n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj)Γ(
∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k + βj)
(B.8)
=
nkm + α− 1∑
k n
k
m + α− 1
· n
t
k + β1 − 1∑V
t=1 n
t
k + β1 − 1
·
n∏
j=2
n
(t1,t2)j
k + βj − 1∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k + βj − 1
(B.9)
∝ (nkm,−i + α) ·
ntk,−i + β1∑V
t=1 n
t
k,−i + β1
·
n∏
j=2
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj∑V
t1=1
∑V
t2=1
n
(t1,t2)j
k,−i + βj
(B.10)
since nkm,−i = n
k
m − 1. Also
∑
k n
k
m + α is always constant for any potential zi = k therefore it can be
ignored. nk = {n(t)k }Vt=1 and nk′j = {n
(t1,t2)j
k′
}t1=V,t2=Vt1=1,t2=1 . We use the properties B(x) =
∏dimx
k=1 Γ(xk)
Γ(
∑dimx
k=1 xk)
, and
Γ(y) = (y − 1)!.
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